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This dissertation focuses on face-to-face communication in an intercultural

teaching environment in Japan – foreign national students, few of whom speak

Japanese, who master the complexities of the Japanese abacus.  The dissertation

seeks to account for learning that takes place despite the absence of shared

language, arguing that links among concepts, language, movement, object use,

and culture are resources for communicating knowledge in specific communities

of practice.

My project challenges the tendency for intercultural communication

research to take a problem-centered view of communication.  Such problems are

most often attributed to cultural and linguistic differences between speakers.

Such a perspective tends to undermine the point that intercultural communication
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is often successful.  This project is proactive in that it seeks to explore elements

that facilitate successful communication.  My approach toward learning is

different from the more traditional cognitive theories of learning characterized by

a focus on abstract knowledge.  Such theories may be quite restrictive in unveiling

the variety of resources critical to the learning process.

Finally, my dissertation challenges the traditional practice of treating

language as the primary means for communication.  That practice may very well

hinder researchers in identifying and exploring channels that allow successful

communication to transpire.  I examine elements crucial to the effective transfer

of knowledge, and in so doing, develop new theories of how knowledge of

complex tasks is communicated.  The project contributes to the understanding of

teaching, training, and learning in multicultural/multilingual settings.
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Chapter One

Introduction

The soroban, the Japanese version of the abacus, has a long and prominent

history in that country’s commerce, education, and daily life.  Although the

soroban was first adopted by merchants and traders in the 1500s or Muromachi

period, it was not until three centuries later in the Edo period that it became the

subject of formal training in schools.  Beginning in 1872, the Meiji era brought

widespread reforms to Japanese society and government; one such reform was the

conversion to Arabic numerals and Western-style mathematics.  These reforms

reinforced the soroban’s role as a core subject in the Japanese educational

curriculum.  The soroban thus was the primary means for calculation in

commerce and daily life in both the old and new eras.

     ( Illustration by Peter Tran, 2005)
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Some are tempted to regard the soroban as a mere antiquity.  Yet the

soroban largely retains its place in commerce and governance, in part because it is

still so useful.  Although its design is quite simple, the soroban can help one to

calculate highly complex mathematical problems.  Observers new to the soroban

are often shocked by the speed and precision of users performing operations on

series of huge numbers.  Lacking a better analogy, newcomers often compare the

soroban to calculators or computers.  But because the soroban does not perform

mathematical operations on its own, it is not a calculator.  Rather, the soroban is

an instrument of a different kind, one that through skilled manipulation transforms

the abstract concepts of numbers and of calculations into their concrete physical

representations, bead positions and sequences of movements.  Thus, the soroban

is an instrument that unites both mind and body in the enactment of mathematics.

The calculator is often thought to be a technological advance over the

soroban, and in some respects this is true.  Advanced calculators can perform a

wide variety of mathematical operations, and can even store and graph their

results.  Yet through bead positions, the soroban also stores and visually

represents results that can in turn be written down or graphed.  In many respects,

however, the soroban compares favorably to the calculator.  Those proficient in

the soroban are able to perform calculations on extended series of large numbers,
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exceeding the storage and display capacity of most calculators and rivaling

spreadsheets.  With the soroban, numbers can be processed both visually and

orally.  The fingers of the soroban master move so quickly that the sequences of

movements required to perform calculations may be indiscernible; it appears that

the beads are simply being jiggled back and forth randomly. The speed and

precision so impresses that many new observers scarcely believe the results,

ironically demanding confirmation through machine computation.  Few realize

that in expert hands the soroban is more accurate than the calculator; indeed, as I

will argue below, this may even be true for non-experts.

What is it about the soroban that enables people to develop such skills?  I

will argue, knowledge of the soroban engenders a different and in some respects

special kind of relationship to numbers than could exist with objects such as the

calculator or personal computer.  This relationship is one of intimate familiarity

with numbers and sequences, the result of the interaction of the various parts of

the person-computer known as the soroban master.

The soroban thus draws on a number of skills both mental and tactile.  As

an instrument of the mind, the soroban draws upon the user’s ability to read, hear,

or envision numbers, to understand and invoke the operations performed on those

numbers, and to translate those operations into series of quick, intricate
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movements of beads and other parts of the soroban system.  Arguably, numbers

and operations are purely abstract concepts without physical representation.  The

soroban is the physical representation of these numbers and operations.  One

hears, reads, or otherwise comes up with a number, then one’s fingers slide the

beads into positions so that they represent the given number.  When the hands are

removed the numbers remain in place.  This basic sequence requires one to

conceive of an abstract entity, then to translate that entity into its physical

representation on the soroban.  The abstract entity remains on the soroban,

available for further use.1

Whereas with the modern calculator one punches in the numbers and the

machine performs the work, with the soroban one is the person in the computer.

In its original meaning, the concept of the computer referred not to a machine, but

to a person who possessed expertise at performing mathematical calculations

(Butterworth, 1999).  This expert computer often employed an instrument such as

an abacus.  When construed as a whole, then, the computer was the union of the

1 The sequence of use may then continue.  One reads, hears, or otherwise comes up with an
operation on an initial number (e.g.; minus 5, times 7,085,342, or divided by 1.73554).  One’s
fingers slide the beads in the sequence defined by the rules of soroban and the particular operation
to be conducted, ultimately producing a new and correct result.  The new number remains in its
physical form on the soroban, ready for yet further use.
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person, the abacus or other instrument used for calculating, and the procedures

used to operate the instrument.  Only in recent times has the concept of the

computer changed.  The calculator entailed the input of numbers and the

operation to be performed, with the machine then performing the calculation.

This new concept of the computing calculator rendered the person as a user in its

modern sense – a passive entity who could obtain a correct result even without

specific knowledge of how and why an operation was performed.  Hence, these

modern users of calculators are in some respects detached from the experience

and intimate knowledge of specific mathematical operations.

Unlike the machine-computer, the person-computer who uses a soroban is

active, maintaining awareness both of self and of the procedures being

performed.  These procedures are maintained in awareness not only as abstract

principles, as with a person adept with a scientific calculator, but more

importantly, as concrete enactments of a prescribed series of movements that

obtain a result.  With machines alone, then, numbers and the procedures used to

manipulate them remain abstract, often unknown entities.  Note, for example, that

although a user can touch the number pads on a calculator and press multiply or

divide, the specific operations as well as the result cannot be touched in the same

fashion.  This is in stark contrast to the soroban.  The beads on a soroban are
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physical representations of numbers, each with their own feel, the numbers

tangible, the movements subject to physical sensation.  This tacit dimension of the

soroban is one of its most fascinating characteristics.  Because of the person's

involvement with the tool and its movement, the person becomes a part of the

computing system as a whole.

Although numbers themselves may be regarded as abstract, the soroban

fittingly represents numbers as part of the concrete physical world.2  This is

appropriate, given the social setting in which the soroban evolved.  The soroban,

then, is a representation of numbered objects encountered in commerce,

governance, and everyday life.  The soroban provides tangible elements – five

beads to a rod,3 each rod representing places in a base 10 number scheme,

different movements representing each of the basic operations such as addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division.  For experienced users, these basic

operations can be extended to represent more complex mathematical operations.

2 The single bead touching the horizontal divider on a soroban represents the number five.  When
the bead is positioned up and away from the divider, it is not counted. The four beads below the
divider represent ones place.  For a bead to count, it must be positioned touching the divider or
touching beads in a series touching the divider.
3 Those new to soroban often inquire about the missing bead, since the beads for a place add only
to nine.  The 10th number in the place is represented by positioning the beads away from the
divider – zero beads against the divider means zero.  The 10th number, then, leads to a new place
in the base-10 system.
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This physical representation of numbers and operations was entirely

appropriate to the times, since in ancient times numbers were tangible objects for

merchants, shopkeepers, and others whose livelihood revolved around numbers.

One could touch fifty clay pots, ten sacks of grain, or a hundred head of cattle.  It

is a relatively recent phenomenon that people have lost touch with numbers.  How

do people in modern times touch a deferred annuity or grasp a compounded daily

interest rate?

In making numbers concrete, the soroban enables users to develop an

intimacy with numbers.  Numbers become more tangible.  With this tacit

dimension the hands have a way of knowing.  For example, users of the soroban

have the ability to suspend thought or total concentration and still arrive at the

correct answer—their hands know.  The fingers become faster than the mind.  The

user comes to recognize patterns to the extent that they do not have to think of the

individual steps required to add or subtract a number.  This ability is much like

sight reading music.  Although the musician may have never seen the specific

sheet of music placed in front of him/her, one has seen enough notes, scales,

styles, rhythms and patterns of music to the extent that one can easily make sense

of whole sections without having to read or focus specifically on each individual

note.  Proficiency means not thinking in terms of steps, but rather transforming
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sequences into single actions.  Thus, the user may conceive of the adding of a

single number as requiring a single movement although in actuality it involves

multiple movements.  Furthermore, in the course of performing a calculation,

users can feel or sense when they have made a mistake to the extent that the error

can be corrected midstream prior to the completion of the problem.  This sense

appears to reside in the fingers.  Thus, while the use of the computer or calculator

does require one to physically enter numbers, this tacit element is sorely different

from the physical relation acquired through the use of the soroban.

How does learning the soroban enable people to develop a more intimate

relationship with numbers?  I suspect that the answer lies largely in a view of

soroban teaching and learning as communication.  How then do people

communicate knowledge of a complex task?  How do they learn these complex

skills?  As one may have gathered from the opening discussion, this question is

both interesting and important.  It would be quite tempting to immediately credit

language as the main mode for the communication of knowledge.  But language is

only one mode of communication, particularly in instances in which one learns

complex tasks involving conceptual knowledge, numbers, as well as movement.
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The Osaka Soroban School

Virtually all Japanese learn the basic workings of the soroban in

elementary school.  Many parents also send their children to soroban jukus—

private soroban schools that meet several days a week after traditional school.

Students who attend soroban jukus receive intensive training in the soroban,

eventually going on to achieve mastery status.  In the heart of Osaka, Japan’s

second largest city, there exists a rather unique soroban school.  The school was

created for the sole purpose of teaching foreign nationals living in the area how to

use the soroban.  The school follows the standard curriculum set forth for all

soroban classrooms.  Even though these students are adults, they follow the same

lesson plans and use the same materials as children who attend traditional soroban

jukus.  Apart from the fact that students are adults, one other aspect of the school

sets it apart – the language of instruction.  Most of the students in the Osaka

Soroban School speak little if any Japanese.  Many of the instructors speak little if

any English.  Even instructors who do speak English teach primarily in Japanese.

Yet despite students’ and teachers’ limited access to a shared language, learning

takes place in an efficient and speedy manner.  I argue that a deeper investigation

of this environment will contribute greatly to our understanding of the

communication and acquisition of knowledge.  Where traditional accounts of
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communication and learning heavily feature cognitive and linguistic factors, due

to the language limited nature of the environment, as well as the task of learning

the soroban, this study will take a more holistic approach, attempting to show how

a community of practice communicates knowledge through cognition4, language,

movement and use of tools and artifacts.

The soroban then is an excellent instrument for studying how people

communicate knowledge about complex tasks.  Figure 1 illustrates that

communication of skills from teacher to student follows multiple paths or

modalities.  Due to the challenging subject matter (the soroban can handle

extremely complex mathematical problems, involves complex coordination of

physical movements with hearing and sight, and higher order mathematical

concepts), communication in many forms affects how and whether students learn

soroban skills.  Lessons involve a wide range of elements related to

communication5 including language, concepts, objects, movement, and culture.6

4 In this context, I define cognition as a mental process that is the result of perception, learning,
and reasoning.  In this sense, I am not referring to knowledge in a static state, but instead to the
ongoing process of cognition that takes place over time.
5 Information transpires through a variety of ways, methods, and channels.
6 Furthermore, explanation of this rich subject matter draws on a wide variety of theoretical
constructs in communication and social interaction.
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Learning the soroban is an extended process involving months and years of

practice, gradations of skill evident in measurable performance.  Much can be

gained from exploration of communication at the various levels in which learning

takes place.  The soroban involves operations or sequences needed to perform

various calculations, thus learning entails sequences of interaction.  It involves

close interaction between teachers and students.  Both the student’s and teacher’s

skills can be verified through observation. Yet, because it involves numbers, the

subject matter is not purely social.  Numbers exist independent of any interaction

that uses them-they are abstract.  Therefore, in addition to qualitative methods,

learning can also be verified through quantitative methods such as mathematical

tests.  Answers are either right or wrong, and thus verifiable.

Readers may wonder whether each of the elements I address – language,

concepts, objects, movement, and culture – are in fact elements for

communication, or whether they comprise a consistent category scheme for the

means by which people communicate. After all, there are clear differences

between concepts that are thought to underlie the knowledge communicated,

specific channels by which communication is accomplished (language, objects,

movement), and a cultural context in which communication occurs.  Yet in

teaching and learning the soroban, both concepts and culture are essential
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elements in facilitating communication.  One cannot transmit or learn basic

sequences of the soroban without an understanding of some key mathematical

concepts, even if one cannot explain them via language or operationalize them via

the use of tools or movement.  And as I will show later, concepts held in common

by teachers and students also provide means to check whether communication has

been successful.7  In this sense, concepts are elements of communication.

Similarly, among the many things to be learned by students is a certain set of

soroban cultural behaviors that are enacted via a community of practice. Certain

cultural and intercultural norms specific to the Japanese context facilitate or

enable communication of knowledge in the Osaka Soroban Association setting.

In later chapters, I will disentangle some of these notions and provide further

distinctions among these three kinds of elements, but for now the notion that each

is an element of communication that facilitates instruction should suffice to get

across the point that teachers and students employ each of these communication

modalities in teaching and learning the soroban.

7 In many cases it can be observed that certain mathematical concepts are latent in the background
of communication, and are called upon by teachers and students as a way of confirming their joint
understanding about the correctness or incorrectness of a given answer.
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Figure 1:  Elements of Communication Among Teachers and Students

Arguably, the communication of soroban skills may tell us a great deal

about communication and learning of complex skills generally.  Communication

of technical skills involves teaching novices to work within a structured system or

to follow sequences of actions.  Critically, what is regarded as technological at

any given time is relative to the state of technology for that time and place.  As

with the soroban, those skilled in any technical area must develop conceptual

understanding of the skill and of the technology, they must master relevant

physical skills, and they must acquire language about both the skill and the
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technology.  Skilled use of the soroban, then, is much like skilled use of any

modern technology.  The user of graphics software or Computer Aided Design,

for example, develops advanced skills in navigating user interfaces, as well as the

underlying principles for manipulating graphics or design elements.

Because what is technical is always relative to the context of a given place

and time, however, by way of analogy the communication of soroban skills may

reveal information about larger historical phenomena.  We think of technology as

a recent phenomenon, but modern technology-oriented cultures arrived in their

present state in part through the accumulation of technical skills in myriad

subjects over time.  The underlying prerequisites for skilled use of the soroban –

conceptual understanding of numbers, shared language about numbers and things,

skilled manipulation of objects and tools8 – are independent of any particular

counting instrument such as the soroban.  Over time, those underlying abilities

have led to a multitude of inventions, these inventions comprising the larger

historical trend toward technological societies. (De Camp, 1960 and 1993).

8 With tools being a special class of object, a distinction I will clarify in a later chapter.
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Too, the abacus and instruments like it contributed directly to these trends.

There is a rising tide of scholarship which establishes that trade existed earlier

than previously thought (prior to current systems of reading and writing).  Many

innovations made their way to disparate societies and locales through diffusion

rather than through acts of independent invention.  (Diamond, 1999)  The abacus

and similar instruments were and continue to be intimately connected to trade and

commerce, and thus were instruments of such diffusion.  Like other counting

instruments, the abacus was more than an avocation, but rather an instrument for

survival.  If a storekeeper or a city was not proficient with numbers, they would

not long survive in the realm of commerce.  Since numbers are in a sense

technical, and since for a given time acquisition of mathematical skills places one

on what is now thought of as the cutting edge of innovation, it follows that if we

understand how people communicate and acquire knowledge about complex tasks

and technical skills, we gain an important means for understanding larger

historical trends.  Understanding the communication of soroban skills, then,

arguably provides a window into history – since these skills provide us with

information about human beings’ generic abilities for communicating knowledge

about complex tasks.  These skills in turn are a major contributing factor in

historical change.
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How is it that instructors can communicate knowledge of a complex

instrument?  Furthermore, how are they able to do so in a language-limited

environment, which by appearances would complicate matters?  What resources

do participants draw on that allow for the acquisition of knowledge to take place?

It is a common tendency for researchers  to focus almost exclusively on the

cognitive aspects involved in teaching and learning and on language as the

primary vehicle for such transmission.  Were cognition and language the only

elements in learning complex tasks, based on this model all learning could be

accomplished through the simple means of a written text or an audio taped oral

explanation.  Yet teaching and learning are not so simply accomplished.  If we

were to consider all that goes into the transfer of knowledge, we would recognize

that such activities extend far beyond merely that of cognition and that there are a

variety of factors and other elements that make learning possible.  To ignore other

factors is to ignore the very resources for communication that allow the transfer of

knowledge to take place.

What else, then, must we consider?  In evaluating the communication of

soroban skills, we might examine the totality of resources for learning.  We might

want to investigate what roles each resource plays, and even the relationships

among those resources.  How, for example, do movement and linguistic
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descriptions relate to each other and to the communication of knowledge?

Through an exploration of the communication of knowledge in this multicultural-

multilingual environment, this project will examine five elements crucial to the

communication of knowledge:  objects, movements, concepts, language, and

culture.  The purpose of this study is therefore twofold:  1) to reorient our

understanding of how we conceive of the communication of knowledge by

providing greater depth to the picture, and 2) to reorient our approach to the study

of interaction of activities that enable learning to take place.

Such a project is important in large measure because it involves a different

way of looking at learning activities.  By taking a holistic view of learning, it may

account for the multitude of ways people learn complex tasks, those tasks often

involving a host of seemingly disparate skills.  How these resources for learning

contribute to learning, be they movement, descriptions in language, underlying

concepts, or objects that structure activity and thus facilitate learning is, despite

massive literature on cognition and language, a subject still worthy of

examination.  How, then, could this project contribute to scholarly understanding

of the communication of knowledge?  More importantly, why would this project

be important and useful?
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First, this project is important because it stresses the important role that

elements other than cognition and language play in the transmission of

knowledge.  Movement, objects, and culture have all been examined in

relationship to learning, but largely in isolation, with scant attention to the ways

each of these resources for learning might relate to each other.  Since these topics

are often not examined in relation to each other, it follows that our understanding

of the roles of language and cognition, despite being featured prominently in the

literature, are in some sense impoverished.  It is not enough simply to identify the

elements critical to the transmission of knowledge.  To understand the small

picture, we need to understand the big picture. While I may separate each element

for independent examination, it is important to note that no individual element is

wholly responsible for successful learning.

In large part, then, this project seeks to answer one question:  What are the

relationships between and among different resources involved in the learning of

complex tasks such as the soroban?  What and how do these relationships

contribute to the learning process?  Would it be possible to consider concepts

without movement, or language without objects?  To illustrate my argument,

consider the case of one learning to play the conga.  Lessons might begin with the

teaching of the basic concept which would involve rhythms and patterns.
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However, even proficient understanding of the concept is not enough to help one

achieve advanced knowledge of conga.  Learning involves doing.  In this sense,

movement becomes an important element in the learning process.  Even so we are

still only beginning to scratch the surface.  For one to be able to play with others it

is necessary to understand how patterns, sequences of patterns, and the

individual’s own beat fit within the patterns of other drummers so that together

there is a harmonious sound.  Thus, the learning of the conga entails concepts,

movement, objects, and a community of practice.  Each of these elements is so

central to the learning of the conga that to eliminate one would create some

difficulty for the learning process.  But clearly, it is not simply that each of these

elements is present, but rather, as I argue, in the communication of knowledge it

is the constant interaction and relationship between and among the various

elements that is important.

Figure 2 graphically illustrates some of the most important relationships

among these resources for learning.  While mentors may use language, objects, or

movement in isolation as means to teach, they often use one communication form

to elaborate on or reinforce what has been communicated in another form.  The

relationships among these forms of communication are both easily understood and

conceptually rich.  Some simple examples illustrate the point:  mentors might use
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language to explain how an object works or how a movement is to be performed.

Similarly, objects may be used to structure or render what has been described

verbally with signs, as with an abacus that accepts only certain kinds of

arrangements of the beads, corresponding to whole numbers, fractions, and so on.

Movement may be used to demonstrate or reinforce verbal descriptions of how an

object works.

Figure 2:  Relationships Among Resources for Learning
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Of course, the relationships become more complex when we look at

multiple cases over time.  We know that mentors and learners employ these

resources, but the sequence of these communication forms is of particular interest.

We might assume that we know a great deal about how these occur, but the

subject contains a number of nuances.  For example, is language primary?  The

Osaka soroban class would seem to indicate no, since the teachers and learners

can successfully communication knowledge despite the limited access to a shared

language.  Can we credibly argue, then, that language is primary and must be the

first means by which knowledge is imparted?  Closer study may indicate that

language is not the primary means of initiating teaching and learning activities

after all.  Even so, we must account for the role of language in relation to other

resources for learning.  Figure 3 illustrates with a simple case my contention that

these resources for learning have mutually reflexive and reinforcing relationships.

Figure 3:  Mutually Reinforcing Relationships Among Resources for Learning
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The figure shows both that language illustrates and explains movement of

objects, and that movement demonstrates language about objects.  Each of these

sequences can in turn be part of a larger sequence through which knowledge is

communicated.  Notably, these communication forms may follow a sequence both

during a single teaching session, and across multiple sessions or learning

experiences.  Thus from a methodological point of view, we would be interested

in the following:  1) Sequences of these communication forms during teaching,

and 2) Sequences of these communication forms over time.

Given the understanding that communication of knowledge involves

complex sequences of interactions enacted through various resources for learning,

there are still many questions left to be answered.  Are these observations true

generally?  How can we know that some communication forms such as movement

contribute to conceptual knowledge?  How can we know that conceptual

knowledge contributes to experiential or movement-based knowledge.  Do the

relationships among these resources for learning depend on factors such as

individual characteristics or culture?  While answering all of these questions

definitively is beyond the scope of this project, I argue that the methodology that

this project uses, if applied to a sufficient number of cases, can help to answer

such questions.  It may even be true that understanding the roles movement,
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objects, and language play can help us to isolate, encapsulate, and better

understand variances in and influences of individual characteristics.

A second reason for the utility of this project is that by isolating these

complex relationships from the issue of culture, we may be able to gain a greater

understanding of the role of culture in the communication of knowledge.  We may

then begin to assess the influence particular cultures may have on the learning of

specific kinds of skills.  For example, in the learning of a new skill it can be

difficult to determine what aspects of that skill reflect cultural attributes and what

aspects reflect merely basic components of that skill.  Dance movements are an

example.  Some might question whether it is even possible to separate out these

variables.  Consider that the same activity while conducted in a variety of

cultures, appears somewhat different or has a different feel when performed by

members of different cultures.  Mauss (1934) referred to this as techniques du

corps or techniques of the body, a concept which describes how any group of

people knows how to use their bodies—uses of the body vary from society to

society.  Thus culture has a great influence on the way we behave, act, and move.

To what extent then does the teaching and learning of a skill involve the teaching

and learning of a culture when such activity takes place cross-culturally?  Without

thought and careful consideration, it may become all too easy to attribute all
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features to influences of culture.  Yet attributing all to culture trivializes not only

other elements that contribute to learning, but also culture itself.

A third reason for the utility of this project is that it challenges the

traditional approach to the study of intercultural interaction.  More often than not,

research on intercultural encounters tends to take a problem-centered approach

toward communication.  Interaction is characterized as problematic, difficult, and

laden with barriers that must be overcome.  The tendency to look for problems in

intercultural encounters means we will most assuredly find them.  A review of the

literature gives one the sense that intercultural interaction is simply a bastion of

problems in which successful communication is achieved only through repair.9

However, in taking this approach we get a rather skewed sense of the nature of

such encounters.  Furthermore, we neglect a rather important point that

communication is successful and ultimately we are able to get things done.  We

know this is true in the case of the Osaka Soroban Association classes, because

people actually learn and demonstrate these skills.  When one looks for successful

9 Only recently have we begun to focus on such interaction as effective and ultimately successful.
(Funayama, 2002)
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communication of knowledge, we have the benefit of knowing not simply where

we went wrong, but just as importantly, where we went right.

This study is important, then, because it can serve both as a theoretical

model and an exemplar for how to study the relationship between the elements—

objects, movement, concepts, language, and culture as they relate to the

communication of knowledge.  At present, literature does not appear to

encompass or address this.

One means for accomplishing this is to show how we may make use of

theory if we want to study activities.  As I will illustrate, the communication of

knowledge occurs at various levels.  For this reason, I argue that any given

interaction should be thought of as occurring at various levels.  I define level as a

sort of parameter for identifying and describing the scope of the interaction.  This

is not mutually exclusive with notions of level often associated with activity

theory.  In this instance level most often refers to detail of the activity.

Project significance and relevant fields of study

At the core of this project is the field of communication which “seeks to

understand how human beings communicate in different circumstances.”  (Texas,

2002) Consider that at the heart of this project is the goal to communicate
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knowledge, the field of communication is what ultimately ties everything

together.  Within the field of communication is the area of social interaction

which more clearly delineates a framework for viewing how such communication

transpires.  “Scholarship on social interaction focuses on the language and

nonverbal processes through which people connect with one another…examines

the development of personal relationships, the role of communication in social

influence,…and other communication activities as they occur in face-to-face

settings.” (Washington, 2002)  This project is ultimately concerned with the

interaction between the teacher and student and how everything gets played out.

This project is very concerned with intercultural communication which “examines

the way people communicate within and across different cultures.” (Washington,

2002).  What characterizes the encounters studied is the fact that not only are the

participants of different nationalities, but that they communicate without complete

access to a shared language. This project also touches on the area of

communication and technology.  While most research in this area deals more with

recent trends in technological advances, the field itself it concerned with both new

and old communication technologies and how these tools mediate

communication.  In this sense, examination of the soroban is perfectly situated to

add to this field of research.
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This project, however, is not simply about teaching and learning in

intercultural environments when participants have limited access to a shared

language.  It goes much deeper than that.  It begins with the transfer of knowledge

but even this one aspect evolves in a number of relevant related sub-areas.  The

teaching of the soroban is also about the teaching of culture.  The student is not

simply learning a new method of adding and subtracting.  They are leaning the

Japanese way.  One does not merely learn the mechanics, one learns to a certain

degree, being Japanese.  Students learn to embody the aspects that allow them to

look like all other Japanese who learned to use the soroban in the Japan

elementary school system and in soroban jukus.  They also learn an appreciation

and respect for the soroban like others in their community of practice.  This is

likely to stem from engaging in soroban activities outside the soroban classroom

in addition to those activities in the soroban classroom.  Although this may be a

class full of foreign nationals, it is still a Japanese classroom.  In this sense the

teaching style, although it may not appear to be altogether different than what

they might find back home, is still very Japanese in administration, workings,

teaching methods, human relationships (both formal-teacher & student; and

informal Japanese person & foreign-national person.)  This is an interesting point.

For the adult student the instructor is still both a teacher and soroban master to be
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respected—in Japanese society unlike perhaps in the US, teachers maintain a high

social status, one of respect and reverence.  This is perhaps even different than if

the soroban master ran a school in the US.

There is likely to be a difference between studying the soroban with

American teachers in a US classroom versus Japanese teachers in the Osaka

classroom.  It is likely that the intentions and goals may differ.  For example we

know that the Japanese are vested in preserving this cultural icon.  While this

could be true for the American teachers, there is clearly something different about

preserving something that is near and dear to your heart—something that you

grew up with, perhaps you have fond memories of watching your mother use the

soroban at the kontatsu as she figured out the family budget or finances.  For the

soroban teacher, this becomes part of one’s identity.  It is not overly dramatic to

say that in some respects, one becomes a warrior in the battle to keep the soroban

alive.  The soroban is kept alive only through the skills of those who use it.  Those

skills are imparted only through various communicative resources for learning –

movement, objects, language, concepts, and culture, as well as the diligent work

of teachers and students.

This project is ultimately then about how we communicate knowledge.  It

is about how we communicate mental knowledge.  It is about how we
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communicate physical knowledge.  It is about how we communicate embodiment.

It questions whether the distinctions we have made between these types of

knowledge are arbitrary. For example, even in the most cognitive of cases there is

still a physical knowledge that typically is not given due deference.  What then is

the relationship between cognitive and physical or tacit knowledge?  How do we

treat them – separately– in relation to one another?

In order to understand the contributions this project might make, it must

be placed within the context of existing research and scholarly practice.  In the

following chapter, I will explore the topic of communication of knowledge in

relation to three sets of literature:  situated learning and communities of practice,

communication in intercultural teaching and learning environments, and the role

of movement in learning new skills.
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Chapter 2

Teaching and Learning in Community, Classroom, and Bodily Contexts

This project focuses on communication of knowledge among teachers and

learners of a complex task.  Teachers of the task are members of a community of

skilled practitioners, while learners seek entry into that community via the

learning of skills.  Yet teachers and learners do not share a common language of

instruction, and so in many cases resort to other means to communicate.  One of

those means of communication, movement, is also the object of study.  That is,

soroban learners seek to learn the complex sequences of movements that are

required for skilled execution of the soroban, and these movements are also a

prerequisite to membership in the community of skilled soroban practitioners.  It

follows then that three distinct bodies of literature are of primary interest for this

study.  The first involves situated learning and communities of practice, and

provides a foundation for the social context of the learning that takes place.  I

employ this literature because learning is often situated in particular contexts, the

soroban community of expert users, with its many well-defined social practices

being an example.  The second body of literature involves research on teaching

and learning in multicultural and multilingual classroom contexts.  Because this

literature is vast, I focus on two distinct subfields applicable to soroban teaching
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and learning, the first involving instruction as intercultural communication, and

the second involving teaching and learning as conversation.  The third body of

literature involves teaching and learning of movement.  This literature is relevant

because skills involving parts of the soroban are a prerequisite to the acquisition

of soroban skills generally.  In examining previous work, I will show that while

each of these literatures can provide useful insights for my topic, none by itself is

sufficient to provide a complete account of how knowledge is communicated in

the Osaka Sorban Association class.

Situated Learning and Communities of Practice

Research on learning is dominated by theories that tend to be wholly

concerned with activities of the mind and the mind’s role in the processing of new

information.  Such research tends to regard the individual as the primary locus for

generating understanding.  “The individual mind acquires mastery over process of

reasoning and description, by internalizing and manipulating structures.” (Hanks,

1991)  Such a view of learning places great emphasis on symbolic representation

with the idea that the student will transfer such knowledge to concrete situations

(Henning, 1998) even though researchers and teachers are painfully aware of the

difficulty students experience in their attempt to apply abstract knowledge to real

life situations. (Choi & Hannafin, 1995)  Regardless, cognitive theories of
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learning pay exclusive attention to abstract knowledge (Hanks, 1998).  But as I

have argued and will demonstrate throughout the course of the project such a

theory of learning is possibly quite restrictive in unveiling the variety of resources

critical to the learning process.  This project takes as a precept a “situated” view

of learning.

Situated learning implies a highly interactive and productive role
for the skills that are acquired through the learning process.  The
individual learner is not gaining a discrete body of abstract
knowledge which (s)he will then transport and reapply in later
contexts.  Instead, (s)he acquires the skill to perform by actually
engaging in the process, under the attenuated conditions of
legitimate peripheral participation.  This central concept denotes
the particular mode of engagement of a learner who participates in
the actual practice of an expert.  (Hanks 1991, p.14)

Situated learning focuses on learning in context.  This approach towards

learning is holistic, hence “situated.” (Lave & Wenger, 1998)  Whereas more

traditional notions of situated learning have equated it with “learning by doing,”

Lave and Wenger’s definition has greater explanatory power.  Their distinction

centers on situated learning as legitimate peripheral participation.  An individual

enters a community of practice1 as a novice.  Under the guidance of a master, the

student will move from peripheral participation, which focuses solely on learning

activities, to participation as a fully functioning member of the community which
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means (s)he is recognized as a master of the craft.  In legitimate peripheral

participation, then, the student learns how to become a member of the community.

Rather than defining it (learning) as the acquisition of
propositional knowledge, Lave and Wenger situate learning in
certain forms of social coparticipation.  Rather than asking what
kinds of cognitive processes and conceptual structures are
involved, they ask what kinds of social engagements provide the
proper context for learning to take place.  (Learning is located)
squarely in the processes of coparticipation, not in the heads of
individuals. (Hanks 1991, p.14)

The concept of the community of practice focuses not only on the

relationships that members form with one another, but just as importantly on the

relationships they form with activities, artifacts, and the world as well.  How these

relationships are enacted lies at the core of legitimate peripheral participation and

communities of practice.  Thus, situated learning shifts the focus from cognition

or the individual head, as in the case of formal learning, to learning as a result of

“social coparticipation” within a community of practice. (Lave and Wenger,

1998)

The utility of grounding this study in the situated learning framework

should be evident.  First, the study of the soroban is a form of apprenticeship.

Second, the teacher is a master of the soroban and passes his or her knowledge

1 A community of practice, as defined by Kirk and MacDonald (1998), is “any collectively or
group who together contribute to a shared or public practices in particular spheres of life. (p.380)
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onto the student.  Third, teaching and learning takes place within a community of

practice.  Finally, I argue, the context, artifacts, and activities are richly structured

elements that in affect “situate” the learning of the soroban.  Taken together, these

factors suggest a learning environment that can contribute to our understanding of

the phenomenon of learning.

Research in Situated Learning

While most early researchers associated situated learning more closely

with apprenticeships, the literature in recent years has described situated learning

in a variety of situations.  Lave and Wenger (1998) not only discuss traditional

apprenticeships such as midwives, tailors, naval quartermasters, and meat cutters,

they also expand situated learning to include such nontraditional topics as the

nondrinking alcoholic’s induction into Alcoholics Anonymous.  In Lave and

Wenger’s view, at the core of these forms of apprenticeships is the novice

member’s process of creating an identity according to which others will view him

as well as how he will view himself.  Such an identity must fit within the

community of practice to which the young member belongs.

The concept of situated learning has been utilized by scholars in a variety

of fields.  James Mosenthal (1996) investigated situated learning as a method for

instructing literacy teachers how to conduct lessons.  He was concerned with what

situated learning looked like for the young instructor, detailing to some degree a
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history of the young instructor’s situated learning experience.  Marilyn M. Griffin

(1995) examined the use of situated learning in teaching elementary school

students map skills.  She sought to understand what advantage situated learning

had over traditional instruction.  Manuela Welzel (1998) studied the use of

situated learning in a tenth grade physics class in her attempt to understand the

nature of cognition when learning physics.  Kirk and MacDonald (1998) explored

the use of situated learning in Physical Education.

Research on situated learning also goes beyond traditional educational

environments moving its way into pedagogy for the business and corporate world.

Tyre and von Hippel (1997) explore how “actors” in an organization learn new

technology and resolve problems associated with such technology.  They argued

that too often physical context is overlooked. Kathryn R. Ross (1998) investigated

how employees in corporate training programs “blended authentic work tasks and

curriculum assignments into projects.”  Lant and Corey (1999) use situated

learning to examine learning in and among strategic groups.2

In the previous examples, scholarship on situated learning presumes a

clear performative aspect as students engage in direct application of the subject

matter they study.  However, there is also a body of research which views

replication of real life situations via multimedia devices such as computers and

video as form of situated learning.  Gloria Stillman, et al (1998) examined a
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situated learning approach in which nursing students learned how to administer

medication through the use of interactive computer programs, video clips and

digital photographs.  Hsin-Yih Shyu (1999) investigated situated learning

involving computer instruction on students’ attitudes towards mathematical

instruction and problem-solving skills.  Robert Shaw, et al (1997) explored the

“feasibility of situated learning in teaching critical thinking and problem solving

skills via multimedia technology.  They proposed a theoretical framework for

designing on-line situated assessment tools for multimedia instructional systems.”

Similarly, Young, et al (1997) found the situated view to provide important

insights in their attempt to create “computer-based, problem-solving

environments.”  It is worth noting that there is some debate as to whether

multimedia based forms of learning should be regarded as situated learning.  Choi

& Hannafin (1995) argue that “authentic tasks involve activities that practitioners

and experts engage in during real…situations.”  This researcher believes a

distinction should be made between activities in which the students physically

engages in versus activities which are computer simulations of activities.

In summary, what is missing from previous research is detailed analysis of

1) what elements comprise situated learning, 2) how these elements relate to each

other and 3) the development of situated learning in a community of practice over

2 Groups within the corporate world such as firms.
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time.  Later in this project, I will provide a detailed analysis of situated learning in

a Japanese soroban class.  In so doing I hope to provide such an analysis.

The Multicultural/Multilingual Classroom

Literature regarding communication in an intercultural classroom is

particularly relevant to understanding an international soroban class, or perhaps

any kind of intercultural teaching and learning situation.3  As multicultural

education is a vast field this project focuses on two bodies of literature within that

field.  One body of literature features teaching and learning in intercultural

contexts, with descriptions of such teaching and learning typically focusing on the

roles either of culture or of language in shaping communication practices.  Such

literature, I will argue below, often makes broad judgments about cultural

phenomena, with comparatively little close examination of the specifics of

interaction.  A second body of literature regards teaching and learning as

conversation, or more broadly, as interaction.  Deriving from traditions such as

conversation analysis, such literature provides means for describing the features

of interaction both explicitly and empirically.  While conversation analysis has

examined teaching and learning, such work typically involves teaching and

3 I use the term teaching and learning because the task of understanding such situations involves
more than a focus on teaching or learning, or even more than a focus on classroom interaction.  It
involves teaching activities, learning activities, and the fact that some specific knowledge is being
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learning generally, rather than teaching and learning in intercultural settings.

There is the possibility that methods similar to conversation analysis might be

employed to inform our understanding of teaching and learning in intercultural

settings, even if there is little extant research doing so today.4

In this project, I argue that the primary benefit of any approach uniting

conversation analysis with intercultural approaches toward teaching and learning

centers on the communication of meaning among teachers and students.  Research

should focus not simply on teaching and learning as intercultural interaction, but

also on what is being taught or learned.  Conversation analysis of intercultural

teaching and learning is well suited not only to describe intercultural

communication at a high level, but perhaps more significantly, to identify specific

structures in communication that indicate knowledge has been communicated as

well as structures that facilitate the communication of knowledge.  The central

assumption of research on teaching and learning, after all, is that some knowledge

has been communicated.  Methods such as conversation analysis should allow

researchers to specify that knowledge has been communicated, with researchers

able to point to specific examples indicating when, how, and perhaps even why

learning has taken place.  To substantiate this view, in this project I examine what

communicated.  Thus, terms such as teaching, learning, or classroom instruction by themselves are
somewhat more restrictive than the phenomena being described.
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literature has said about teaching and learning in intercultural environments.

Additionally, I discuss conversation analysis literature on teaching and learning

generally.  Ultimately, I will argue that these two literatures, taken together, allow

researchers to examine relationships among conversational participants, meaning,

and conversational structures.  This in turn allows researchers to specify

conversational or interactional structures that indicate that learning has taken

place.  I take it as a given that such work would improve our understanding of

teaching and learning in intercultural settings.

Teaching and Learning as Intercultural Communication

The literature on teaching and learning in intercultural contexts tends to

take a problem-centered approach toward communication.  Narratives about

problems in intercultural communication are a relatively easy and often

persuasive story line. Yet a close reading of the literature suggests that the more

significant story line involves situations in which teaching across cultural lines is

successful.  Such success often overcomes obstacles such as language barriers,

differences in perceptions, and lack of knowledge about culture, either the culture

of others or one’s own. More importantly, such success is an integral part of

communication, whether or not problems exist.  That is, communicative

accomplishments exist even when problems do not, a phenomenon the literature

4 I construe the question to ask for evaluation of research that might inform our understanding of
the nexus of intercultural communication, teaching and learning, and methods to analyze both,
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seems ill-prepared to assess.  I read the literature on teaching and learning in

intercultural contexts, then, as a series of examples concerning people who have a

set of culturally-situated expectations about interaction, many of them less than

explicit.  When these expectations are not met, they infer that there is a problem.

They also show how easy it is to infer that any problem that does exist stems from

differences in culture. In general, literature on teaching and learning in

intercultural settings attributes problems to cultural and linguistic differences

between teachers and students.  Each of these will be discussed in turn.

Cultural differences

In explaining learning styles and strategies, Oxford, et al (1992) argue that

cultural differences account for problems in intercultural classroom situations.

Learning styles involve “general approaches to learning or problem-solving” that

a student employs.  Learning strategies are the “specific behaviors or actions -

often conscious - used by the students to improve or enhance their learning

process.”  Oxford finds that research shows learning styles to be influenced by

culture.  For example, the means by which knowledge is communicated to

children can vary greatly for one society to the next. Learning styles in turn reflect

the teaching styles in a culture.  Thus, Oxford argues, when teachers’ cultural

backgrounds differ from students’ backgrounds, a clash of cultures often emerges.

even though research speaking to that nexus is sparse.
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Ultimately, then, learning strategies appear to be responses to clashes in learning

styles one inherits from one’s culture.

Oxford, et al contrast students’ learning styles with the teaching style in

the ESL/EFL classroom.  The authors begin by highlighting a 1985 study by

Harshbarger, et al characterizing the predominant learning styles of students from

various countries.  In light of those studies, Oxford and her colleagues collected

narratives from college students who had been taught by teachers from a culture

other than their own.  The findings, although anecdotal, appear to echo

Harshbarger’s research.  For example, Harshbarger describes Korean students’

strategies that emphasize visual depiction and rote memorization.  In Oxford’s

study, in turn, a Korean student in a graduate communication class reported great

difficulty with the demonstrative qualities of the professor’s lectures, which

included acting, miming and dancing around the class.  The student stated that

problems he encountered were exacerbated by the fact that the teacher “rarely

wrote down his lecture points on the chalkboard,” while the student hailed from a

system “where most teachers emphasize learning through reading and tend to

pour a great deal of information on the chalkboard.”  Oxford, et al clearly

acknowledge that the generalizations made with regard to learning styles of

particular cultures are not applicable to every individual.  Nevertheless, the

authors argue that the “seemingly stereotypical descriptions do have a basis in
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scientific observation [and that] culture often does play a significant role in the

learning styles unconsciously adopted by many participants in the culture.”

Ultimately, these descriptions reduce to a recitation of problems in the

intercultural classroom, with problems ascribed to differing cultural influences

among teachers and students.

The Oxford study seems unclear on what constitutes cultural influence,

particularly in relation to learning styles.  One might describe cultural influence in

terms similar to Bourdieu’s habitus, with learners unable to explain how they

acquired their style of learning.  If culture were learned in this way, students

would be unable to account for the details of their learning strategies, other than

to say that they absorbed their approach from their larger culture.  Yet some of the

examples the authors offer suggest that learning styles result from explicit training

or indoctrination in the culture’s educational system.  Notably, these two

explanations are not mutually exclusive.  That is, behavior in the classroom may

simply mirror the preferred behavior in society, that preferred behavior reflected

both in curriculum and in cultural tendencies.  Ultimately, the authors tend to omit

accounts of how a particular learning style is linked to more general aspects of

culture such as tradition.  Indeed, while the authors contrast students’ learning

styles with the classroom teaching style, they do not always spell out what the

classroom teaching style is.
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While Oxford, et al examine the plight of ESL/EFL students from many

cultures, Ainesworth (1984) focuses on a single group of Indian children on a

reservation.  While the children and their teachers come from the same country,

their backgrounds are very different.  Ainesworth borrows from Phillips’

description of the classroom setting.5  Philips claims that the ways in which Indian

children participate in the mainstream classroom can be sorted into one of four

types of “participant structures.”

1. The teacher addresses all students.  The students will respond either as a

group or individually.  If the student responds individually, it will be either

voluntary or mandatory

2. The teacher addresses a subgroup within the larger class and the scenario

for how the students respond is the same as when the teacher addresses the

entire class.

3. The teacher works one on one with the student and other students neither

observe nor participate in the interaction.

4. The students work in small groups without the teacher’s assistance

Philips notes that when the teacher addressed either the class as whole or

smaller groups, Indian children remained mostly silent, with little other

participation.  However, when the Indian children worked one-on-one with the

5 Philips, S.U. (1974).  Warm Springs “Indian time”:  How the regulation of participation affects
the progression of events.  In R. Bouman & J. Sherzer (Eds.), Explorations in the ethnography of
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teacher or in small, student-led groups, they were much more active and vocal.

Philips attributed this difference in response to participation structures to the ways

in which Indian children are reared and educated in their community.  He states

that on the reservation, children learn from their elders by observing them intently

as they carry out a task.  During this process, children are expected to remain

silent.  Eventually, the adult will assign small sections of the larger task to the

child.  During this stage, the child may ask questions, but at no time will the adult

“test” the child. Instead, the child will “try out” the task until s/he has achieved a

level of mastery, which is indicated when the learner has become sufficiently

proficient to perform in front of others.

Ainesworth states that the differences between learning styles on the

reservation and teaching styles in the Indian child’s mainstream classroom are

quite apparent.  One can surmise that Indian children do not behave in the manner

that is expected of them in the mainstream classroom because:

1. Learning experiences in their native culture require them to silently

observe, while in the mainstream classroom, students are expected to be

vocally expressive and to actively participate.

2. Proficiency is achieved not through the administration of tests by others,

but rather it is achieved through self-testing and experimentation.

speaking. London:  Cambridge University Press.
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Ainesworth goes on to argue that problems among Indian children are due

to the teacher-centered mainstream classroom.  The teacher chooses the topic for

discussion and controls the structure of the discourse.  In the case of group

activities on the reservation, there is not necessarily an appointed leader.  Instead,

the group acts according to a set of rules or procedures.  In the case of speaking

situations such as political meetings, a panel rather than a particular individual or

leader conducts the flow of discourse.  It is clear that everyone is free to speak—

“it is made clear that anyone who wants to may ‘say a few words.”  Questions are

not necessarily answered by members on the panel, but rather by anyone who

feels qualified to respond.  This is in stark contrast of the discourse structure of

the mainstream classroom.

While Ainesworth provides a credible account of how cultural differences

contribute to problems in teacher and student interaction, that account is similar to

other literature in that it offers highly generalized descriptions of a culture.  While

it is clear that great differences do exist between the learning styles of Indian

students and mainstream teachers, many of the comparisons are not between like

instances.  For example, Ainesworth uses political meetings on the reservation to

illustrate general tendencies in communication.  The analogy seems strained; we

do not know whether such meetings reflect the influence of the culture in a way

that explains why Indian children have difficulty with the structure of mainstream
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classroom discourse. It would be similar to an argument that middle-class children

know the appropriate forms for interaction in the classroom due to the same

cultural tendencies as those governing town hall meetings.  To be clear, such an

argument could be made, yet the inclusion of such evidence does little to advance

the specific claim being made, and the author provides little evidence to support

the claim.

Other researchers also documented differences in narrative form.  This is

especially common in discussions of classroom behavior.  Zhu (1991), a native of

China, taught a freshman composition course at Northern Arizona University

while a doctoral student.  In the beginning, Zhu says, she taught her class

according to the style appropriate for her culture.  In that style, “the teacher is the

source of knowledge and the teacher’s job is to pass on experience and knowledge

through lecturing; students, on the other hand, are recipients of knowledge.”  Zhu

assumed at the time that authoritative lectures were the preferred means by which

students learned to write.  In Zhu’s experience, however, students exhibited little

interest in her class and “no one took notes.”  One day she overheard her students

complaining that she talked too much in class, never allowing students to

participate.  For Zhu, it was a lesson learned.  A second incident illustrates the

presumed effects of culturally based teaching and learning styles.  During the

second semester, Zhu taught a class that included a number of international
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students.  These international students tended to remain silent in the classroom.

One day a student from China raised his hand to speak.  When called upon by the

teacher, the student jumped to his feet and “stood straight with his hands at his

sides to pay respect to the teacher.”  The other students broke out in laughter.

While this was the appropriate manner in which to address teachers in China, it

was far too formal for the American classroom.

Zhu’s experience is similar to that of Shatz (2000) an American professor

of psychology who was a visiting professor in Hong Kong.  Shatz took on the

same “authoritative democratic teaching style” that he used in his American

classroom.  He encouraged students to participate both in class decision-making

and group discussions.  During class, Shatz would divide students into small

groups assigned to discuss topics in their native language, the students electing a

leader to report back to the larger class.  This of course met strong resistance from

students who “expected more of an authoritarian approach from instructors, ”

reflecting a culture where it was not customary to “offer dissenting opinions.”

In each case the instructors taught the classes based on a model that was

appropriate for their native countries.  In each case, students disapproved of a

style dissimilar to their previous experiences.  Eventually both Zhu and Shatz

changed their teaching styles to accommodate their students.  Zhu took on more

“student-centered activities such as group discussion, peer editing and student
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presentation.”  Shatz “adopted a more authoritarian teaching style and changed

(his) expectations regarding group discussion.”

While Zhu and Shatz both present personal accounts of problems resulting

from cultural differences, Gokeora (1989) compared student’s perceptions of the

ideal international teaching assistant (ITA),  ITAs’ perception of the ideal teacher,

and ITAs’ perceptions of their own teaching styles, and also asked ITAs to outline

what they believed were the major differences between US instructors and

instructors in their native countries.  The ITAs believed that although they were

from other countries, they themselves had much in common with US instructors.

Two noteworthy results were that:

1. ITAs believed that they lived up to their own perceptions of the ideal

instructor by “encouraging discussion in class more often than most

teachers in U.S. culture.” However, their undergraduates felt that they

mainly lectured.  One might surmise ITAs’ did encourage discussion; it is

unsurprising that students perceived them as less encouraging of

discussion than other instructors.

2. Ninety percent of the undergraduates surveyed felt that the ITAs did not

give enough examples in class. Gokeora noted that there were differing

expectations for what constituted an example in the classroom.  For the
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undergraduate, “example” meant a “real life” example, whereas for the

ITA it meant a “technical concept.”

Linguistic differences

One example of the problems of language in intercultural educational

settings involves English and American lecturers teaching chemistry to Omani

students at the Sultan Qaboos University in Sultanate of Oman (Arden-Close,

1993).  None of the lecturers had experience teaching internationally.  Moreover,

the lecturers had very little experience teaching non-native students.  The

problems they faced centered on 1) the use of analogies, 2) range of reference, 3)

use of synonyms or substitutions of complex words for simpler words, and 4)

multiple meanings for words.

One kind of problem the lecturers faced involved the use of analogies.  In

their native countries, lecturers could make use of numerous “concrete analogies

to convey complex ideas [and later] more accurate and complex ideas could

replace this original analogy.”  However the use of analogies requires shared

knowledge among instructors and students.  Yet because instructors knew little of

their students’ culture and background, areas of commonality were difficult to

identify.  Thus, even the simplest of analogies created problems.  Arden-Close

identifies “range of reference” as another area causing confusion.
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1) Instructor:  Have you come across non-stick frying pans?

2) Instructor:  It’s like a game of uh tug of war.  Have you ever?

Tug of war on a rope.

3) Instructor:  Do you know what an assembly line is…it’s when

you assemble things in line.  You put them together

A second problem instructors encountered is when they introduced words

and illustrations beyond the students “range of reference.”  This created an

endless cycle in which new terms were introduced to help explain and define

terms used in the original illustration.  Ultimately, instructors ended up with an

additional list of vocabulary words that did little to help explain and clarify the

original concept.  Instructors also reported that they resorted to using the simplest

word to explain a given concept.  Yet this strategy put students at a disadvantage,

as they were expected to read chemistry books on their own, the books featuring

substantially more complex terminology than that presented in class.  Here, “they

would not be able to understand the register of chemistry when they met it ‘in the

raw’ without any teacher to explain it to them.”  Finally, instructors encountered

problems when words had multiple meanings in the English language.  A word

may have one meaning in “everyday” language and an altogether different

meaning in specialized fields of science.  Arden-Close argues that the problems

associated with analogies, range of reference, synonyms, and multiple meanings
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for words could be traced to vocabulary.  Notably, some issues in vocabulary

stemmed from differences in culture.

Portin’s (1993) article is helpful in that it studies the problems Chinese

students face in their attempts to ask questions in the graduate classroom.

According to Portin, their problems stem from a lack of familiarity with US

graduate classroom protocol, as well as lack of understanding of the turn taking

process in American English conversations.  To begin with, most Chinese

students are reluctant to ask questions because the simple act of asking an

instructor runs counter to their own experience.  In the Chinese educational

system, students rarely ask teachers questions.

Learners learn by imitation and memorization… and they refrain
from asking questions in the classroom.  Asking a question may be
an embarrassing sign of weakness indicating that the learner has
not yet mastered the essence of what is to be learned.  Furthermore,
the Chinese student must take care that he does not cause the
teacher to lose face by asking a question regarding something that
the teacher may not know. (Portin 1993, p.15)

This quotation helps shed light on why Chinese students lack a schema for asking

questions in the classroom.  This is not to say that they do not ask questions.  A

process for doing so does exist, as Zhu notes. Yet the approach of Chinese and

American students to asking questions tends to differ.  Those with long exposure

to American classrooms tend to be well versed in the system of turn-taking and

asking questions in the classroom.  According to a study by Yuan (1982), Chinese
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students found that they were not used to asking questions; by the time they

formulated the question, the professor had moved on to another topic.  Faced with

such circumstances, students typically did not want to run the risk of asking a

question that might be regarded as too simple.  As an alternative to asking

questions in the classroom, students would check with the professor during the

break, or look at other students’ notes.

Portin argues that the reason “Chinese students do not want to interrupt the

professor is because they lack an internalized knowledge of the American turn-

taking system.  They do not know when to interrupt.”  She goes on to state that

American graduate classrooms operate under the notion of “break-in at any time”

and Chinese students tend to be overwhelmed by these loosely structured

practices.  In addition, Portin argues, Chinese students are unable to formulate

questions in a manner appropriate to the graduate classroom, mostly because the

question patterns that they have learned consist only of wh- questions (who, what,

what, where, why, when, and how).

In summary, then, the literature on intercultural teaching and learning

tends to focus on problems in communication.  The heavy focus on problems

seems almost to exclude the possibility that participants might interact

successfully.  Yet the very persistence of some who teach and learn in

intercultural settings belies such an approach, instead illustrating through action
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rather than perception that such communication probably involves a mix of both

problems and successes.  Research typically relies on two forms of proof to

substantiate a problem:  self-reports and observations of interaction.  Neither of

these forms of proof by itself constitutes evidence that problems have prevented

knowledge from being communicated.  Read closely, the descriptions of

communication problems in intercultural teaching and learning contexts seem at

times to read more like scenarios than factual accounts.  My critique has less to do

with the form of proof itself, however, than the level at which proof is offered.

Observations are often made at such an abstract level that one cannot examine the

proof independently in order to judge its plausibility; one can judge only the

narrative plausibility of such accounts.6  Moreover, perceptions about a given

communication problem are largely subjective, at least when these two forms of

proof are offered in narrative form at a very high level.  The accounts in the

literature tend to provide proof that people – either participants or scholars – are

able to talk about and characterize problems in communication.  But logically, if

they can talk about problems in communication, they may be able to adapt or

resolve them, thus suggesting that an exclusive focus on problems may be

unwarranted.  A clash of perceptions, then, does not necessarily mean there is a

problem.

6 This is not to suggest that such accounts have no place in scholarship, particularly in this field.  It
is to suggest that pointing to specific structures of interaction that substantiate a claim is preferable
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Why, then, might problems in communication receive special focus in the

literature on learning?  A careful examination suggests that the focus may come

mostly from the literature’s narrative form.  While accomplishments in

intercultural communication are fleeting, obstacles and difficulties are

remembered.  Problems are easily identified and talked about, their features

objects of discussion even when knowledge is communicated.  Communication

problems in intercultural contexts are objects of interest both for participants and

scholars.  Any problem in intercultural communication is also a good story

waiting to be told.  Such problems are fuel for speculation about culture when the

facts of culture are unknown.  A conversation about the interaction between two

cultures, then, is often a mix of facts and conjecture that says as much about the

people in the conversation as about the cultures being discussed.  Intercultural

communication seems to be especially conducive to the narrative form.  Any level

of observation about interaction can be described in narrative terms.  Coupled

with this is the fact that problems in intercultural communication are especially

suited to narrative.  With successful communication, a story ends.  Yet accounts

of problems in intercultural instruction may involve a sequence of problems, each

smaller narrative part of a larger plot line.

I do not argue that the literature excludes all discussion of successful

communication.  Quite the contrary.  Instead, I argue that the literature features

to a good story, even when the story line is true.
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problems as the predominant mover of narrative structure.  Successful

communication in intercultural contexts is seen to occur when it responds to a

problem.  Yet at its root this approach tends to exclude scholarly examination of

communicative accomplishments that are not a response to problems.  I find this

problematic because a great deal of communication appears to involve such

accomplishments; the literature is not well-positioned to deal with this aspect of

interaction, no matter how prevalent or important.

Conversation analysis and teaching/learning

Where research on teaching and learning in intercultural settings tends to

privilege narrative over methods, describe phenomena at a highly abstract level,

and focus on communication problems to the exclusion of other phenomena of

interest, conversation analysis and similar methods provide means to address such

issues while preserving the context of existing theories.  Scholars have used

conversation analysis to explore how discourse transpires in teaching and learning

in the classroom, though rarely in intercultural teaching and learning contexts.

When combined with other approaches in the education literature, CA may be

especially useful.  Consider the example of literature regarding the I-R-E pattern

of conversation between teachers and students. (Mehan, 1979)  In these

sequences, the teacher asks the student a question, the student responds, and the
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teacher evaluates the student’s response.  This pattern of interaction is considered

the predominant, or at the very least, the canonical form of interaction in the

American classroom, at least when classroom discourse includes student

participation.

Conversation analysis, particularly when it focuses on specific patterns

such as I-R-E, offers a means to conduct detailed analysis of classroom discourse

in a manner consistent with other findings.  In this section, then, I explore some

findings from research that used conversation analysis to understand teaching and

learning.  I do this in order to illustrate that careful adherence to conversation

analysis and similar methods allows one to describe the features of instructional

communication explicitly and empirically.  Doing so allows researchers to

identify specific structures in communication that indicate knowledge has been

communicated as well as structures that facilitate the communication of

knowledge.  Ultimately, this may provide some level of access not only to

conversation structures, but also to the content or meaning, which is more

essential to teaching and learning.  It follows that conversation analysis and

similar approaches are prime methods for understanding an international soroban

classroom, as well as teaching and learning in intercultural contexts generally.

McHoul (1978) uses conversation analysis to show how rules for turn-

taking in natural conversations are modified in the classroom, resulting in a more
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restrictive flow of conversation.  As a starting point for his own model of

conversations in the classroom, McHoul gives the following account of Sacks’

rules for turn-taking in natural conversation:

1. At any transition-relevance place (TRP)

a. If in the turn, the current speaker selects another speaker than the

speaker selected must speak.

b. If in the current speaker’s turn, no specific speaker is selected, then

any other speaker may self-select and whoever speaks first gets to

maintain the floor.

c. If in the current speaker’s turn that speaker does not select the next

speaker, then the current speaker may maintain the floor.

2. At any transition–relevance place,

a. If the current speaker has not selected the next speaker,

b. If no other speaker has chosen to self-select, and c) the current speaker

opts to maintain the floor, than any of the above rules may be enacted

at each subsequent TRP.

McHoul argues that while the above rules are appropriate for natural

conversation, talk in formal situations operates under a modified version of these

rules.  He uses classroom discourse to show such rules in action.  McHoul argues

that classroom discourse falls under the category of “formal talk” because the
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configurations in how participants are arranged spatially (based on Kendon’s

research) mirror that of configurations in formal talk as identified in Kendon’s

1973 research on spatial arrangement and formal talk.  Hence McHoul proposes

the following rules for talk in the classroom.

1. If in the teacher’s turn, at a transition-relevance place

a. The teacher selects the next speaker, then the speaker selected

must speak at the appropriate transition-relevance place.  No one

else has the right to speak.

b. The teacher does not select the next speaker, then she must

continue to maintain the floor (i.e. continue talking)

2. Where the teacher selects the next speaker and there is a TRP in the

student’s turn:

a. If the student selects the next speaker, then the floor is given back

to the teacher.  No one else has the right to speak.

b. If the student does not select the next speaker, then the next

speaker may self-select or take the floor with the teacher as the

initiator of that self-selection at the appropriate TRP, that is, she

would be first speaker (but this need not be the case).
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c. If the student does not select the next speaker, then the current

speaker (the student) may maintain the floor, unless the teacher

self-selects.

3. If in any teacher’s turn at a TRP if neither (1.a.)-the teacher selects the

next speaker, nor (2.b.)-the current student selects the next speaker, and

the teacher has continued to speak or maintain the floor, then (1.a.) and

(2.b.) will continue to apply at all subsequent teacher TRPs until a

speaker/student is selected to speak.

4. If in any student’s turn at a TRP, neither (2.a.)-the student selects the next

speaker thus giving the floor back to the teacher, nor (2.b.) student does

not select the next speaker and so the next speaker may self-select with the

teacher as initiator, and under (2.c.) the speaker/student maintains the

floor, than 2.a,b, & c continues to apply at all TRPs.

McHoul argues that there is one exception that may override all rules, that

“teachers can direct speakership in any creative way” they choose.

Due to differences in rules concerning who may speak, the flow of

conversation tends to be more restrictive in the classroom.  McHoul argues that

there is less speaker activity, a greater likelihood that gaps and pauses will occur

(and that they will be longer), fewer opportunities for overlap, and limitations on

turn-taking.  McHoul’s study illustrates that conversation analysis can isolate
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rules of interaction for specific kinds of settings.  This is especially important

because of the variety of settings in which teaching and learning across cultural

lines occurs.  One uncertainty is effects of such rules:  teaching and learning in

intercultural settings might involve different rules for different cultures, might

involve similar rules for different cultures, or might involve wide variations in

specific cultures.  The rigors of conversation analysis, which essentially require

researchers to be able to point to features of the conversation to support a claim,

are an ideal candidate for which of these is most likely case in given instances.

Like McHoul, Hogelucht (1994) takes as a given that classroom talk in

comparison to everyday conversation, is “guided by more formal rules.”7  She

states that according to Beach, a  teacher operates in much the same way as a

facilitator.  A facilitator keeps the other participants -- in this case the students --

on task by regulating the flow of conversation.  Teachers regulate classroom

discourse through control of the system for turn-taking, which differs greatly from

turn-taking in everyday conversation.  Teachers allocate turns for students to

7 The formal nature of classroom talk appears to be a given in most educational literature on the
topic.  One wonders if classroom talk is more formal in the sense that it involves established
forms, conventions, and requirements, in the sense that it adheres to rules or standards of
correctness, or that it generally discourages casual and colloquial forms.  While each of these
descriptions has merit, “natural” conversation also may follow established forms, adhere to rules,
or discourage specific forms.  Such would suggest that a more accurate description is that
classroom talk is generally simpler and more structured, perhaps reflecting explicitly defined roles
and processes such as those McHoul identifies.  Studies of classroom talk may also omit much of
importance such as back-channel communication among students (side conversations, whispers, of
late on campus sometimes including Instant Messaging.).  In many classes I have attended, what is
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speak either by calling a specific students’ name, or by granting a student

permission to speak.  Students will raise their hand indicating that they would like

to maintain the floor; the teacher decides.  The teacher may see the student’s hand

but choose not to call on him or her.  Hogelucht refers to this phenomenon as

“noticing.”

Classroom discourse has also been discussed in relation to the I-R-E

sequence which has long been regarded as the predominant or canonical structure

for classroom talk.  Hogelucht uses conversation analysis to expand on the I-R-E

sequence in classroom discourse.  Notably, the author found that the I-R-E

sequence often is far more complex than previously alleged.  For example, in one

detailed sequence the teacher poses a question to a student, yet it is not until many

turns later that the student answers the question.  It is still several turns later that

the teacher provides an evaluation of the student’s response.  What transpires

between the question/answer pair part, and the answer/evaluation pair part, is that

the teacher had to “deal with two other students who both were pursuing different

agendas.”  (A great deal of research on educational psychology and theory deal

with classroom management, and as I will suggest later, conversation analysis

could be very beneficial in locating where in the conversations teachers succeed

and fail).

said on “the floor” for all to hear is only the most prominent subset of the communication – one
easily captured and described, but perhaps less interesting than other classroom communication.
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Hogelucht’s discussion of the I-R-E sequence can be compared to

Hopper’s research on telephone openings.  Just as there is a canonical telephone

opening that rarely occurs but is offend assumed, so too there is a clear-cut,

scripted version of classroom interaction.  Hogelucht uses CA to revise the

received version and show that actual classroom discourse is less clear-cut.  The

reduction of classroom talk to a readily identifiable, digestible sequence such as I-

R-E is useful in that it gives us something that we can easily work with in

research, but as with most received descriptions, it is worthy of inspection.  For

Hogelucht, the I-R-E sequence is a kind of organizing principle for understanding

conversation, a point of entry into particulars conversation analysis is able to

capture and describe.  In this respect, I-R-E is just one of many possible

organizational patterns for teaching and learning, particularly when one considers

the potential array of intercultural contexts available for research.  I argue that

Hogelucht’s work is a valuable contribution beyond the specifics of its findings,

since it tends to orient scholarship toward examination of organizing principles

such as I-R-E through more detailed methods such as conversation analysis.

Hogelucht’s example shows that there is much to be learned by taking truisms

about communication, items scholars already “know” to be true, and putting them

under the microscope of conversation analysis of actual transcripts.  We may
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conclude the truism to be a myth, or we may uncover details of how and why the

truism is true.

Conversation analysis can also clarify interpretations of specific

conversations.  Consider Heap’s (1992) use of conversation analysis to account

for a specific classroom sequence in which a teacher chose to ignore a particular

student.  As Heap describes it, after explaining the instructions for an upcoming

assignment, the teacher said, “Let’s do the first one together.”  At this point, a

student named Domenico attempted to speak.  One might argue that the student

had violated the turn-taking rules outlined above, particularly because it involved

a classroom situation.  Heap notes that the teacher is operating on the classroom

turn-taking rule in which teachers “are allowed to engage in within-turn pauses.”

That is, even though there may be many pauses in their talk, teachers still

maintain the right to speak at all times; students only given the right if called on

by the teacher.  Thus, while the teacher may believe that she still maintains the

floor, Domenico quite possibility has taken her suggestion to start as a command

or request to begin active participation.  Therefore, Heap argues that

the problem lies not with the student, but with the teacher’s
ineffective use of speech acts and turn allocation formats.  While
initially it appears that the teachers intentionally ignores a student
who violates turn-taking rules, upon a more complete analysis, the
teacher can be interpreted as giving the student the right to speak.
Instead of ignoring him, she snubs him, an intentional act that
serves to control the student’s participation while simultaneously
signaling that he has taken an inappropriate action. (p.23)
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Like Heap, Carlsen (1987) uses conversation analysis to explore the

structure of classroom discourse with regard to how teachers regulate talk.  In this

study, Carlsen looks at the structure of classroom discourse in relation to teacher

proficiency on specific topics.  In an account often painful to read, Carlsen

employs content analysis to show how teachers “shut down” or discourage

student talk when teaching topics with which they are unfamiliar.  With greater

command of the topic, of course, teachers would be expected to engage in much

more dialogue

Carlsen found one teacher who taught a topic that she had no experience

with, spending 20 minutes or more on announcements at the beginning of each

class period.  Announcements typically had nothing to do with the class or subject

matter at hand.  During the lesson, the teacher spoke largely in a monologue.  The

teacher posed mostly rhetorical questions.  If a student did happen to answer a

question, her evaluation of the answer was ambiguous.  In one instance the

teacher simply repeated the student’s response verbatim, seemingly indicating “a

tentative endorsement”, only to retract the implied endorsement by asking it again

to several other students.  The teacher never made clear whether the first student’s

response was correct.  At several points in the lecture, the teacher meandered onto

matters unrelated either to the subject matter or to the announcements made at the
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beginning of class.  In another lesson, the same teacher was unfamiliar with the

subject matter, the lesson consisting of “ a sequence of Initiation-Response-

Evaluation triads.”  The teacher would ask a question, the students would answer,

and the teacher’s evaluation consisted solely of words such as “Okay,” “alright,”

or “yeah” and nothing more.  Such “evaluation” words also create ambiguity

because they can also serves as “filler or transition” words.

Carlsen found a major difference between the “low-knowledge” lessons

and “high-knowledge” lessons.  In the high knowledge lesson the teacher wasted

little time on school announcements -- allotting only three minutes of classroom

time.  The class period consisted of a mixture of prepared lecture segments,

question and answer segments, and unprepared but relevant lecture/discussion

segments prompted by student questions.  Unlike the low-knowledge lesson, the

teacher did not try to avoid answering the students’ questions.  Instead, she spent

a considerable amount of time answering the question when the subject warranted

doing so.  Carlsen’s article illustrates the relevance of conversation analysis in

studies of classroom interaction.  The author not only examines the structure of

discourse in the classroom as one would expect from a practitioner of

conversation analysis, but also extends on that approach by referencing the

teacher’s level of understanding of the subject matter.  If one were to observe

such teachers, I suspect one might be tempted simply to dismiss them as hacks or
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some other favored dismissive term.  Yet such an approach could hardly be

described as explicit or empirically sound.  Carlsen’s example illustrates the point

that within interactions themselves, resources that facilitate more explicit,

empirically sound observations can be found.  The addition of the extra variable

of familiarity to what would not normally be discussed in conversation analysis

helps Carlsen to explain how and why teachers manage talk in the classroom.

Teachers’ level of familiarity is shown to have great explanatory power for what

happens in the classroom.  Though such observations could be made at a high

level, Carlsen uses conversation analysis to point to specific instances that

convincingly illustrate the ways more general structures in the conversation – in

this case, strategies that shut down students – affect what knowledge gets

communicated.

While the preceding examples deal with the structure of conversation

overall, conversation analysis also illustrates the importance of repair to

intercultural teaching and learning.  Repair takes on greater significance in

interactions between native and non-native speakers, particularly in teaching and

learning situations.  The chances for misunderstandings in such situations are

presumably increased.  Moreover, the fact that such interaction is intercultural

suggests that there is a premium placed on the need to resolve such

misunderstandings.  Repair is also particularly important in classroom settings,
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because repair not only averts or resolves misunderstandings between a teacher

and a single student, but also between a teacher and other students.  This suggests

that teaching and learning involving both native- non-native speakers in formal

educational settings might exhibit both more repair and specific kinds of

conversational repair.  McHoul (1990) states that Schegloff suspected in

conversations between children and adults, it would be more likely that other-

correction would be the prevalent form.  Thus, McHoul examines not only “who

does correction” but how it (repair) is organized in classroom discourse. An

examination of the data shows overwhelmingly that other-correction is the

dominant form of repair in the classroom compared to “natural conversations”

with the teacher correcting the student.  However, “contrary to what may be a

popular image of the classroom, teachers tend to show students where their talk is

in need of correction, not how the corrections should be made.”  The avoidance of

blunt correction is an important characteristic of repair in the L2 classroom.

Seedhouse (1997) uses conversation analysis to examine issues of repair in

the L2 classroom.  As a general overview there are four type of repair:  1) self-

initiated, self-repair, 2) self-initiated, other-repair, 3) other-initiated, self-repair,

and 4) other-initiated, other-repair.  Seedhouse surmised that most people would

expect to find negative evaluations such as “no” and “wrong” used in the

ESL/EFL classroom as part of the I-R-E pattern.  However, teachers employ a
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variety of strategies to provide negative evaluations without engaging in blatant or

harsh forms of correction (“direct, explicit, overt negative evaluation”).  In fact,

teachers “go to great lengths  “to avoid uttering the words ‘no’ and ‘wrong.’”

Distilling from Seedhouse, teachers engage in the following strategies to provide

such softened negative evaluations:

• Use a next-turn repair initiator to indicate indirectly that there is an error

which the learner should repair.

• Repeat the work or phrase or part of a work which the learner used

immediately prior to the error

• Repeat the original question or initiation

• Repeat the learner’s erroneous utterance with a rising intonation

• Supply a correct version of the linguistic forms

• Accept the incorrect forms and then supply the correct forms

While conversation analysis has done much for the exploration of teaching

and learning situations, I argue that it has yet to reach its full potential.  A good

deal of conversation analysis of teaching and learning examines sequences of talk

that are well-established, even canonical, in the field.  Specifically, there appears

to be an overly heavy focus on turn-taking and repair.  In some respects, the

heavy focus on turn-taking and repair appears to exclude other important topics.

The concepts of turn-taking and repair are for conversation analysis what the I-R-
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E model is for literature on teaching and learning in intercultural settings.  While

the literature on teaching and learning uses turn-taking and repair to construct a

fairly persuasive description, as with the I-R-E sequence; things may not be as

simple as they once appeared.  While we get the picture for how talk is managed,

what appears to be lacking in the literature is a description of the content, as

opposed to structure, of such interactions.  There are, however, some articles that

point toward an even more productive direction.

Conversation Analysis, Culture, and Meaning

Greenleaf and Freedman (1993) state that most studies that examine

classroom discourse focus on the structure of such discourse, contrasting it to

everyday talk.  The authors argue that because of this heavy focus on structure,

little attention has been given to “the substance of the talk” and thus “the

substance of the teaching and learning” [note:  an important element for me]  It is

their goal to show how conversation analysis can be used to analyze classroom

discourse and thereby “account…for the intellectual work of the classroom …that

shows what stands to be learned.”

Greenleaf and Freedman focus on an eleven-minute interaction in a high

school English class.  The lesson is part of a larger lesson in which the students

will eventually write a character sketch. In this particular instance the teacher, Mr.
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Peterson, has chosen to read one of the student’s paragraphs aloud to the class.

The problem as he presents it to the class is that the paragraph (as do paragraphs

written by others in the class) fails to convey the excitement of the event.

Therefore, the task at hand is for the class as a group to rewrite the paragraph so

that readers get the sense of excitement.  Going line by line, the teacher takes

suggestions from the students.  The authors then follow with a detailed analysis of

the lesson, focusing on how the teacher orients to preferred and dispreferred

responses as a teaching technique. They briefly discuss Pomerantz’s work, which

found that when people are faced with responding negatively to a request

(dispreferred response) the response is delayed or softened.  They also cite

Levinson, who describes such a response as being “marked.”  Marking involves

pauses, requests for clarification, “disfluencies in talk,” or an explanation or

reasoning for the negative request, any of which precedes the intended answer.  In

contrast, a positive response (preferred response) is immediate and thus

unmarked.

Greenleaf and Freedman state that in everyday conversation both

participants share an equal role in the structuring of the conversation.  However,

in the classroom it is the teacher who is responsible for the structure of classroom

discourse.  Thus, in this instance when the students provide suggestions for

revisions, the researchers look for ways in which the teacher issues dispreferred
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responses.  They also look for whether the teacher’s reactions are marked or

unmarked, as well as what the teacher does with the student’s response in his next

turn.  The authors found a clear difference in the ways in which the preferred and

dispreferred responses were treated by the teacher, with the teacher “taking-up”

the preferred responses in his next turn.  Preferred responses thus become

“resources in the lesson and helping to move it along.”  Preferred responses are

seen as productive; and in some respects are so, since they provide teachers with

an opportunity to elaborate on the preferred response. 1 This is not to suggest that

there are not opportunities to be gleaned from dispreferred responses.

To continue the example, one challenge in an intercultural context is how

to get to a preferred response given the potential obstacles posed by differences in

culture and language.  While they did not study intercultural teaching contexts,

Greenleaf and Freedman provide a model for how one might describe such a

sequence.  When a student delivers a dispreferred response, the teacher in turn

provides further clues as to how to make the suggestion more exciting and

acceptable.  In this case, it is implied that “preferred responses, then, must add

new and appropriate detail.” The researchers suggest that by reorienting the

students response, it is possible that the students will provide a preferred or

acceptable response.  Through this technique, students might learn “what counts

as a preferred response.” The researchers determined an interesting pattern in that
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preferred and dispreferred responses receiving strong evaluations from the teacher

were “taken-up” in his turn.  Preferred and dispreferred responses receiving weak

evaluations were not taken up in the teacher’s next turn.  Thus, through the

analysis of this sequence, the researchers concluded that “inferences about the

importance of these interactions for learning…determine what (if anything)

students stand to learn about written language [and] speculate about the value of

the episode for students who are learning to write.”  Preferred and dispreferred

responses, then, provide a kind of access to the content or “meaning” of discourse,

broadly construed.  In that they affect the tangible behavior of instructors, they

provide a passable indication, if not of what instructors are thinking, then at least

a favored approach to thought.8

Teaching and learning of mathematics is in some senses distinct from

other instructional activities.  Mathematics is a particular kind of content, one that

provides more precise empirical grounds for description than most other “natural”

conversations in learning settings.  Mathematics also provides interesting grounds

for a discussion of culture, since it is so often argued that mathematical concepts

are universals.  In any event, conversation analysis concerning teaching and

8 Although this is a provocative argument, it has particular relevance to the prospective subject
matter of my dissertation, which involves teaching and learning both of mathematical concepts
and the acquisition of physical skills that correspond to mathematical concepts.  It is unclear at this
point what relationships exist among mathematical concepts and physical skills.  Depending on
the evidence, it might be more appropriate to reverse my previous description to say I intend to
study the acquisition of mathematical concepts that correspond to physical skills, rather than the
other way around.
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learning of mathematical concepts has the potential to yield important insights.

Consider Cobb (et al 1992), who examines classroom discourse regarding

mathematical topics.  In this study, analysis reveals that students are not as

passive as is generally thought.  In the instance studied, the teacher is teaching a

forth-grade class about estimation.  “The teacher drew 45 tally marks on the

overhead projector.”  She then instructed the class to estimate, without counting,

the number of marks on the screen.  One student, Michael, arrived at an answer

different from most of the other students in the class. The teacher asked him how

he arrived at his answer.  As it turns out, Michael used the correct and exact same

method as the rest of the class.  When he walked to the screen to show the class

his process, he realized that his final answer was just a simple error in that he

failed to count (because he did not see) one of the tallies.

Cobb states that close analysis of this instance reveals that the method of

instruction consist of “questioning” as opposed to “explicit telling or

demonstrating.”  Additionally, the children are clearly active as can be seen in

Michael going to the screen to explain to the class the procedure he used.  In this

sense, Cobb argues, students “actively constructed their mathematical ways of

knowing as they interacted with the teacher and each other in the classroom.”

Hence, whereas a wrong answer temporarily makes a student an “outsider” in the

classroom, this is not the case in this sequence.  After Michael’s explanation, the
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teacher says, “Sure, that’s okay,” thus legitimizing his activity.  Michael

demonstrated that he had followed the correct procedure for tallying, committing

an error irrelevant to his understanding of the underlying concept.  Through such

analysis, Cobb argues that this teacher’s method of teaching “fosters meaningful

learning,” as opposed to more commonly used methods that make use of

“unauthentic” questions.   Cobb’s article is especially valuable because it

illustrates that mathematical knowledge can be created through collaboration, and

is the product of multiple roles and actors, rather than something that is simply

communicated “from” a teacher “to” a student.

For Forrester (1998), conversation analysis of teaching and learning of

mathematics is a tool to improve pedagogy.  The author uses conversation

analysis to examine how estimation is discussed in the classroom.  In doing so he

argues that conversation analysis can be of great benefit in that it enables the

researcher to unveil techniques and strategies they (students and teacher)

collaboratively employ.”  By examining CA transcripts of classroom talk,

Forrester was able to show that teachers thought of estimation and measurement

as two distinct discursive domains, while for some students estimation was an

“embedded” term, available in the discourse, but not discursively distinct from

measurement.  For Forrester, the lesson learned from this study involves much
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more than estimation, since it provides a measure of conversation analysis’ utility

in pedagogy:

We can point to a number of other advantages of employing conversation

analysis in the mathematics classroom.

• First, it could provide a way of gaining insights into how children

acquire an understanding of a given topic, that is, the processes of

learning.

• Second, it can help uncover the manner in which teaching procedures

might facilitate or constrain leaning.

• Third, it is a method that teachers themselves could employ when

trying to understand talk-as-activity in the classroom, particularly the

nature of structure and content, that is, how the saying of something is

interdependent with the something that is said.  This analysis can help

clarify how intersubjective meanings are created in the immediate

local context of the classroom. (pp.18-19)

The preceding examples illustrate that teaching and learning, both

generally and in intercultural contexts, involves meaning.  Considered from that

perspective, it becomes difficult to study structures in conversation without

attending to meaning.  Moreover, concepts and meaning are important not only in
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formal educational settings, but also in any teaching and learning contexts.  For

example, Hopper and Handy Bosma (1992) examine the teaching of medical

terms by information specialists at the Cancer Information Service.  The Cancer

Information Service is part of the M.D. Anderson hospital located in Houston,

Texas.  Among its other projects, it operates a 1-800 hotline in which people

around the United States can call to get information regarding cancer-related

issues.  The callers are usually cancer patients or family members and loved-ones.

Because this study was conducted prior to the popularization of the internet,

cancer patients’ access to information about their illness was limited at best.9

Furthermore, conversations with medical professionals often did not provide the

level of information they sought.  Thus the Cancer Information Service sought to

bridge the information gap for the cancer patient by providing phone counselors

who could answer their questions and provide more information.  Through careful

analysis of hours of phone calls, Hopper and Handy Bosma sought to explore how

telephone counselors conveyed information.  More specifically, they examined

how counselors taught medical terminology; an essential step to understanding

medical information.  They found that in most instances the CIS information

9 Notably, the problem now might be access to too much information, suggesting that conversation
with knowledge experts, a prerequisite for most teaching and learning, has implications regardless
of access to information.  As the example illustrates, even expertise is insufficient if conversation
goes awry.
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specialists, not the callers, introduced terminology into these encounters, the

terms being taught by counselors in one of four ways:

1. The counselor used the term and as an aside, asked about the caller’s

familiarity with it

2. The counselor offered a paraphrase of the term following its use

3. The counselor noted the caller’s difficulty with the term’s use; and offered

a definition

4. The counselor applied a term to a condition that the caller described.

After examining the transcripts, the authors concluded that counselors often used

what Handy Bosma and Hopper termed “long reads,” that consisted of the

telephone counselor reading long passages of information to callers, without

assessing whether they understood the information.  The authors identified several

techniques that allowed counselors to confirm understanding on the part of

callers.

Ultimately, then, conversation analysis is simply a method to provide

explicit, empirical descriptions.  Conversation analysis can afford benefits such as

those outlined to those wanting to understand teaching and learning in

intercultural contexts.  To be consistent with what I have argued throughout this

project, the benefits of conversation analysis lie not in high-level theoretical

statements about its implications, but in the details of execution – accurate
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transcription, close attention to detail, insistence on finding evidence in the

conversation.  Theory about conversation, I think, should reference specific

details – that is the clearest path to confirming, refuting, or in all likelihood,

revising the theory.  In some respects, then, it is hard to argue, and even harder to

foretell, how conversation analysis might inform our understanding of teaching in

intercultural contexts, particularly without doing conversation analysis on specific

instances.  Given the cases covered in this review of the literature, we can safely

conclude that conversation analysis will inform such understanding in ways as yet

unknown.

The examples offered in this review illustrate empirically that

conversation analysis has informed the understanding of topics similar to that

proposed for study.  So the benefits involve close adherence to specific methods,

either from content analysis or similar approaches, as well as close attention to

specifics in conversation.  Referencing the particulars of interaction implies a

check on the tendency of scholars to accept the received view of any particular

kind of communication.  Through a review of the literature, we have seen that

understanding of teaching and learning in intercultural settings can be improved

when scholars identify specific structures in communication that indicate

knowledge has been communicated.  How else to confirm that learning has taken

place?  Conversation analysis also affords access to structures that facilitate the
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communication of knowledge.  This has benefits not only for those interested in

pedagogy, but also for anyone interested in understanding how knowledge is

communicated in intercultural contexts.  For social scientists, then, conversation

provides the most direct evidence of learning, which after all is the content or

meaning that exists in someone’s head, or as I think is the case, often in

someone’s body as well.  CA provides one valuable approach to understand that

conversation.

What we can learn from the literature on teaching and learning in

intercultural environments is that 1) while communication may appear to be

problematic it is still ultimately success; things get done.  2)  Success is traceable

not just through verbal communication or conceptual understanding; Students

adopt learning strategies to adapt to the environment.

Acquisition of Bodily Dispositions

In this project, I explore the ways physical skills are taught and acquired

across cultures.  Although I will cover many examples of physical skills found in

the literature, my primary focus will be on teaching and learning of a specific set

of physical skills – the soroban, or Japanese abacus.  I examine both traditional

soroban instruction and a rather unique set of soroban classes in which the

instructors and students do not share a common language.  I do so because these
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classes allow for a special focus on the acquisition of physical skills across

cultures, while affording numerous insights into communication practices beyond

the scope of this project.  In this project, then, I conceive of movement as a way

of knowing, one not fully capable of expression in other forms.  I explore how

literature on bodies and bodily dispositions relate to notions of movement,

physical skill, and knowledge acquisition.

Bodies and bodily dispositions

Anyone who participates in a culture or group is to a great extent

predisposed to a certain regime of bodily dispositions and body movements.

Bourdieu’s (1977) theory of practice addresses how people acquire these bodily

dispositions; people learn to act within certain culturally-influenced patterns of

behavior.  These patterns include body hexis, posture, gestures, use of space,

“everything that goes to make an accomplished adult – a way of walking, a tilt of

the head, facial expressions, ways of sitting and of using implements, always

associated with a tone of voice, a style of speech.”  Bourdieu states that this

habitus or modus operandi is a product of history in that it is passed down through

the generations.  Furthermore, the habitus is beyond the scope of our

consciousness.  He states, “schemes are able to pass from practice to practice

without going through discourse or consciousness.”  That is, we unconsciously
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learn patterns of behavior and therefore they are acquired through non-verbal

means.  To put it simply, we merely “pick-up” bodily dispositions.

On one hand, Bourdieu’s theory of practice provides a good starting point

for exploring bodily dispositions.  To a large extent individuals remain unaware

of a large range of bodily dispositions; they are unable to formulate explicit rules

for such dispositions.  However, Bourdieu’s perspective lacks clarity in its

explanation of how people learn patterns of behavior.  Bourdieu apparently

believes that the individual is a passive agent in the process; certain forces act

upon individuals, ultimately resulting in shared bodily dispositions.  Farnell

(2000) argues that Bourdieu takes the agent out of the process altogether.  Other

scholars have found a medium ground in which the acquisition of bodily

dispositions is the result both of unconscious acquisition and of explicit

instruction.10

To some extent, Heidegger’s perspective on how we acquire our “way of

being” is similar to Bourdieu’s. Heidegger proposes that we have an ontology for

an understanding of being without knowing it. (Dreyfus, 1997)  Heidegger, like

Bourdieu, points to differences in distance standing practices11 as an example of

10 This is not to say that Bourdieu complete rules out explicit instruction as a means for the
transference of knowledge regarding patterns of behavior, however much of his work tend to point
to the direction of such knowledge as being “ineffable” and “incommunicable.” (Bourdieu, 1977)
11 The appropriate distance between speakers when conversing varies among cultures and groups.
Individual within a particular culture or group are aware of this appropriate distance even though it
is not taught and likely cannot be expressed.  Most often is it only noticeable when violated.
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how we possess and have a understanding of “ways of being” which remain

beyond our consciousness and therefore, cannot be verbalized or passed down by

any formalized means.  He states, “(people) do not know that there is any pattern

to what they are doing, or even that they are doing anything…(they) simply pick

up the pattern.” (paraphrase from Dreyfus, 1997)  Yet, Dreyfus (1997) also

suggests that Heidegger would point to more tangible means for the transference

of the “skilled understanding of (one’s) culture.”  For example,

A Japanese baby seems passive…He lies quietly…while his
mother, in her care, does (a great deal of) lulling, carrying, and
rocking of her baby. She seems to try to soothe and quiet the child,
and to communicate with him physically rather than verbally. On
the other hand, the American infant is more active…and exploring
of his environment, and his mother, in her care, does more looking
at and chatting to her baby. She seems to stimulate the baby to
activity and vocal response. It is as if the American mother wanted
to have a vocal, active baby, and the Japanese mother wanted to
have a quiet, contented baby. In terms of styles of care-taking of
the mothers in the two cultures, they get what they
apparently want…A great deal of cultural learning has taken place
by three to four months of age…babies have learned by this time to
be Japanese and American babies. (Caudill and Weinstein 1972,
p.78)

Thus, Dreyfus suggests that Heidegger would see parents as taking on an more

active and concerted role in enabling children to acquire these ways of being.

Perhaps, as in the given example, parents may be unaware of their actions as ways

to train children in social skills and ways of being.
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Mauss’s (1934) techniques du corps or techniques of the body describes

how any group of people knows how to use their bodies.  Uses of the body vary

from society to society.  Mauss points to differences in activities such as digging,

walking, running, marching, swimming, and what he defines as “the sum total of

culturally patterned uses of the body in society.” (Csordas, 1990)  Where

Bourdieu would argue that bodily dispositions are “picked-up,” Mauss recognizes

that differences in bodily disposition are due in part to social education in bodily

techniques. (Farnell, 2000)  Children gain such understanding both by imitating

adults, and by explicit instruction.  For example, it seems unlikely that a common

social signal in Japan involving a certain tilt of the head coinciding with the

sucking of air through the teeth (indicating “difficulty”) is explicitly taught.

However, proper table manners such as American children being told repeated to

not rest their elbow on the table is taught explicitly.  However Bourdieu (1977)

states that verbalization of rules or corrections are “insignificant” to the process of

learning patterns of behavior.  Even in cases where one might expect that some

bodily dispositions are indeed picked up as Bourdieu would suggest, Mauss

(1934) illustrates how they can be a result of explicit instruction.  For example,

Maori women in New Zealand have a rather distinctive walking style.  If a young

woman or girl is not walking in that style, her mother may say to her “hey, you’re

not doing the walk.”  Not only are the participants aware of the bodily
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dispositions, they are able to articulate the rule as well.  Additionally, Mauss

(1934) argues that to understand for example why the pious Muslim will only use

his left hand one must look to “the traditions that impose it.  He states,

These “habits” do not vary just with individuals and their
imitation; they vary especially between societies, educations,
proprieties and fashions, types of prestige.  In them, we should see
the techniques and work of collective and individual practical
reason rather than, in the ordinary way, merely the sold and its
repetitive faculties… What takes place is a prestigious imitation.
The child, the adult, imitates actions that have succeeded, which he
has seen successfully performed by people in whom he has
confidence and who have authority over him.  The action is
imposed from without, from above, even if it is an exclusively
biological actions, involving his body.  The individual borrows the
series of movements of which he is composed from the action
executed in front of them, or with him, by others. (p.459)

In this sense, society dictates our bodily dispositions.  Moments before walking

into a seventh grade classroom in Japan, I was informed that one of the students

had recently returned from the United States where she and her parents had lived

for the past seven years.   As soon as I walked into the classroom, I was able to

identify the student from among forty other students.  While her posture was in

some sense the same as the other students, it wasn’t as rigid; it was more relaxed.

Her facial muscles were also more relaxed.  In a sense, she looked like other

American children, regardless of race.  This example illustrates that society may

impose upon individuals a particular way of being; those outside the culture are

able to “pick-up” such bodily dispositions traditionally not part of their own
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culture.  In summary, bodily dispositions can remain outside of our awareness and

be acquired unconsciously through non-verbal means, as well as be taught

explicitly through formalized rules.
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Chapter Three

Studying Soroban Learning

This project makes use of several methodologies and research theories

both to study and account for how the soroban is taught and learned at the Osaka

Soroban School.  It should be clear from the preceding discussion that this project

attempts to relate several topics – including movement, tool use, and language –

each of which tends to be studied with a variety of research techniques.  This

chapter helps to explain how research data were gathered, while other chapters

delve more deeply into related theory.

Research site and participants

The Osaka Soroban School was created for the sole purpose of teaching

foreign nationals living in Japan how to use the soroban.  The lessons, sorobans,

and materials are provided free of charge to students.  Ken Moritomo, president of

both the Japan and Osaka Soroban Association conceived of the project in 1979

has run it ever since its inception in 1986.  For Mr. Moritomo, the continual use of

the soroban is very important.  He spends his time debating and promoting the

soroban, not only because it is a tradition but also, as he often says, “unlike

calculators it sharpens one’s mental capacity.”  It is his hope that teaching the

soroban to foreign nationals will help to promote it worldwide thus ensuring
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preservation of a Japanese tradition.  In its nineteen year history the program has

served close to seven hundred foreign nationals from fifty-eight countries.

The soroban class meets every Saturday for two hours from 10am-12pm,

in the association's small office located in the Osaka Chamber of Commerce

building.  All of the teachers are Japanese soroban masters.  While each teacher

owns his or her own soroban juku, they volunteer their time to teach this class.

The students, all adults, are foreign nationals representing a number of countries.

Most will live in Japan anywhere from six months to three years.  When I first

attended the class in 1993, an overwhelming majority of the students were from

English speaking countries and taught English at private English language

companies or through the JET Program (The Japan Exchange and Teaching

Program—sponsored by the Ministry of Education).  In recent years the

population is even more diverse, as are the students’ reasons for living in Japan.

In addition to the students from English speaking and other western countries,

there were also a number of students from other Asian countries.  In most cases,

even students from non-English speaking countries spoke English.  As this is a

transient population, students can begin and end their studies at any time and

almost all will remain in the class until they return to their home countries.  It is

interesting how quickly the soroban becomes a passion for those who join the

class.  Students are diligent both in their attendance and in the effort they put into
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their study of the soroban, spending anywhere from 2-4 hours daily outside of

class.  What is most clear is that everyone, both teachers and students, attends

soroban class because they want to be there.

The majority of students find their way into the classroom via a small

advertisement in the classified section in the Kansai Time Out magazine; a

monthly English magazine listing social events and things to do in the Kansai

area.1  The advertisement reads, "Free abacus lessons in English."  It is not

uncommon to find a large number of foreign nationals living in Japan who speak

little or no Japanese.  While there is the opportunity to study Japanese through

private language instruction or through language schools, Japanese universities

are the main source for Japanese language instruction.  However, since most

soroban students work full-time and work hours tend to conflict with university

schedules there is little time or opportunity to study or take language lessons.

This is one reason why this soroban class conveniently meets once a week on

Saturday mornings.

The room where lessons are conducted is a one-room office; it also serves

as the only office for the Osaka Soroban Association. The long narrow tables are

laid out end to end in a large rectangular horseshoe style formation.  Students sit

1 The Kansai area consist of several prefectures which are often equated with states.  However,
Japan is relatively small in size compared to the United States.  Thus the Kansai region consists of
a densely populated area which included the large cities of Osaka, and Kobe and the medium size
city of Himeji.
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very close to one another; elbow-to-elbow with their backs against the wall.  The

inside of the horseshoe is a wide-open area for teachers to move around and so

they sit across from students when providing instructions.  On any given Saturday

the class consists of thirty students and fifteen teachers.  Instruction is almost

always one-on-one even when a teacher works with more than one student.  For

example the teacher will give a student individualized instruction after which the

student will be required to work on a set of math problems on his or her own.

While that student is working independently, the teacher will provide

individualized instruction to another student.  Teachers move back and forth

between students with such ease that it would appear that the student is rarely left

alone.  Students are seated according to ability or grade level so that if a teacher

works with more than one student, then she will be working with students who are

of the same ability and are doing the same work.  Often one teacher will work

with a single high-level or low-level student throughout the entire class period.

“Oral dictation” takes place the last twenty minutes of class and is the only

instance of group instruction.  In “oral dictation” the teachers take turns reading

aloud lists of numbers and the students calculate the problems using their soroban.
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Data gathering

I have intimate and extensive knowledge of the soroban and am

qualified to conduct research on the topic.  I first became affiliated with the Osaka

Soroban School in 1993 during my second year in the Japan Exchange and

Teaching (JET) Program.2  I was teaching English in Japan’s public junior high

school system as part of a program sponsored by Monbusho (the Japan Ministry

of Education).  Every Saturday for a year I traveled an hour and a half by train to

Osaka to study at the Soroban School.  In the spring of 1994, I passed level six of

the national soroban exam.  I returned to Japan in the fall of 1999 on a joint

fellowship from the Japan Foundation & Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs to

conduct research and study intensive Japanese at the Foundation’s Kansai

institute.  Again for four months I traveled an hour and a half by train every

Saturday to conduct research for my doctoral internship and to study the soroban.

I finally returned to the school for two weeks in the spring of 2004 for the purpose

of research.

Data was collected through observation, note taking, participant

observation, structured and unstructured interviews, and audio and video tape-

recording.  My recording equipment consisted of a Sony 8 mm camcorder, and

tape-recorder.  The camera was set up in a corner of the room or inside the

2 The JET Program is a program sponsored by the Japan Ministry of Education (Monbusho).  It
recruits college graduates from English speaking countries to work as assistant English teachers in
public high schools and middle schools.
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horseshoe area and focused on individual pairs (teacher and student).  These

angles afforded the unique opportunity to capture up close conversation,

interaction and detailed hand movements.

Participant observation (Junker, 1960; Spradley, 1980), a widely used

and popular method for collecting data for numerous fields, is of particular

significance in my project.  Though it is perfectly acceptable for researchers to

study topics previously unknown to them, this might pose some difficulties for

study teaching and learning of the soroban.  One could of course make

observations, but a researcher would probably miss out on a great number of

nuances.  For example, many of my observations have to do with what is

conveyed through movement either with or without the use of the soroban.  To

understand the knowledge or specific skill or concept that is being communicated

requires some understanding of how the soroban works, how it is taught, and how

it is learned; therefore, if experience with the soroban is not a prerequisite, it is at

least a large help.

To illustrate the point further, when the teacher creates a six versus a

nine with her fingers using anzan (calculation without the soroban), the difference

is ever so subtle, and most likely not picked up by someone who has not studied

the soroban.  Another example is communication through the use of the soroban

rather than through words.  To one who may not possess an understanding of the
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soroban, it would appear that the teacher is just shifting beads back and forth, but

to one who has an understanding of the soroban, simply by looking at the

teacher’s movement of the beads, one can tell that the teaching is showing the

student how to subtract six from eleven.

My point is that I was afforded a unique opportunity because I had such

understanding.  Without this understanding I think many observations I was able

to make would have escaped me.  So it is not necessary to have such a

background, but having one was valuable.

In addition to data gathering during classroom instruction, I also

attended and gathered data at soroban related activities that the class participated

in outside of the classroom structure. These activities included a visit to a shrine

to get sorobans blessed, a weekend trip to Yokota—the soroban capital of the

world, and a symposium and day of celebration for the soroban.  I conducted

interviews with the students and teachers.  These interviews mainly took place

outside of class because class time is completely devoted to the study of the

soroban.  However, I was able to take the opportunity to speak with students

during the 15-minute class break when student are served ocha (tea) and a snack

and announcements are made.  Students are also able to talk briefly to one another

at this time.  I conducted interviews with members of the greater soroban

community including soroban shopkeepers, juku (private soroban schools) owners
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and teachers, and those who use the soroban daily as part of professions such an

accountant at a government run post office-bank and a rail station ticket clerk.

Lave and Wenger (1991) discuss the relativity of communities of

practice in the learning of vocations.  Thus, attendance to these outside classroom

activities and interviewing those in the greater soroban community provided a

great opportunity to get a more complete picture of the soroban learning as it is

situated in a community of practice, as well as the place of the soroban with in the

larger Japanese culture.  I employ the concepts of community of practice and of

situated learning to extend on observations of classroom teaching and learning to

other contexts.

Transcription Procedures

Upon returning to the United States, with the help of native speakers of

Japanese, I transcribed the recorded data.  The transcription is in two parts or

rather columns.  The first of left column consist of the Japanese or English spoken

during the interaction.  When Japanese is spoken, directly beneath the speaker’s

turn (dialogue) is the English semantic translation written in italicized font.

T: kocchi gawa o yarimasu ne. kore
ikimasu ne. kore ne.
Let’s do this row. This one. This.
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When the Japanese speaker code switches or interjects English words in the

course of speaking Japanese, the semantic translation is provided with the English

words enclosed in brackets as follows:

T: Minus six. sousou. Kore setsumei
shinakatta kana.
[Minus six.] Yes, yes, yes. I didn’t
explain this?

As I argue that the transfer of knowledge occurs by verbal as well as

other means it becomes necessary to capture and examine any and all means by

which such a transfer can occur.  To be sure, it is my hope to document any and

all instances of communication in whatever form they might occur.  Therefore, I

transcribed and described in as precise detail as possible the corresponding

moment-to-moment bodily movements of both teacher and student.  Bodily

movements are indicated in right column opposite the corresponding verbal

communication if present.

T: Enpintsu wo ne koiufuni saishoni
motte moraimasu ka.
Can you hold the pencil like this
first

The teacher places a pencil in her right
hand.  She wraps her fingers around the
pencil forming a tight fist with the palm
down.  Still holding the pencil she rotates
her hand so that the palm is facing up.
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Analysis of the data

Analysis of the data is rooted in the tradition of conversation analysis.3

Traditionally, in conversation analysis examination of talk might begin with the

exploration of a turn or turn constructional unit—that is a single instance of a

speaker speaking and then followed by perhaps another speaker speaking.  What

is of particular interest in the data of the soroban classroom is that the students

rarely speak.  Most all talking is done by the teacher and at those times in the

instruction when students do speak such talk consist of little more than continuers

or indications of understanding (i.e. uh).  But this is not to say that the student is

not communicating with the teacher or that communication is one-way.  For

example, a student can communicate that he has completed his work or needs help

simply by looking around the room.  He can communicate difficulty in

completing a problem by pausing either at the beginning or in the middle of

calculating a problem.  He can communicate full understanding by simply looking

up and smiling after the completion of a set of problems.  This type of

communication, although not vocalized is essential.  Thus it must be documented

in detail.  Therefore, my unit of analysis begins not so much with the vocalized

turn, but rather the unit of begins with a movement or sequence of movements.

3 Conversation analysis seeks to explore the organizational structure of “everyday talk” or casual
conversation as well as institutional talk.  (See Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff,
Jefferson, and Sacks, 1977; Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Schegloff, 1968, 1972, 1979; Jefferson,
1974, 1978, 1987; Pomerantz, 1984; and Goodwin, 1981)
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Hence, interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1994) here focuses on

the whole of the interaction, not solely the conversational elements.  Interaction

Analysis expands the scope of study to include communication modalities other

than conversation.   It adheres to the same careful principles of conversation

analysis in that it closely examines the instance and looks for evidence in the talk

or rather here, in the interaction.  Interaction may involve movement, use of

objects and tools, arrangement of space and bodily orientation within that space.

Fundamentally, this kind of observation and transcription attends to, records, and

interprets the flow of interaction among communicators and among observed

modes of communication.  Mode switching, such as switching from language to

movement, is one example, as is the attempt to identify the modes of

communication available at a given time.  Through “unmotivated observation,”

(Hopper, 1988) a technique in conversation analysis methodology in which one

closely examines the data without looking for anything in particular but rather just

sees what evolves, patterns in the ways teachers taught emerged.  In the following

chapters I explore these patterns by focusing on specific instances.
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Chapter Four

Activity Theory and the Study of Soroban Teaching and Learning

Activity Theory, a Soviet psychological theory,1 has expanded from its

initial roots in early childhood learning to topics such as computer technology.

Activity theory describes relationships between human consciousness and

behavior, and therefore is well-situated to describe both cognitive and behavioral

aspects of human interaction.  Despite its frequent appearance in scholarly studies

of human interaction, for two reasons activity theory tends to be a practical

challenge for many researchers.  First, the theory is not easily translated into a

research methodology; it is more descriptive than prescriptive.  That is, it does not

prescribe a particular set of steps a researcher would employ to substantiate or

refute a claim about an activity.  Second, because early texts in activity theory are

open to interpretation, many researchers depart from the theory as outlined by its

original proponents, Vygotsky and Leont’ev.  While this in itself is not a problem,

the scholarly literature invoking activity theory tends to present inconsistent views

of what activity theory is, and therefore in actual practice tends to apply it in

widely varying ways.

Despite these issues, activity theory can be of great benefit to this project.

Activity theory provides a very useful lens with which to examine the fine detail
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of interaction between teachers and students of the soroban, of interaction

between practitioners and the instruments used to accomplish soroban-related

tasks, and interaction among larger groups of soroban practitioners.  The soroban

example also presents an opportunity to identify a theoretical framework for

employing activity theory in studies of human interaction.  In order to realize this

opportunity, I undertake the following tasks.  First, I provide a brief history of

activity theory and illustrate common ways it is understood by researchers.

Second, I examine the five major features of activity theory as identified by

Leont’ev in Problems in the development of mind (1959) and Activity,

consciousness, personality (1975).  In doing so, I call upon Wertsch (1991), who

further clarifies these features. Third, I examine how activity theory has been

enacted in research, highlighting both problematic and effective cases.  Fourth,

drawing from these cases, I identify several problems inherent in the theory and

propose a theoretical framework that draws on the five major features to allow

activity theory to be more useful in studies of human interaction.

Activity Theory:  A Brief History

Vygotsky’s road to the creation of activity theory began with a 1925 paper

entitled “Consciousness as a problem of behavioral psychology.” At that time,

1 Wikipedia (2005) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activity_theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activity_theory
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Vygotsky was critical of the ways in which two competing schools of psychology

dealt with issues involving mind (consciousness) and behavior.  Vygotsky found

the thinking of Subjectivists to be excessively traditional and mistaken in its

separation of mind from behavior. Vygotsky (1982) displayed somewhat greater

enthusiasm for the Behaviorist2 approach in that it made behavior a fundamental

element in psychological research.  Yet he was still critical of Behaviorists,

arguing that their approach was flawed because, as with the Subjectivists, they

isolated mind from behavior.  While other schools of thought3 attempted to bring

together mind and behavior, Vygotsky felt that their approach was inadequate

since it relied on constructs from Behaviorism and Subjectivism.  In Vygotsky’s

view, what was needed then was an approach whose constructs cleanly articulated

without contradiction the features both of mind and behavior.  In his meta-

analysis of Vygotskian thought, Minick (1986, 1997) outlines three stages of the

Vygotskian School in their pursuit of a theory that could meet this need.

In stage one, which lasted from 1925-1930, Vygotsky and his colleagues

focused on what he (Vygotsky) deemed “higher mental functions,” which

included voluntary memory, voluntary attention, and rational thought.  The

objective was to determine just how these higher mental functions developed over

time.  Vygotsky (1981) argued that higher mental functions in humans are the

2 Pavlov, Bechterev
3 Davydov & Radzikhovskii (1985)
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result of the individual’s ability to control “sign-stimuli.”  He explained that in the

course of interaction, speech is used as the main medium for communication.  As

a result of this interaction, signs appear and begin to function as psychological

tools in that they mediate human behavior.  Thus, an individual’s use of signs

influences the behavior of others and will in turn eventually influence his or her

own behavior.  Vygotsky reasoned that people develop “higher mental functions”

by controlling “sign-stimuli” that eventually allow us to control our own behavior.

This first attempt by Vygotsky to unify mind and behavior lacked any notion of

social behavior (Minick 1986).  Eventually, Vygotsky rejected this model of

stimulus and response altogether.

After rejecting his own first attempt to present a unified theory of mind

and behavior, in 1930 Vygotsky began to explore other ways of attacking the

problem. As noted previously, Vygotsky was dissatisfied with earlier attempts to

unify mind and behavior because these attempts employed theoretical constructs

that did little more than repeat ideas from both Behaviorism and Subjectivism.  In

an attempt to avoid this problem, Vygotsky replaced constructs such as “concept”

and “language” with other constructs such as “word meaning.”  (Minick, 1997)

His rationale was that constructs such as word meaning were more appropriate

since they are both a unit of mind and of behavior, this behavior including social
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interaction. During this period4, Vygotsky argued that the development of these

constructs and the role they play in the development of social interaction must be

taken into consideration when studying origins of psychological phenomena, an

endeavor often labeled genetic analysis. This allowed Vygotsky to begin to bring

together mind and social interaction.  However, still absent was a general theory

of psychological development.  In the later part of the second stage, Vygotsky

(1978) continued to focus on social interaction; however, he broadened his focus

to include “organized activity.”

The third stage includes not only the work of Vygotsky himself, but also

the work of the Vygotskian School.  The basic tenet of activity theory became that

psychological characteristics develop in conjunction with the individual’s

everyday activities. (Minick, 1997)  During the period of 1933-1934, shortly

before his death, Vygotsky began working with the notion of “goal oriented

action” as well as other constructs which could serve both as a unit of mind and a

unit of social activity.  Vygotsky died prematurely and his work was continued by

his colleagues in Khark’ov.5

In the late 1930s to the early 1940s, colleagues of Vygotsky, most notably

A.N. Leont’ev, were successful in creating a system of constructs which served

not only as both as units of mind and behavior, but included aspects of the

4 Minick (1986) identifies this period which covers 1930-1934 as stage two of Vygotsky’s
research.
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physical world as well. (Minick, 1997)  Leont’ev picked up where Vygotsky left

off.  One of Leont’ev’s goals was to “establish categories for human

activity…(and explore how) the specific and particular organization of

consciousness involves specific and particular social activity.” (Axel 1997)

In the following section I present an overview of activity theory from an

abstract perspective, and then discuss the five central features of the theory as

defined by Leont’ev.  I draw both on recent scholarship and on examples from

soroban practice to explain the main aspects of the theory.6

Activity Theory:  An Overview

Activity Theory is thought to be a “powerful and clarifying descriptive

tool.” (Bannon, 2005; Nardi, 2005)   This tool thus provides a basis for more

refined theories for studying mind, behavior, and human interaction.  The theory

“consists of a set of basic principles which constitute a general conceptual system

which can be used as a foundation for more specific theories.”  (Bannon, 2005)

“The object of activity theory is to understand the unity of consciousness and

activity. … Activity theorists argue that consciousness is not a set of discrete

disembodied cognitive acts (decision making, classification, remembering...) and

5 Site of the Vygotskian school, also know as the Khark’ov school.
6 As a caution, I note that scholarly discussions of activity theory often present these generalized
aspects as if they are the theory itself.  Rather than make the same mistake, I intend to illustrate the
theory through each of these features, and show how they can be tied to the practice I study.
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certainly it is not the brain; rather consciousness is located in everyday practice:

you are what you do.” (Nardi, 2005)  Such a description seems to be a persuasive

orientation to studying human interaction in a soroban class.  A more traditional,

non-Vygotskian view of such a class might entail examination of teaching

techniques and the concepts being communicated.  Moreover, it might conceive

of the soroban as a mathematical tool.  By extension, it might conceive of soroban

learning as a primarily or exclusively cognitive activity, and thus might focus on

cognitive phenomena such as how concepts are incorporated and remembered by

students.  While none of these approaches is by itself incorrect, each alone may

tend to exclude important information about how learning takes place.  From a

perspective informed by activity theory, on the other hand, one might examine the

social interactions in a class and how these are manifested both in behavior and in

learning.  Activity theory “places emphasis on social factors and on interaction

between agents and their environments [and] explains why the principle of tool

mediation plays a central role within the approach.”  (Bannon, 2005) These

external activities then would involve the interactions between the teacher and the

student.

“An activity is defined as the engagement of a subject toward a certain

goal or objective.” (Ryder, 2001)  Hence, an activity consists of the process that

the individual or group experiences or undertakes to achieve the desired objective.
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The Osaka Soroban School is one example. One key task at hand is to teach

foreign nationals how to use the soroban.7  For the researcher, an activity can

serve as a “unit of analysis that includes both the individual and his/her culturally

defined environment.”  (Wertsch 1981)  However, individuals do not interact

directly with the environment.  According to Vygotsky, the individual’s

interaction with the object and the environment is mediated by cultural means or

artifacts such as tools.  (Miettinen, 2001) To accomplish the task of teaching and

learning requires the use at the very least the soroban, pencil, and worksheet.  The

achievement of the objective, then, presupposes and requires the use of tools.

In addition, activity consists not only of the physical acts carried out by

the participants in their interaction with the environment, but also includes the

mental aspects (consciousness) necessary to complete the task as well. (Wertsch,

1981)   As I argue elsewhere, acquisition of soroban skills involves both the mind

and body.  While the physical aspect is important, certain concepts that allow

management of the physical aspects of soroban practice are also taught.  Here we

see the link between mind, behavior, and the external world.  What is learned is

accomplished through the interaction between the teacher and the student.

According to Leont’ev, activity is “socially mediated,” meaning “consciousness

and meaning are always formed in joint, collective activity.”  Cole & Engeström

7 That is the task at hand although other although there may be varying motives and objectives,
and a variety of goals may be fulfilled in the process—this will be taken up later.
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point out that for this reason “the unit of analysis in studying human mediated

activity is an activity system and community of actors who have a common object

of activity.” (Miettinen, 2001)  Thus, “the study of activity ceases to be

psychology of an individual but instead focuses on the interaction between an

individual, systems of artifacts and other individuals in historically developing

institutional settings.” (Miettinen, 2001)

This observation, echoed in Nardi’s assertion that “consciousness is

located in everyday practice,” is perhaps the single aspect of activity theory that

researchers seize upon most often presenting it as though it is a complete

representation of the theory.  While it is representative of the theory, it is far from

a complete account, and one probably does not enact the theory if one simply uses

the assertion that consciousness is located in everyday practice without showing

how this assertion supports one’s chosen research methodology.

To summarize, consciousness in activity theory is not viewed solely in

mental terms but rather is to be observed in everyday practice.  It is created out of

and evolves through interactions of participants together with their environment.

Such interaction does not occur directly but rather is accomplished through the

use of tools.

From this overview, some reasons why activity theory is relevant to this

project should become apparent:
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1. This project consists of many actors, each of whom engages in specific

well-defined activity, which one can usefully characterize as an everyday

practice. Soroban is a practice or avocation with clear boundaries, rules,

and content, as well as uses in everyday circumstances (at least in Japan).

2. The kind of consciousness described above is observable and socially

mediated.  One example is that there are teachers and learners.

3. Tool use is a central part both of communication and of interaction, an

assertion that will be demonstrated in a later chapter).

4. Using the perspective of activity theory, researchers can explore the unity

of conscious and activity as the soroban is an object of both the mind and

of the body.

5. Learning is often quickly verifiable; with clear research methods, one can

observe and document that learning has taken place.

While the notion that there are connections between activity theory, the idea

of consciousness as located in everyday practice, and soroban practice are

relatively easy to demonstrate at this level, those connections become richer with

a more detailed understanding of the theory.  If the story is simply that

consciousness is located in everyday practice, and that the soroban is a form of

practice, then the story is perhaps too simple.  The five major features of activity

theory help to convey a greater sense for how one might study a phenomenon
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such as teaching and learning of the soroban using this approach.  The following

section then outlines Leont’ev’s most notable contribution to activity theory, what

is now commonly referred to as the five major features of activity theory.

Together these features define activity theory.  Below, I develop a model for

activity theory that ties these five features more explicitly to the study of human

interaction.

Five major features of activity theory

The first feature of activity is that activity is analyzed at various levels.8

(Wertsch, 1981)  The three levels at which activity can be analyzed are: 1)

motive, 2) actions, and 3) operations.  The motive is the driving force behind the

activity.  A motive can be biological, physiological, psychological, or emotional.

The individual or group is spurred on by the need to obtain the desired object or

fulfill the objective.  For example, if one were hungry, then an objective would be

to obtain food, hunger would be a motive, and the activity might consist of

hunting, farming or ordering a pizza.  For an activity to exist there must be a

motive. (Leont’ev, 1978)

8 There is often some confusion about the term “level” to describe this first major feature of
activity theory.  The levels described here are not levels of social abstraction or of social scale, but
instead can be thought of as levels within the concept of consciousness as everyday activity.  The
term level, then, is a convenience mechanism to label the key terms of motive, actions, and
operations.
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Activity does not exist without a motive; “nonmotivated” activity
is not activity without a motive but activity with a subjectively and
objectively hidden motive…the motive may be either material or
ideal, either present in perception or existing only in the
imagination or in thought.” (pp.62-63)

The motive is tied directly to the objective, and Leont’ev stresses that one activity

is distinguished from another by its objective.  This would appear to be one way

in which to define the boundaries of a given activity, however it creates problems

and will be discussed later in the paper.

Action is the second level for analysis.  According to Leont’ev (1978), an

action is a process that enables the individual or group to achieve the desired goal.

The term “goal-oriented action” is a construct created for activity theory, and

unifies mind and behavior.  To separate the constructs “action” and “goal” would

be to view separately how the activity is carried out, and reasons why the

individuals participate in the activity. (Minick, 1985)

There are, for example, significant psychological differences in the
way that the action of reading an article is carried out by a sighted
person with good reading skills, by a blind person reading Braille,
or by a sighted reader with poor skills.  Similarly, there are
significant psychological differences between reading a book for
recreation and reading a book that is required for an important
academic or professional examination. (Minick 1985, p.120)

Furthermore, any given activity is made up of a number of complex actions. Each

action must play a subordinate role to the activity itself to be considered an action

within that activity.  Leont’ev notes that an action in one activity could be a
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complete activity in and of itself in a different set of circumstances. (Wertsch,

1981)  Here again we are faced with the issue of identifiable boundaries of an

activity.

The operations component of an activity refers to the conditions under

which the activity takes place.  Leont’ev states that the conditions include the

tools used to complete the objective.  To clarify, conditions consist not only of the

physical environment, but the psychological and emotional climate.  Leont’ev

states that the conditions directly impact how an activity unfolds. (Wertsch, 1981)

As a result, the same activity conducted under various conditions may yield

actions resulting in the same outcome.  Even so, they are nonetheless different

actions.  For example, in the course of a given week, my husband, an IT Architect

with IBM, attends many meetings.  Some meetings are traditional in the sense that

they take place in a conference room with participants interacting face-to-face.

However, since most of the members on his team work out of offices in New

York, Dallas, Atlanta, or cities on other continents, most of his meetings take

place via IBM’s equivalent of “instant messenger.”9  In this sense the activity is

the same, however, the conditions greatly change the actions that transpire and

how the activity unfolds.  First, the tools are different.  In instant messaging, a

computer is necessary for communication, while more traditional meetings rely
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on the spoken word.  In instant messaging, the actions consist of typing on a

keyboard to communicate, reading the response, and then typing in a response.

Due to the technology, only one person can “speak” at a time.  Turns take place

according to who hits the Enter key first.  Additionally, adjustments may have to

be made because the conversation will not appear to be linear since a response to

a previous turn may not appear until several turns later, assuming one member

types slowly or is slow to respond.  Another person may jump in with a new topic.

With the “instant messenger” meetings, team members have a readily available

transcript of their meeting, which they may actually make use of during the

meeting, later meeting, or follow up activities.  Face-to-face meetings typically

are not recorded.  While it is possible that team members would reach the same

conclusions whether they met face-to-face or via the internet, the point is that the

process of reaching the conclusion is altered or affected by the conditions.

Wertsch (1981) states that the utility of the three levels of activities lies in

allowing the researcher to view a single activity from a variety of viewpoints.

That is, researchers can examine an activity on the basis of its motive, actions, or

conditions.  Viewing an activity from a particular viewpoint may yield insights

that one might not get from a single viewpoint.

9 Instant messenger is a program by yahoo.com which allows participants to hold discussions via
the internet.  It works in much the same way as e-mail, however it uses real time.  It is a cross
between a private chat room and e-mail.
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The second major feature of activity theory involves the notions of goal

and goal-directedness.  Humans, unlike animals, are guided by conscious goals.

(Wertsch, 19981)  For humans, there is a point to our activity.  According to

Wertsch (1981), Engels best exemplifies what separates humans from animals:

‘The animal…destroys the vegetation of a locality without
realizing what it is doing. Man destroys it in order to sow field
crops on the soil thus released, or to plant trees or vines which he
knows will yield many times the amount sown.’ …The point is not
that animals never exhibit goal-directed behavior, rather, it is that
they are not guided by conscious goals. Thus, the level of
abstraction in the theory of human activity that deals with actions
is concerned with conscious goals.  (p.22)

The attention given to the notion of goal-directedness is perhaps the most

distinctive difference separating Soviet and Western psychologists.  According to

Wertsch (1981), Western psychologists do not perceive the utility of pursuing

issues involving goal-directedness and find it somewhat mind-boggling that it can

be a focus of Soviet psychology.  On the other hand, some Soviet psychologists

are critical of the Structuralists’ approach for this very reason.  According to

Wertsch (1981), some Soviet psychologists argue, “by abstracting certain features

of several actions and ignoring differences in their goals, the investigator

overlooks the most essential characteristic that defines the goal-directed processes

in the first place.” Additionally, Soviet psychologists argue that the extensive use

of experimentation in the West yields artificial data, thus shedding little light on
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the “subjects’ performance,” or the “psychological processes” which occur in

natural settings.  Thus, the notion of goal and goal-directedness is an important

feature in Marxist psychology.

The third major feature of activity is that activity is mediated.  (Wertsch,

19981)  This means that as humans, we use tools to mediate with others and our

environment.  Thus, tools shape the way we interact with reality. (Bannon, 2001)

Tools are designed to fulfill a specific function in the course of an activity.  Over

time, tools may maintain their original shape or they may be redesigned and

updated.  In either case, they will always carry with them a history of the culture

in which they are used and of the people who created and used them.  For this

reason, tools assist in the transmission of knowledge not only of the task

performed, but also of the knowledge of the culture as a whole. (Bannon, 2001)

For Vygotsky (Wertsch, 1981), tools included not only physical

instruments or technical tools, but also psychological tools and sign systems.

Psychological tools include but are not limited to  “language; various systems for

counting, mnemonic techniques; algebraic symbols systems; works of art; writing;

schemes, diagrams, maps, and mechanical drawings; all sorts of conventional

signs.”  (Vygotsky, 1981)  In the context of an activity, a tool is essentially any

device which allows the participants to complete the task.  In this view, a teacher

providing a verbal explanation to the class is using a tool, as is a teacher who
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demonstrates the use of a soroban, computer, or any other device.  Junefelt &

Lindberg (1993) further expands on the notion of tools in their research on doctor-

patient interaction at the “Well-Baby” clinics in Sweden.  They first make the

distinction between technical tools, such as the doctor’s use of a stethoscope and

hammer, and psychological tools which they further divide into verbal and non-

verbal.  Additionally, they uncovered a third category of tools which they refer to

as psychotechnical tools. Psychotechnical tools are a cross between psychological

tools and technical tools.  In the case of a medial examination, a psychotechnical

tool might consist of listening, seeing, smelling, tasting or feeling processes or

states within the body of a patient “by using the doctor’s body as a tool” such as

in the case of a palpation.  (Junefelt and Lindberg, 1993)

The fourth major feature of activity theory deals with developmental or

genetic explanation. (Wertsch, 19981)  Vygotsky and his collogues argued that

“the most important way of explaining (as opposed to simply describing) human

mental processes is to examine their origins of development.” (Wertsch, 1981)

For Vygotsky, genetic analysis included phylogenetic10, historical data, and

ontogenetic11 phenomena. (Wertsch, 1981)  Vygotsky placed great emphasis on

historical analyses.  This line of inquiry came to be known as cultural-historical

theory of mind.  Soviet psychologists also became interested in microgenesis,

10 classification; taxonomy; whole group; evolution; how humans evolved from apes
11 how develops over time; individual
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which examines “how a psychological process develops in an individual over a

relatively short period.” (Wertsch, 1981)  Specifically, in the former Soviet

Union, this came to mean “the gradual course of skill acquisition during an

experimental or training session.”  (Wertsch, 1981)

The fifth major feature of activity theory is that human activity and the

means that mediate it have evolved through social interaction.  This can be seen in

the transference of knowledge.  For example, the knowledge and skills necessary

to participate in and complete an activity are acquired through social interaction.

Even if an activity consists of a single individual, that individual is relying on

skills that have been passed down to him or her.

The individual’s actions are not only the actions of the individual
but the actions of the social system…the object of analysis in a
developmental psychology based on activity theory is not the
actions of an individual conceptualized in isolation from the social
system or from other individuals, but the actions of an individual
whose development depends on his progressive inclusion in new
forms of social activity and new forms of interaction (i.e., inter-
mental-action) with those around him. (Minick 1985, p.206)

Additionally, human activity evolves through social interaction because for an

activity to be carried out requires a certain level of cooperation and for

participants to interact with one another.  Further, tools evolve through social

interaction.  In the course of mastering a tool, for example, a student will turn to
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the teacher whenever he or she experiences.  The student will continue to rely on

the teacher’s assistance until they are able to use tools on their own.

Activity Theory then is not so much a prescription for analysis, but instead

a framework for exploring questions and issues encountered in studying human

interaction such as learning and teaching of tasks such as the soroban.  Activity

theory informs this project by providing a rigorous approach for studying

activities at any level of abstraction and linking them to outcomes such as

learning.  Activity theory is therefore of use to the particular case of soroban

teaching and learning for several reasons:

1. Soroban learning takes place in a progression of stages or phases of

activities.

2. Activities occur at different levels of abstraction and thus, the theory

allows this phenomenon to be examined in detail from more than one

level.

3. Soroban practice consists of many actors each of whom engage in specific

well-defined activity.

Being able to approach this project from different levels of social

abstraction, as distinct from the “levels” in the first feature of activity theory

described above, is an important part of this project.  As we will see in later

chapters how the soroban is taught and learned and thus communicated occurs at
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more than the level of individual (the student) or dyad (teacher and student), but

includes the larger community of practice.  Activity theory can help to account for

multiple levels of social abstraction that are important to address when studying

the overall phenomenon of soroban practice.  To do so, however, requires some

remediation of the theory as currently practiced.

Enactments in research

I have stated throughout this project that activity theory is of great benefit

to my project.  I have also acknowledge that activity theory is not without its

problems and the ways in which activity theory has been enacted have in some

cases been problematic.  Despite the rich and complex nature of activity theory,

scholars in a variety of fields have tended to seize upon a more basic

understanding of the theory.  They have, it seems, tended to “claim” Vygotsky,

Leont’ev and the field of activity theory rather than fully implementing its

precepts.  As a result, the enactment of the theory in research bears little

resemblance to the theory as a whole.  Some researchers misappropriate the term

by substituting other methodologies12 in its place (Harapnuik, 1998; Ukrainetz,

1998); seize upon a small aspect of the theory and present it as the whole or

reduce the theory to a rather simplistic explanation (Russell, 1995; Spinuzzi,

1996; Williams, 1997; and Prontecorvo and Girardet, 1993); view the theory
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merely as a means for observing naturally occurring phenomena (Bangerter et al,

1997; Gauvain, 1991); or simply do not make use of it when the they initially

stated that they were viewing the research though the theoretical framework of

activity theory (Fishbein, 1990).

These problematic uses are due in part to the variety of ways in which the

theory is defined in research.  Generally speaking, literature that claims Activity

Theory lacks a consistent, reliable definition of the term and methodology or

utilizes a definition that is somewhat distant from L.S. Vygotsky’s and A.N.

Leont’ev’s descriptions.  The end result is that the theory itself is less than fully

implemented in practice, hence falling short of it potential.  I am not suggesting

that such research is of lesser quality, but it is simply doesn’t qualify as activity

theory. My main contention is that they do not constitute a study employing

activity theory because they do not incorporate the major features of activity

theory.  To make an appropriate use of activity theory one must begin with a clear

definition and understanding of the theory.  This is why is why this project has

devoted space to ensuring that the definition used adheres to L.S. Vygotsky’s and

A.N. Leont’ev’s descriptions,

There are, however, a number of studies that begin the move in the right

direction.  Their analysis and discussion begins to incorporate some of the key

concepts of activity theory.  A examination of such research would be most

12 Action theory, active learning, and participant observation to name a few
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valuable at this point so that we can get of good idea of what it might began to

look like.  The purpose of looking at this research is so that we can uncover what

is working and what is not and use this information to create a model that works.

Better applications of activity theory

Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia (1999) propose to use activity

theory to study the conceptual development of teachers.  Specifically, they use

activity theory to study two parallel situations in which two new teachers

attempted to implement a writing curriculum at their respective schools.  The two

student teachers, Dorothy and Frank, learned about the “writing workshop” in

their teacher education courses.  The “writing workshop” is a curriculum in which

students choose their topic and write multiple drafts of their paper under the

teacher’s guidance.  Dorothy’s advising teacher did not support the writing

workshop curriculum so she was not able to use it as a student teacher.  Frank’s

advising teacher did support the curriculum, and he used it during his student

teaching.  However, the lessons did not go well.  The student resisted coming up

with topics and the loose structure of the assignment did not appeal to them.

Dorothy used this approach during her first year of teaching and it was very

successful.  Frank of course did not.  Given this situation, the researchers use

activity theory to explore the differences between Dorothy’s and Frank’s

experiences.  Much research has been done in this field with regard to why there
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is a difference between what teacher programs teach and what actually takes place

in the classroom.  While the results vary greatly, the one constant is that teachers

go along with the values of the institution they work for.  As to why this is the

case, researchers have varying opinions.  Grossman and her colleagues believe

that activity theory would be useful to study this phenomenon because,

activity theory has the potential to illuminate how teacher’s
progression through a series of settings can mediate their beliefs
about teaching and learning and consequently their practices.
Activity theory can therefore help account for changes in teachers’
thinking and practice, even when those changes differ from case to
case. (pp.3-4)

The researchers do not seek a uniform explanation for why teachers gravitate

toward institutional values.  They do however ask the question “under what

circumstances do particular kinds of changes take place?”  Thus, the researchers

integrate several elements of activity theory into their analysis.  It is important to

note at this point that while their paper is originally set up to examine to specific

case scenarios discussed above, the analysis looks at the teacher education

training system in relation to what actually takes place in the classroom on a more

grand scale.  The researchers have not attempted to draw conclusions about the

whole system based on what they have learned in examining these two specific

instances, but rather, they simply take a giant leap and use activity theory to
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examine the system as a whole.  Given this, they still make a move in the right

direction in utilizing elements of activity in their analysis.

Yet the positive aspects of this example are useful in specifying a more

effective model for using activity theory in studies of interaction.  Note how this

study incorporates some of the features of activity.  First, they consider the

“setting” in which teachers conduct business, and they consider how that setting

impacts the teacher’s motives.  While they do not explicitly make the connection,

setting in this case falls under the notion of operations and conditions in the

activity theory.  As mentioned earlier in this paper, the operational level of an

activity is the conditions under which the activity takes place.  Furthermore,

conditions consist both of physical environment as well as the psychological and

emotional climate.  In this case they discovered that the setting greatly impacted

motive and which curriculum is used in the classroom.  Specifically, curriculum

that is supported by the school is what gets conducted.  Curriculum that is not

supported does not get used.  Thus, a teacher’s motive for using a particular

curriculum is directly tied to the wishes of the individual school system.  Second,

they also acknowledge the role of “conceptual and pedagogical tools” in teaching

and what propels (motive) some teachers to use some tools as opposed to others.

They argue that it has to do with appropriation and the extent to which the teacher

knows how to use the tools.  Third, they acknowledge the notion of the goal of the
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teacher, which they state is to become a good teacher.  Fourth, they take into

account socio-cultural history.  For example, teacher education programs are not

highly regarded by schools and this may explain some of the resistance to the

curriculum that is developed in these programs.

While Grossman, et al employ key elements of activity theory, their use of

the theory is still problematic.  The specific activity analyzed is unclear.  The

paper begins with a clear discussion of two specific instances, but then it leaps

into an examination of the relationship between teacher programs and what is

ultimately taught in the schools.  Is the activity the writing program, or is it the

resistance of schools in general to curricula developed in teacher education

programs?  Since the activity is unclear, it follows that the goal of the activity is

unclear.  When the authors discuss goals, they describe the rather broad goal of

teachers to be a good teacher.  But if one were to consider the concept of goal in

relation to the original data, the goal of the activity might be to develop a specific

writing skill or writing skills in general.  For scholarship to be clear on the goals

of an activity, it is necessary to identify clearly what the activity is.

Effective applications of activity theory

Parks (2000) is example of how activity theory can be utilized effectively

in research.  Based on Leont’ev’s analysis, she provides a comparatively thorough

account of the theory of activity, including an exploration of motive, goals, and
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operation. Additionally, she ties the major elements of activity theory into her

analysis of the data.  Parks observed students studying English at a Québec

technical school that trains students for the tourism, hotel, and restaurant industry.

Students were required to complete video projects demonstrating their English

skills.  Parks is interested in the students’ predisposition to learn English and

“how and why they invested or failed to invest in the video project.”  In terms of

activity theory, she is interested in the impact of motive on the process of an

activity.  That is, how might the students’ investment in learning English effect

their performance (actions) in completing the video project?

Parks’ work follows a similar study by Gillette (1994), who uses activity

theory to examine students’ motive for registering for a French language course,

as well as their investment in the course in relation to learning strategies (actions)

used.  Gillette concludes that students whose motives to take the course stemmed

from “personal histories and life experiences which as a result made them aware

of the value of learning language” were invested in the course and used effective

learning strategies.  Students whose only motive for taking the course was to

fulfill a degree requirement, in contrast, had little investment in the course and

thus used ineffective learning strategies.

Parks’ study yielded similar results, but with a twist.  Park’s study

demonstrated that there was not necessarily a positive or clear-cut correlation
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between one’s orientation to language learning and strategies used when learning

a language.  For example, consider two participants from Parks’ study.  Annie

enjoyed learning English but did not like the project.  Thus, she took the path of

least resistance.  That is, she performed actions that would allow her to complete

the task in the easiest way possible, even getting her American friends to translate

the script.  At the opposite end of the spectrum, Julie enjoyed learning English.

Julie was strongly invested in the video project as she believed it would allow her

to show a previously hidden side of herself to the class.  Julie did not possess

strong English skills; thus her performance in class had been somewhat weak.

She saw the project as a way to display her competency.  Thus she worked very

hard on the project.  This included revising the script four times and spending a

great deal of time practicing the voice-over.  In this case, both participants had

positive orientations to language learning, yet their investment in the project

differed.

Both Gillette and Parks’ analyses bring together a number of features of

activity theory.  First, they examine a specific activity.  In Gillette’s case the

activity is studying French.  In Parks’ case the activity is the students completing

the video project.  Second, they explore the participants’ motive in relation to the

activity.  Third, they take into consideration the participants’ socio-cultural

history with regard to the overall project.  Fourth, they explore how these
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elements impact the actions as they unfold over the course of the activity.  Parks

creates tables detailing, for example, differences in how participants accomplish

their task with respect to motive and the implementation of goals or actions.

Problems Inherent in Activity Theory

As one can see from the discussion of the various ways in which activity

theory is enacted, researchers often have difficulty in fully applying the theory in

their research.  While part of problem has to do with a surface level understanding

of the theory, I would also suggest that aspects of the theory itself cause difficulty

in practice.  Consider Junefelt and Lindberg’s (1993) response to Leon’ev’s

notion that one activity is distinguished from another by its objective:

Leont’ev’s definition of the notion of activity is created in a way
that makes an activity live its own life regardless of the
participants.  A definition like his is only possible to make if the
activity is conducted by a single individual, or if the participants
are in total agreement on what is considered to be an activity.
(p.56)

According to Leont’ev, for any given activity there is a single objective.

However, I would suggest that it is quite possible for participants in any given

activity to have differing objectives.  Consider the following scenario.  The

executive director of a small state agency decides that her unit could benefit from

some team building exercises.  For this reason, she decides that the office will
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work with Habit for Humanity for one day building a home.  For Habit for

Humanity, the activity is the building of a home.  For the state agency executive,

the activity is to build team cohesiveness among office staff.  This state agency

will also work alongside other volunteers who have other objectives.  A group of

high school students volunteer to receive required credits for a civics class, while

a group of novice masons work to gain practical experience in their chosen

profession.  One might argue that the objective is what makes the activity

possible.  Therefore, the objective would be to build the house.  However, even

with this definition the activity would not have occurred but for the differing

objectives.  Research, then, has sometimes suffered because of this restricted view

of objectives, with researchers unable or unwilling to fully describe motives of

participants because of the presumed unitary nature of activities’ objectives.

Junefelt and Lindberg found this to be problematic in their research.  Their

study involves research on doctor-patient interaction at the “Swedish well-baby

clinic.”  The Swedish well-baby clinic is an institution that has existed for over a

hundred years.  Ninety-nine percent of parents and children in the country use it.

The main purpose of the agency is to reduce infant mortality, childhood illnesses

and handicaps.  Additionally it seeks to support parents and promote positive

environments for children to grow up in.  One aspect of the agency is the

“pediatric consultation,” in which the physician performs a medical check-up.
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The pediatric consultation consists of the doctor, one or both parents, and the

patient (children between the ages of 5 weeks to 6 years of age).  The “main

activities” as described by Junefelt and Lindberg are the: 1) introduction, 2)

history taking, examination, 3) parent’s questions, 4) giving of information and/or

advice on the part of the doctor, and 5) prescription, and termination or parting.

Junefelt and Lindberg state that while all participants are involved in the same

activity, they may have differing motives or objectives.  Furthermore, one

participant, the child who is actually the center of the activity, may be completely

unaware of any motives or objectives.  Activity theory in its current state does not

account for the multiplicity of objectives that underlie participation in activities.

The problem of differing motives or objectives is also apparent in Gillette

and Parks’ research.  While the students all engaged in the same activity, the

study of French or the creation of a video project, their objectives or motives

varied.  Gillette’s participants took French either because they valued knowledge

of a second language and believed it would assist them in later life, or because

they needed the credit to graduate.  Thus, the objective is either to learn the

language well, or simply to obtain a necessary credit.  For some students both

objectives may have been of equal importance.  The notion of participants with

dual or multiple objectives is another issue that activity theory tends to overlook.
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For Parks’ participants, the activity’s objective to complete the video

project may have been clear.  However, there was a notable difference in motive

among the participants that affected the actions that transpire.  One participant

was propelled to work hard on the assignment because she wanted to look good in

front of the class (motive), while another took the path of least resistance because

she saw little value in the activity.  This example highlights another issue with

activity theory.  While motive and objective are closely tied to one another, they

are not necessarily one and the same.  The subtle differences are often not made

clear in activity theory.

A second problem with the theory is that it does not clearly delineate the

boundaries of an activity.  While activity theory identifies and defines an activity

through its objective, it is often unable to account for the boundaries of an activity

with regard to its scope and magnitude.  While an activity can comprise events

both large and small, things can become confusing when scope and magnitude are

not taken into account.  Take, for example the activity of feeding people. This

activity can include taking an order for a pizza or an international relief effort

involving dozens of countries and hundreds of thousands of people.  The methods

one would employ to study these two cases would probably differ.

Lack of clear boundaries for given activities can complicate the distinction

Leont’ev makes between actions and activities.  As noted above, any given
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activity is made up of a number of complex actions.  To be considered an action

within an activity, each action must play a subordinate role to the larger activity.

An action in one activity could be an entire activity altogether in a different set of

circumstances.  In its current form, activity theory does not address what indicates

the existence of an activity other than an objective.

For Junefelt and Lindberg, an activity can be quite minute.  What others

might consider moment-to-moment actions, they would consider to be full-

fledged activities.  For example, their doctor-patient interaction, which last only

10-15 minutes, would be considered by many to be the activity.  However, for

Junefelt and Lindberg each “action” (which consists of the introduction, history

taking and examination, parent’s questions, giving of information and/or advice

on the part of the doctor, and prescription and termination or parting) represents a

“main” activity.  Small-scale activities are not necessarily uncommon in activity

theory as Soviet psychologists were interested in microgenesis (the gradual course

of skill acquisition during an experimental or training session). (Wertsch 1981).

Unlike some research that limits its conclusions to the scope studied, other

research tends to study one scope in order to draw conclusions about another

scope, often with little formal linkage between the scopes and even less evidence

for the conclusions drawn. For example, Grossman and colleagues study the

experiences of two student teachers on a single assignment to draw conclusions
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about the much larger phenomena of teacher education and classroom practice.

When trying to determine the scope of an activity, and in turn to draw valid

conclusions about that and other scopes, I believe that questions should emerge

about where one activity begins and another ends, or how one can draw the

boundaries between one activity and a larger activity to which it is thought to

belong.13 This is the fundamental issue with activity theory as it is practiced

today.

Activity theory need not define a priori boundaries for activities.

However, research using activity theory needs a method with which to delineate

the boundaries of the activities studied.  To go even further, I argue that

identifying such boundaries is a requirement for any research that hopes to fully

implement the theory.  Otherwise we risk the problem experienced by Grossman

and colleagues.  The authors begin by observing a single specific event, but

somehow the boundaries become blurred and they end up making commentary

about larger institutional phenomena.  While it is possible for researchers to draw

13 Regarding the notion that activities are “thought to” belong to larger activities, I have already
shown that the goals people have for engaging in activities vary from person to person or among
groups and other social entities. This is also true for perceptions about the relationships among
activities – these are a matter of perspective. For example, for one person, the activity of “building
a house” may be part of a larger activity of “building team cohesiveness.”  For that person, other
activities such as “next weekend’s retreat” equally belong within the scope of “building team
cohesiveness.”  For another person, the activity of building a house may be one in a sequence of
activities within the larger activity of “seeking a promotion.” This illustrates that activities are
delineated in part by the scope within which they are thought to occur, and that these perceived
scopes are determined in part by the goals and objectives of the persons or groups engaged in the
activity.
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conclusions about a larger event based on observations of a smaller event, this

does not appear to be the case in their paper.  When the scope of the activity

becomes unclear, the goals and objective of the activity are obscured.

Leont’ev’s three levels for viewing an activity are a third problematic

element of activity theory. Wertsch (1981) states that the utility of these levels lies

in their ability to afford the researcher with a variety of viewpoints to examine a

single activity.  That is, researchers can examine an activity on the basis of its

motive, actions, or conditions.  The difficultly with Wertsch’s descriptions of

motive, action, and conditions is that they are more descriptive of the components

of an activity as opposed to its levels. I believe these terms can cause confusion

because they are not an accurate portrayal of the levels of an activity.

To be clear, I am not replacing the concept of the levels—they are still

very much present and retain their original definitions.  However, I propose that a

level of activity is more accurately characterized by its scope and magnitude.

Leont’ev states that an action in one activity could be an entire activity in a

different set of circumstances.  Furthermore, Junefelt and Lindberg state that

“activities are manifold, and embedded, and not that simple as the original theory

gave an air of being.”  Given this, any activity is likely to be an action within a

larger activity, and that same activity can be broken down into smaller actions of

which each can be examined as an activity on its own.  I propose that it is the
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scope and magnitude that constitutes the layers of an activity.  At the smallest

level, the level might consist of the detailed moment-to-moment unfolding of a

single “action” so to speak.  Consider the following example from my fieldwork

conducted at a soroban (Japanese abacus) class for foreign-national adults in

Osaka, Japan.

The teacher describes in Japanese and demonstrates at the same
time how to hold a pencil properly so that the student can hold a
pencil while performing calculations on the soroban.  She spreads
opens her right hand with the palm facing upwards.  She places the
pencil in the palm of her hand then wraps her hand around the
pencil forming a fist.  Next the teacher extends her index finger
and thumb, and then points to the thumb and the index finger with
her other hand.  The teacher, still holding the pencil, rotates her
hand so that the palm side is facing down.  Here the teacher is
demonstrating for the student how to position the fingers,
specifically the thumb and index finger, which are the only fingers
used to move the beads on the soroban.

Of course, soroban activities can be viewed at more macroscopic levels

(i.e. the Japanese government activities involving soroban education).  In this

sense levels correspond directly to who participates in the activity, ranging from a

single individual to an entire nation. I discuss these in the following section.

A model for the use of activity theory as a theoretical framework

In its current form the theory of activity is descriptive rather than

prescriptive.  How then might researchers make use of it?  The great benefit of

activity theory is that it allows the researcher to view an activity from a variety of
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positions or levels. It delineates how to approach the study of an activity by

outlining elements to consider.  It provides a structured way of incorporating

multiple levels in analysis so that things will not later get “muddled.”  To

approach an activity in this fashion, researchers should first define the scope of an

activity.  This would entail establishing the level of participation (who

participates).  Second, researchers should describe the objective as it relates to

that level of participation.  With these two elements in place, researchers will be

able to explore with more clarity the motive, actions, and condition with respect

to the identified level of the activity.

What I propose, then, is a model that allows for triangulation of

1. Level of participation

2. Components of an activity—motive, action, and operation

3. The phenomenon being studied.14

Analysis of an activity would be conducted using one level of participation, and

would include a minimum of one component, but could include two or three.

Finally, the activity would be framed or viewed through the context of the

phenomenon being studied.15  By phenomenon, I refer to the subject being

14 In some areas of research this is also know as the research question.
15 The phenomenon studied need not be identified when the researcher first begins to explore the
activity, as in some fields of research the phenomenon evolves or becomes apparent through an
exploration of the activity as oppose to other fields where research begins with a research
question.
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studied, such as knowledge transfer in an environment in which participants do

not share a common language.

Incorporating the central features of activity theory

As noted above, the first component of an activity is that of

motive.16 One can analyze the motive of an activity at various levels.  The

first level would be at the individual level.  At this level the motive is

subjective.  That is, the reasons are or can be of a personal nature.  I will

use my research on learning the soroban as an example.  In the analysis of

motive at the individual level, one might examine what propels the student

to perform the soroban.  For the foreign national adult learner such reasons

are:  for pleasure, for entertainment value, to learn more about Japanese

culture, to become better in math, or to avoid boredom or isolation by

socializing with other foreign nationals.  For the young Japanese learner,

such reasons might include to get better grades so that he or she can get

into a good university (future), to be the best (competitive), and/or to

avoid mother’s admonishment.

It is critical to observe that the objective changes with the level of

participation.  This is not to say that the objective identified at one level

16 It is not necessary and made not necessary be appropriate to consider “motive” or another
component in some fields of study.  For example when using conversation analysis we would not
consider motive.  That why you have the option of which component you want to use and are not
required to use all three.
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does not exist at another level, but instead to note that the focus of

objectives changes at a different level, and further that objectives are

analyzed differently depending on level.  This is why it is necessary to

identify the level of participation; it helps to identify the objective studied

and thus the activity.

The next level for analysis of motive would be of the dyad level.  In this

case the dyad consists of the teacher and student.  While the motive may be

subjective at the individual level, at the dyad level and all subsequent levels the

motive is social. The third level for analysis is at the group level.  This would

consist of the soroban class.  For the traditional soroban class, this would consist

of a single teacher and anywhere from 15-30 students.  For the foreign-national

adult learner class, the group consists of multiple teachers and smaller sub-groups

of students.  At the group level, the impetus for performing the soroban can be a

variety of reasons.  For example, the class using the soroban can serve as a way to

continue a tradition or provide a means for interaction between the Japanese

people and people from other countries.

To describe the next level I borrow a term form Lave and Wenger’s

concept of situated learning.  The community of practice level would include all

individuals and entities directly involved in the soroban.  Among these entities

would include the Osaka Soroban Association and other regional soroban
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governing bodies, soroban masters, teachers, students, shopkeepers, and makers

of the soroban and related soroban materials.  The objective at the community of

practice level is to keep alive a tradition through education and through continued

access to that tradition.  The final level for analysis uses a rather broad term which

is that of the cultural level.  In this sense I refer to citizens, government and

private entities, and traditions.  The motive for activities conducted at the cultural

level could be nationalistic (promoting Japaneseness), or for the betterment of the

country (knowledge of the soroban makes people smart).

Action, the second component of an activity, can be analyzed at the

individual, dyad, group, community of practice, and cultural level as well.  An

action is the process that allows the individual or group to achieve the desired

goal.   Analysis of action at the individual level is particularly useful when

examining the phenomena involved in microgenesis.17  This would entail analysis

of moment-to-moment movements as the student manipulates the soroban and

related materials.  While Leont’ev argues against focusing on the individual in

action, he also recognizes that analysis of such still ties directly into the

fundamentals principles activity when considered as part of a larger system.

Mind is seen as a characteristic not of the individual but of the individual engaged

in socio-cultural forms of activity. (Minick, 1985)  Analysis of action at the dyad

17 The gradual course of skill acquisition during an experiment or training session.  (Wertsch 1981,
p.27-28)
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level would examine the interaction between the teacher and student.  Here too

analysis would involve the moment-to-moment interaction between the teacher

and student.  It is at this level that we can perhaps best observe and understand

how learning takes place, specifically how knowledge is passed on.  This level is

of particular use to me as I examine how knowledge is conveyed when the teacher

and student do not share a common language.

An exploration of actions at the community of practice level might focus

on the actions of the Osaka Soroban Association.  This organization has clearly

stated goals such as the preservation of the soroban as a Japanese cultural

treasure.  Thus, the actions they have taken include among other things the setting

up and running of the soroban class for foreign national adults, their logic being

that these students will return to their own countries and promote the soroban

there in whatever type of capacity.  In their role as the governing body of soroban

related activities, their actions include the creation and administration of the

national soroban test, the organization of soroban schools, and the training of

soroban teachers, all of which serve to maintain professional standards for the

soroban.  At the cultural level, one might examine the actions of the Japanese

government in their attempt to gradually replace the soroban curriculum at the

elementary school level with calculator training.
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Operation, the third component of an activity, can also be analyzed at the

individual, dyad, group, community of practice, and cultural level.  Operation

refers to the conditions under which the activities take place and consists of the

physical environment, psychological and emotional climate, as well as the tools

used.  As I have established an understanding of how one would cross-reference

or triangulate a component of an activity with a given level of participation, I will

not provide detailed examples for cross-referencing/triangulating action with each

level. I will however highlight the utility of the cross-referencing/triangulating

operation at the various levels in general terms.  In terms of operation, analysis at

any given level might explore different conditions in which the soroban is used.

For the student, the conditions consist of the soroban classroom.  Here there is a

notable difference between elementary school students who must study either as

part of the official school curriculum or because their parents require that they

become experts and who therefore must obtain additional training in private

soroban schools.  This can be contrasted with adult foreign-nationals who view

the study of the soroban as a form of recreation and will travel up to two hours

every Saturday morning to attend class.   Outside the classroom the uses of the

soroban are endless, as the soroban still remains as a tool of commerce in modern-

day Japan.
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The analysis of the three components (motive, action, and operation)

incorporates the first feature of activity theory.  Additionally, analysis using the

three components addresses the second (goal- and goal-directedness) and third

(activity as mediated) features of activity theory as well.  When one explores

motive, one explores issues related to goals and goal-directedness, as Leont’ev

has shown that motive and objectives (hence goals) are directly tied to one

another.  Likewise, analysis of conditions would include analysis of tool use as

well.

While the researcher must make a concerted effort to make use of the

three components when utilizing activity theory, the fourth (genetic explanation)

and fifth (human activity evolves through social interaction) components are

naturally addressed at any given level of participation.  As previously discussed,

genetic explanation involves historical analysis (or what I like to think of as

history or background related to the activity) as well as how a psychological

process develops in an individual over a relatively short period (or microgenesis).

Thus, the time frame of the activity is enough to quantify as fulfilling or

addressing issues of genetic explanation because the activity itself develops over

time.  At the higher levels of participation (community of practice through

cultural) researchers may need to provide background beyond even the activity

itself.  Finally, the notion that human activity evolves through social interaction
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(fifth feature) is a natural and understood element in all activities and therefore

does not need to be directly addressed when applying the theory of activity to

specific research topics.

Incorporating activity theory into one’s research, then, would entail

triangulating:  1) a specific level of participation with, 2) one to three components

of an activity (motive, actions, and operations), and 3) the research question or

phenomenon studied.  Analysis would involve the interrelations of these elements.

Such a methodology then is quite applicable to the current project.  To begin with,

the focus of the level of participation is mainly at the dyad level—that is, the

interaction between the soroban teacher and the student with some consideration

given to the level of group and community of practice.18  Next, the components of

an activity here would include both actions and operations.  Exploration of

moment-to-moment actions that transpire between teacher and student are of

particular significance as they are the key to unveiling how knowledge gets

communicated.  I also explore tools use in great detail.  As previously mentioned,

operations refers to the conditions under which the activity takes place and as

Leont’ev states conditions include the tools used to complete the objective.  In the

soroban classroom, tools play an all important role and thus receive significant

attention in this study.

18 Not all teaching and learning occurs solely at the level of teacher and student, other nuances
such as body positioning, as Mauss might argue, occur at group and community of practice level.
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The method of triangulation of the level of participation, components, and

research question adds value to activity theory in a number of ways.  This method

affords a much deeper analysis of activity beyond that of simple observation.  It

also accommodates activities in which the participants may differ in their motives

and objectives, or have multiple motives and objectives for engaging in an

activity at a given level of abstraction.  It also allows the researcher to view an

activity from a multitude of perspectives.  Finally, it would allow researchers to

bring in background and historical information in situations where context may be

brought into question.

In the following chapters, I employ activity theory to explore how a

complex task (the soroban) is taught and learned when the participants have

limited access to a shared language.    As I will illustrate, exploration of this

question requires analysis of the activity from two different levels.  Thus, I view

the action that takes place at the community of practice level and the dual level

(teaching and student).  It is necessary to address and incorporate both levels as

they are intertwined.  The teaching of the soroban, the interaction between the

student and teacher, takes place within a community of practice.  While it is

possible to examine this phenomenon at only the dyadic level, situating the

interaction between the teacher and student within the larger community of

practice will help to show the elements at work that help to teach the soroban and
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quite possibly make up for the lack of a completely shared language.  Activity

theory then will allow me to incorporate different levels for analysis.
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Chapter Five

Soroban Learning as Situated in a Communities of Practice

This dissertation is about more than the mechanics of learning the soroban

in a particular class.  It is about the various social and communication practices

that enable learning the soroban to take place.  The learning is not a mere set of

concepts and procedures that can be stripped of their particular context, codified

separately, and adopted by others.  Soroban learners are gradually acquiring the

set of knowledge, skills, relationships, and certifications that mark them as

members of the soroban community.  In this sense, learning the soroban is not

simply about a set of abstract knowledge or a set of practices in operating an

instrument.  It is about membership in a community, and such membership in the

community is thought to reinforce that learning.  Learning is in many respects

situated in a particular context.  By situated learning I mean that the student will

actually “engage in the process” under the guidance of a master.  Learning is

achieved through “co-participation.”

To begin with, newcomers’ legitimate peripherality provides them with
more than an “observational” lookout post:  It crucially involves
participation as a way of learning – of both absorbing and being absorbed
in – the  “culture of practice.”  An extended period of legitimate
peripherality provides learners with opportunities to make the culture of
practice theirs.  From a broadly peripheral perspective, apprentices
gradually assemble a general idea of what constitutes the practice of the
community.  This uneven sketch of the enterprise (available if there is
legitimate access) might include who is involved; what they do; what
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everyday life is like; how master talk, walk, work, and generally conduct
their lives; how people who are not part of the community of practice
interact with it; what others learners are doing; and what learners need to
learn to become full practitioners.” (Lave 1991, p.95)

Though this view is highly relevant today, it is based on more of

traditional notions of community.  Traditionally, the lines were blurred between

one’s community of practice and what might be thought of as the dominant

cultural group to which an individual belonged.  In ancient days if one were an

artisan, such as a maker of samurai swords, much of daily life would be consumed

by things having to do with the making of swords.1  While the community of

practice was that of sword maker, one’s identity and place within the larger

community was still based upon that of your vocation.  (i.e. the butcher, the baker,

the midwife).2  Much of this has to do with the way of life in historical times.

Lives were consumed with survival.  It has only been in recent times with the

advent of the industrial age and the introduction of the middle class in western

culture that the notion of leisure time has come to exist.3  Until that time one’s life

was consumed with one’s livelihood. Of course a lifestyle which seems to have

almost a single focus can be seen in the present as one only need to observe the

lives of, say, young programmers in the technology industry.  In this case their

1 While living in Japan I had the opportunity to visit with one of the few remaining makers of
samurai swords.
2 Interestingly, many family names derived from one’s vocation—Baker, Blacksmith, Farmer, etc.
3 (Leisure time for the masses or the middle class or the populace or the common folk did not
truly come about until the advent of the industrial age.
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daily lives may tend to be consumed with technical matters, to exclusion of other

endeavors.  However, even in most extreme cases, the lives of present day

workaholics and non-workaholics are still complex in that they will belong to

numerous communities of practice that have to do with their profession, family,

culture, religion, hobbies, and interest.  Consider how Americans in general have

been noted for engaging in such a variety of interests that multitasking is a

popular and accepted way of getting through one’s day.

What becomes a challenge then for masters and experts in any given

community of practice is how to help the novice achieve expertise when such a

field may not be the novice’s primary or even secondary community of practice.

Communities become fragmented and traditions vanish when potential members

maintain other interests that take time and energy away from the study and

furthering of that tradition. How then do masters and those ladened with the duties

of passing on a tradition manage the learner who is not able to immerse himself in

the craft as completely as that of the fulltime or more traditional novice—

someone whose daily life is devoted to the learning of the craft itself?  This is an

issue faced by the teachers at the Osaka Soroban School.

Many foreign nationals have undue time constraints as living in a foreign

country can bring about additional obstacles or emotional hardships may that cut

into one’s available time.  Work might present extra obligations.  Daily tasks and
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errands performed in one’s own country might incur more difficulties and extra

time due do language differences and simply because things are done differently.

Furthermore, unlike the Japanese child, the foreign national student likely has had

little exposure to the soroban community.  Japanese who may not yet be members

of the community have at least had substantial exposure to the soroban via home,

school, and the greater cultural community.  How then do you make a learner part

of community of practice when the novice is further removed and not as

immersed in the process as would be the more traditional novice?

Creating a traditional community of practice in a modern era

In the case of the soroban, in addition to technical and cultural skills

taught and learned in the classroom setting, the novice is introduced into the

community through a range of activities outside the classroom experience.

The blessing of the sorobans

Shinto is a prominent religion in Japan.  While there are no daily or

weekly prayer services that observers are expected to attend, the Shinto shrine is

the focal point of many annual celebrations, rituals, and festivals.  People observe

and celebrate significant birthdays with a visit to their shrine.  During the

Shichigosan or seven-five-three festival, families take their children, girls ages

seven and three and boys age five, to their local shrine both to give thanks and ask
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for protection.  The Shinto priest will bless them to ensure good health and safety.

Across the country shrines play hosts to seasonal celebrations such as those

surrounding spring planting and fall harvest.  During the months of February and

March shrines are flooded with school children (parents, and grandparent) seeking

assistance with school entrance exams.  Shrines receive perhaps receive the

greatest number of visitors as families greet the new year with a visit to their local

shrine.  Thus, “the Shinto shrine is a place of deep affinity for the Japanese

people.” (Sugiura, 1993)

Each year the students at the Osaka Soroban School, accompanied by their

teachers, visit a local shrine to have their sorobans blessed by a Shinto priest.  On

the surface it may appear that the foreign national students are merely engaging in

a local custom.  Most all students have at least some familiarity with Shinto

shrines as they are prevalent throughout the country and are easily accessible.

However, no matter how many times a student may have been visited a shrine,

this trip is very marked and very special even if it may not necessary appear so to

the students themselves.

The act of going to the shrine as a group and the act of getting one’s

soroban blessed by a Shinto priest marks entry into a new plane in the community

of practice.  Consider that most students are likely to be observers of other

religions, thus, participating in the rituals of a religion vastly different from their
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own is of significance.  What does it mean, then, when one goes to the shrine to

get a soroban blessed?  Clearly, this is a kind of performance.  J.L. Austin (1974)

talks about the performative power of words.  For example, the smashing of a

bottle against the stem of a ships and giving it a name makes it so.  In this sense,

there is a performative power in a Shinto priest blessing a soroban.  In the movie

the Matrix, the protagonist has a choice of whether to enter the Matrix and

discover the answer to a question that has motivated his existence, the question

being “What is the Matrix?”  If he chooses to do so, then he must take the red pill

and if not the blue pill.  The leader explains that the pill itself does nothing, but

the act of taking it signifies the act of disconnecting from the Matrix and

becoming part of the real world.  One might think that the act of blessing the

soroban might be thought not to be quite so weighty as the issue facing Neo in the

Matrix.  Consider, however, that the blessing is not mere entertainment, but

confers a change in status both on the soroban and on the soroban owner, a

change that is permanent.

Trip to Yokota-soroban capital of the world

The Osaka Soroban Association organizes at no cost to the students, a

overnight trip to the town of Yokota where 80% of Japan’s sorobans are made.

Students and teachers travel by chartered bus from Osaka to Yokota.  The bus trip

is in part a way of building a sense of community and camaraderie among the
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students.  To accomplish this, the students are exposed to the rich detail of the

larger community to which they are gradually becoming members. The students

visit a local soroban school and observe children engaged in soroban practice.

Because this is the soroban capital, the number of children who participate is

thought to be much higher than in other cities, and the seriousness with which the

soroban is taken is apparent.  The children display their skills and the Osaka

Soroban Association students also get to display their skills.  The children and the

teachers typically are amazed that foreigners would take on the task of acquiring

such skills, and of course the foreigners are amazed at the high skill level of the

elementary school students.  The trip then proceeds to a soroban factory, where

students get to make their own personal soroban.  And perhaps to reinforce the

notion that this sense of community has cultural roots that are broader than

soroban practice alone, the students are taken to observe one of the few remaining

traditional makers of samurai swords left in Japan.  Perhaps sword-making and

soroban are, by way of analogy, identified as quintessentially Japanese, though

none of this is said.  Additionally, students participate in a homestay4 with a local

Japanese family, giving them a further sense of Japanese culture and family home

life – an opportunity that not all foreigners get to experience.

4 Foreign visitors stay in the home of a local family as opposed to a hotel or similar
accommodations.
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Soroban Day celebration

In the spring, the students attend a day of celebration for the soroban.

Everyone in the soroban community as well as others attend the event—teachers,

students, soroban shopkeepers, and anyone who finds it interesting.  A number of

events take place throughout the day, the event taking on more the study of an

exhibition, conference, and celebration At the Soroban Day celebration, students

get the chance to observe the foremost practitioners of the soroban craft, who are

able to calculate problems more quickly than they can be communicated to the

practitioner.  The students also display their skills on stage in front of a live

audience, an event that is generally considered the highlight of the day for the

greater soroban community.  Seeing people from other countries take an interest

in one’s craft is one way the community validates is relevance in today’s modern

world.

It is a time for the community to come together and interact with one

another.  It is also great opportunity to show off to the greater Japanese

community.  This might recruit new members.  It might re-ignite disenfranchised

members-people who were once active members but have since left for whatever

reason.  If people do not go so far as to join or rejoin the community then they

may at least have positive thoughts.  This is still important, since advocates for the

soroban press the educational system to maintain the soroban curriculum in
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schools and press parents to send their children to soroban jukus.  It demonstrates

to the larger Japanese community that the soroban is alive and well.

The path to legitimate participation

The blessing of the soroban, the trip to Yokota, and soroban day are all

social and cultural activities that help to bring the novice into and develop within

the community of practice.  They are also important for more experienced

learners and the most advanced members of the community.  I would argue that

such activities are critical for establishing ties, reinforcing community goals,

values, practices, beliefs, and all things that make and that define a community.

These activities establish and revitalize the connection of the individual to the

community and to the practice.  Juxtapose the foreign national student who

participates in such activities with someone who learns through a self-study

textbook.  Each may gain the set of knowledge skills but the latter will lack the

cultural subtleties and nuances.

Social activities outside the classroom are one piece of the puzzle in

moving the student from novice to expert.  In each of these cases, the individual is

participating in a community activity at a higher level of abstraction.  The

blessing of the soroban ties the individual and the soroban itself to a larger

cultural and religious context (Shinto), and reinforces the connection to that
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context through group activity.  In the trip to Yokota Town, both individual and

group experience a sense of the soroban community tied to a particular place.

Soroban day involves individual and group participation in an event for the

community as a whole.  Each of these activities thus reinforces the sense of

community membership.

Demonstrating legitimacy

While the blessings, trips, and community events are focused on tying

individual to community at a higher level of abstraction, a separate category of

activities ensures that such membership is warranted.  An individual does not join

the community simply by stating an intent to master the soroban.  That intent

must be demonstrated through acquisition of skill, and the skill itself is certified

by the community.  An individual thus moves gradually from peripheral to central

membership in the community, and does so by meeting certain criteria.

It is necessary therefore to keep track of one’s progress.  For many

communities of practice, one’s place within the community or one’s level of

expertise is clearly defined.  The main point of situated learning within a

community of practice is that the novice is on the outer edges and through co-

participation will move towards the center toward greater expertise.  In any given

community of practice there are a variety of ways to determine ones place and
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level of expertise.  Such a determination might include, performance

examinations, demonstration of a mastery of set skills, certifications, participation

in activities, and overall participation and conduct within the community.  In the

soroban community one’s level of expertise is denoted by various levels of

achievement.

There are various levels of mastery beginning with levels 1-10 with 10

being the lowest.  Elementary age children typically begin with level 10.  The

children, depending on their age, are not only learning to use the soroban, but they

are learning math in general as well.  That is, they are learning mathematical

concepts alongside learning the soroban itself.  In some cases the soroban is used

to teach new mathematical concepts.  This is one of the few differences between

the Japanese child as a novice and the foreign national adult learner as a novice.

Unlike the Japanese child, the adult learner already posses a high level of

mathematical knowledge, with many students having taken university level math

courses in their respective countries.  A soroban shopkeeper in Tokyo stated that

many of the foreign nationals who purchase her soroban are engineers.  Thus, the

adult learner is not learning new mathematical concepts (at least at the lower

levels), but they are learning new ways to compute those problems with the use of

the soroban.  Initially adult students will work out of the same level beginner

manual as elementary school children.  This is necessary to learn the basic
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workings of the soroban which entails learning how to add and subtract all the

combinations of single digit numbers.  Once they have mastered the basics they

start working at level 6 as teachers have determine that this is the appropriate

level of entry for adult student.  Level 6 is a very respectable level of achievement

and those who achieve this level can be consider to possess a quantifiable

knowledge of the soroban.  Appendix 1 is the worksheet students use when first

learning the soroban.  Appendix 2 and 4 are the worksheets and mathematical

problems students encounter at levels 6 and 1 respectively.

To obtain the initial level and to advance to the next level students must

take a national examination.  Each exam for levels 1-10 is divided into three

sections.  The first section consists of ten addition and subtraction problems.  The

second section consists of twenty multiplication problems, and the third consists

of twenty division problems.  The test takes thirty minutes with ten minutes

allotted for each section.  To past the examination, students must successfully

complete 70% of the problems in each section.  To be able to teach the soroban

students must past the ikyu or level 1 exam.  Beyond the levels 1-10 are various

other levels of mastery.  To achieve these levels students must exhibit mastery in

other aspects of the soroban, such as anzan or mental calculation without the use

of the soroban.
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Students in the Osaka soroban class are not required to take the national

soroban examination but most all chose to do so.  The act of taking the soroban

exam is significant on a variety of levels.  First of all, adult students are taking the

same test as all other Japanese who have studied the soroban.  Furthermore, they

take the exam alongside other soroban novices, namely Japanese children.  The

act of signing up for the test also is significant, since the test is an official activity

of the Japanese government.  Unlike all other soroban activities sponsored for the

students, the national examination is paid for by students.  The cost is around

¥750 yen or $6.50, not much more than a bowl of noodles.  While the cost is

small, the fact that students pay for it themselves is significant to the Association,

the larger community, and to the students.  It shows a commitment on the part of

the students to demonstrate their skill via the same test all others must take.  It

shows that the student is invested in the process.

The exam is offered several times throughout the year.  While during any

given class period students work towards achievement at a particular level, about

two months prior to an upcoming examination period, teachers begin specific and

rigorous training for the exam (although) each class period is rigorous training for

the exam).  Students take practice exams that are designed to simulate the actual

testing experience.  That is, they perform a series of problems that is the same

format as the exam.  These practice tests are timed just as they are in the real test.
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Students are also instructed in other aspects of the exam such as the process for

taking the exam.  At the exam site all information and instructions will be in

Japanese so they will need to know what to do.  Much of this is already mimicked

in their own classroom but they will need to know the finer details.  So for

example they learn to keep their test paper faced down until the test official gives

them the command to flip their exam over to begin as well as when to stop.  When

the command is given they must do so immediately by putting their pencil down.

If they want to change an answer they have already written down on the exam

they must draw a line through it and write the new answer right above the

crossed-out one.  One problem unique to student in the foreign national class is

that the way some numbers are hand-written in their home country can be

confused with the way they are hand-written in Japan.  The way some students

write the number four can be confused with the number six.  Thus, teachers check

to see that students are writing their numbers in the correct fashion so that there

will be no confusion for those who grade the test.

The examination is held Saturday mornings at a central site, usually a

public elementary school.  For the foreign national student it is rather an

impressive sight to arrive at school and see hundreds of Japanese children running

around with sorobans in hand.  Prior to going to the exam site the foreign national

student will have received a receipt indicating which classroom he has to go to
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take the exam.  Once in the classroom the adult will take a seat at a desk for

elementary school age children.  It is somewhat of a tight squeeze.  The room is

completely filled with Japanese children of elementary age.  There may or may

not be another student from the adult student’s class.  It is quite a funny and rather

humbling experience.  The Japanese children do not appear to be nervous

although the adult student often is.    The proctor arrives and gives brief

instructions in Japanese only.  He hands out the exam faced down.  He says

“begin” with the intensity of the start of the 100 meter dash.  The test itself takes

little more than 30 minutes; ten minutes for each of the three sections.  It is not

uncommon to see Japanese children who are quite proficient wiz through each

portion of the test and then fiddle with their soroban while awaiting the next the

start of the next section.  This can be rather amusing and daunting for the foreign

national student especially when they take the full ten minutes.  As quickly as it

begins it is over.  The timer goes off and the proctor quickly says “stop.”  The

student will find out the results of the exam at class the next week.  During the

break the teacher will read aloud everyone’s scores.  Students will receive a

sticker to put on their soroban and a certificate if they pass.

The act of taking the test signifies the novice’s growing membership in the

community on a number of levels.  It is my contention that going through the

testing process is a rite of passage.  From preparing for the exam, to going to the
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site and taking the exam along side other novices, to receiving a certificate, taking

the test signifies a number of things.  The student is participating in an event with

other novices who are outside of his regular group.  The student is doing

something that all members of the community of practice go through.  It is a

shared experience—an important shared experience.  It shows that the student

values the soroban and the community of practice.  It shows that the student takes

the soroban and the community of practice seriously.  It shows that the student

respects the soroban, its history, his teachers, the community, peers, and the

Japanese people and culture.  A second important point to the test taking is that if

passed the student has tangible proof that he is a legitimate soroban learner and a

member of the community.  It shows that the student is not merely someone with

a simple interest as one might find many things interesting, but that the student

has achieve a documentable level of proficiency thus showing he is a serious

learner.  The certificate as well as a sticker for their soroban clearly identifies one

place in the community or one’s level of expertise.  Of course the masters do not

require such visible labels.  Their identification is done differently.

Keeping a tradition alive in modern age can be difficult.  One of the

fundamental goals of the Osaka Soroban Association, I argue, is to teach the

soroban to foreigners so as to respond to the sense of fragmentation of

communities, and of the soroban community in particular.  By planting the
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soroban seed so that it may grow in other countries, the Association attempts to

both demonstrate the legitimacy of and ensure the survival of the practice.  The

community is more than simply the set of people who possess skill in using the

soroban; it includes those who are familiar with its traditions and can amplify

them as they take the practice to other nations.  Bringing students into the

community by blessing their instruments, taking them to the epicenter of soroban

activity, and making them part of soroban celebrations helps to provide a cultural

context that informs knowledge both of the practice and of the community.
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Chapter Six

Movement as a Way of Knowing

Mastery of a physical skill entails the production both of discrete

movements and of sequences of movements necessary to perform that skill.  For

example, one is typically considered a master of an art form only after the skillful

production of movements can be achieved without conscious effort.  Mastery of a

skill, then, largely involves the teaching and learning of the refined embodiment

of that skill.  What, then, is embodiment?  Although I will describe practices of

embodiment in detail later in this paper, for the purpose of definition, embodiment

describes the process of internalizing abstract knowledge of movements such that

they do not require conscious thought, but instead can be conceived of as

naturalized extensions of the body or of bodily dispositions.  Over time, masters

of art forms such as painting, piano, or virtually any other finely-tuned skill have

distilled and transformed abstract knowledge of an art form into concrete

expressions, those expressions rendered in movement.  It is the mastery of

movement, rather than abstract knowledge, that differentiates masters of an art

form from lesser artists or critics who may possess equal or greater “cognitive”

knowledge.  Although mastery of an art form involves teaching and acquisition of

physical skills, that does not suggest such skills are merely physical.  Indeed, I
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argue that movement itself becomes a kind of knowledge, one that differs in

significant respects from more traditional notions of what it means to know.

In chapter one, I explored how literature on bodies and bodily dispositions

related to notions of movement, physical skill, and knowledge acquisition.  In the

present chapter, I develop the concept of movement as a way of knowing, one

distinct from traditional conceptions of knowledge as a predominantly cognitive

phenomenon.  I will show how both teachers and learners of a specific skill – the

soroban in practice – adopt strategies to facilitate skill acquisition.  In doing so, I

confirm that for both teachers and learners, movement is a way of knowing.

Bodily Learning

If movement is a way of knowing, bodies are the containers that enable

knowing to take place.  But bodies alone do not determine what gets learned or

how.  Bodies themselves are subject to what scholars refer to as bodily

dispositions.  These dispositions can be thought of as bodily tendencies both

beneath consciousness and generally incapable of explicit expression.  A culture’s

tendencies involving movement, allocations of public space, or body posture are

examples of such dispositions.  These dispositions are a kind of tacit knowledge,

potentially influencing not only how movements are enacted, but in a larger sense,

how knowing itself takes place. Before refined skills such as painting or piano are
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developed, the bodies of masters-to-be have already acquired certain dispositions;

it may be that these bodily dispositions can help us understand acquisition of

physical skills generally, at the cultural, community of practice, or individual

levels.  In this section, I explore how the body comes to acquire bodily

dispositions, and perhaps more important for understanding acquisition of

physical skills, the potential relationship of tool use to these dispositions.  While

tools are an extension of the body, it is more significant that acquiring skills in the

use of particular tools involves an extension not only of the body, but of bodily

dispositions as well.

Tool use, skill acquisition, and bodily dispositions

The acquisition of physical skills is inherently tied to the ways we use our

bodies.  Many if not most refined physical skills involve tool use.  What then is

the connection between tool use and bodily dispositions?  First, in the course of

developing a physical skill, tools become an extension of our bodies. (Polanyi,

1966)  More importantly, learning to use a tool skillfully implies a change in

bodily dispositions as we learn to act in concert with the tool.  Polanyi explains

that when we first hold a tool in our hand, we are very much aware of the tool

itself.  However, if the tool in question is a stick we use for exploring caves, the

nature of the device takes on specific characteristics.  At first, as we use the stick

to poke and prod aspects of the cave such as rocks and walls, we tend to focus on
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how the stick feels in our hand, noting the physical impact the stick makes on our

hand as we poke a rock.  Eventually, however, as we grow more familiar with the

tool, we focus not on the stick itself, but rather on objects that it allows us to

explore.

Leder (1990) states that different parts of the body will tend to recede

from consciousness, though perhaps in different ways.  For example, as we walk

we give little attention to the actions or movement of our legs and feet.  We do not

focus on how our arms swing from side to side.  Even when the hands are the

primary locus of an activity, such as typing or playing the piano, we may tend to

give them little attention. (Engrossed in writing, only in writing the previous

sentence did I realize that the activity of typing is an example of this process).   In

some cases, such as pain or illness, body parts surge to the forefront of our

attention.  A paper cut on my right index finger would cause me to attend to that

finger every time I type the letters “h” or “j.”  The fact that in this example a body

part returns to consciousness only when something is wrong illustrates that parts

of the body are disposed to recede from consciousness during execution of a skill.

The receding of body parts, I argue, helps explain how tools recede from our

awareness.  Tools eventually become extensions of our body; like parts of our

bodies they recede from awareness.  Eventually, given sufficient development of

a bodily disposition, we may reach a point where the tool enables us to interpret
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the objects it touches.  It is as if the tool itself has become part of the body.

Returning to the latter-day allegory of the cave, the distinction between body and

tool recedes into the background; it is as if we are poking the rock directly, rather

than moving the stick that pokes the rock.

When we use certain things for attending from them to other
things, in the way in which we always use our own body, these
things change their appearance.  They appear to us now in terms of
the entities to which we are attending from them, just as we feel
our own body in terms of the things outside to which we are
attending from our body.  In this sense we can say that when we
make a thing function as the proximal term of tacit knowing, we
incorporate it in our body or extend our body to include it so that
we came to dwell in it. (Polanyi 1966, p.16)

Ultimately, then, tools are extensions of the body.  Tool use extends

bodily dispositions such that the tools recede from consciousness.  Tools, and the

skilled movements that make tools useful, combine to provide a way of

interacting with and knowing the world around us.  Merged into bodily

dispositions, physical skills become an especially powerful tacit knowledge.  In

the next section, I argue that this kind of knowledge is a unique and important

phenomenon; one traditional conceptions of cognition do little to help us

understand.
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Movement as a Way of Knowing

Traditionally, explorations of skill acquisition have given little attention

either to the body or what might be termed bodily knowledge, instead focusing on

mental aspects of the phenomenon.  Research on skill acquisition has often

focused on formal instruction, placing great emphasis on explicit formulations of

knowledge.  Yet a great deal of knowledge originates from more tacit forms of

learning.  This is true not only of physical skills, but also of skills usually thought

of as exclusively cognitive.  Furthermore, while in some domains knowledge may

be purely cognitive, with regard to physical skills, I position myself with

Heidegger (1962), who believed that understanding was located primarily in the

body.  This notion of bodily understanding has important implications for the

study of physical skill acquisition, since it helps to give the body a more

prominent focus with regard to learning.  Here, I seek to illustrate that the body

has a way of knowing that is significantly different from the mind’s way of

knowing.

Proving that movement is a way of knowing is an interesting challenge.

Earlier, I noted that bodily dispositions tend to be beneath consciousness and are

largely incapable of explicit expression.  A problem arises:  if the body knows in a

way distinct from more cognitive or mental kinds of knowing, how could one
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express that in words?  How then can one substantiate that movement is a way of

knowing?  The answer lies in the fact that movement can be described explicitly,

even if the knowledge of movement cannot be expressed explicitly.  I may not

know how to weave fine African hair braids, but I can describe the movements

necessary to braid hair in that style.  Further, I can prove that abstract knowledge

of those movements is distinct from the concrete knowledge necessary to enact

that skill.  The answer, as with most scholarship, then, lies in the description of

specific instances.  While bodily dispositions may lie beneath consciousness,

movements can be described explicitly, empirically, and with great precision.

Describing the movement does not mean that one knows how the movement feels,

or that one can perform the movements.  If the body has its own way of knowing,

one must isolate something unique about bodily knowledge distinct from

cognitive knowledge.  The main differences between bodily and cognitive

knowledge centers on movement.  While one may be “aware” of the body when it

is not moving, physical skills rely in great part on movement, particularly when

those skills are complex.  Movement, then, can be shown to be a way of knowing.

Knowing without thinking

One way to establish that movement is a distinct way of knowing is to

show that one can know without cognitive effort.  That is, if one can know a

movement without thinking about it consciously, then movement is a kind of
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knowing in itself.  Dreyfus (1997) states that “we often experience ourselves as

active yet are not aware of what we are trying to do.”  Crucially, knowledge of

movement can range from extremely simple, mundane tasks, to more complex,

highly developed skills.  Whether dealing with simple or more complex tasks,

knowledge becomes situated in the body.  Dreyfus describes daily activities as

habitual, providing examples such as driving to the office or brushing one’s teeth.

The fact that skills become habitual – that they become a kind of physical

knowledge beneath consciousness – means by extension that the mind and body

can focus on different activities.  Consider, for example, people who set out in

their cars with one destination in mind, only to find that they have arrived at a

different destination because they were thinking about something else.  During

their trip, drivers engage in a series of tasks that would be problematic for

someone learning to drive, but that through experience have receded into the

background.  Drivers are able to focus their minds elsewhere, paying little

attention to the activity of driving or the route taken.  The body’s ability to

perform a sequence of activities without mindful involvement suggests that there

is something distinct about movement and about bodily knowledge generally.

Notably, the body is able to function independently of the mind even

during the enactment of advanced skills.  In many cases, an individual is able to

perform skilled activities while thinking of something else.  Consider the case of
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the soroban; the Japanese version of the abacus.  Often, when a soroban student

experiences difficulty in calculating a mathematical problem, the soroban master

will say, “Don’t think.  Your hands know.”  The student, following the teacher’s

instruction, will perform the calculation without concentrating on the movements

required to perform the problem.  Much to students’ surprise, more often than not

the student will perform the calculation correctly .  This is of particular

significance in that completion of the task requires the student to suspend mindful

attention even though the task would seem to require cognitive work.  That is, we

normally think of the solving of mathematical problems as requiring intense

cognitive effort – this is particularly true for the complex calculations typically

conducted on the soroban.  But using the soroban changes the equation; the

soroban brings into play a tool that requires developing physical skills over time

to manipulate it properly.  This use of physical tools as a surrogate for cognition

illustrates the principle that movement involves a different way of knowing.

While there are many communicative aspects to learning the soroban, the

representation of numbers occurs on a physical level.  Consider, for example, that

even when a person working on the soroban removes his hands completely, the

numbers, as well as one’s place in a sequence of calculations, are still represented

on the soroban. Additionally, as I noted earlier, in the course of learning,
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developing, and refining a physical skill, tools become an extension of the body.

Such tool use has important implications for the learning of physical skills.

Anzan, or mental calculation, is a variant of the soroban, with the person

imagining a soroban even though the hands are empty.  The skilled practitioner

pictures the soroban, feeling the movement of the soroban beads while moving

the fingers.  For those skilled in anzan, no soroban is necessary; the movements

alone are sufficient to arrive at a correct calculation.  Anzan training contributes

to the process of internalizing movement – mastering anzan tends to increase

one’s soroban skills as well.  Indeed, anzan by definition involves the

internalization of movement, since there is no soroban present.  The fingers

simply “remember” their positions relative to calculations being performed.  As

with the soroban, in anzan the teacher instructs students not to think – “your

hands know.”  Mental understanding is to be dispensed with, since the objective is

to develop a physical memory of the soroban even when it is not present.  The

students are able to know without thinking, a phenomenon different from more

traditional notions of cognitive understanding.

Thinking and mistakes

A second way to establish that movement is a distinct way of knowing is

to show the effect that thinking about a skill has on physical performance of that

skill.  Successful acquisition of physical skills implies not only that students are
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able to know without thinking, but also that students must know without thinking.

Devoting thought to the movements can cause errors in execution of a skill.

Similarly, focusing on movement allows skilled practitioners to identify and

correct mistakes.  Returning to the anzan example, newcomers to the soroban are

astonished when their teachers determine, based solely on observation of

students’ finger motions, whether the student performed a calculation correctly.

Notably, the student is often unable to perform the same feat.   Here, the highly

developed physical knowledge possessed by the teachers enables such

observation; mere understanding of the mathematical principles underlying the

soroban would not enable teachers to perform this feat.  When learning anzan,

students are often surprised that they are able to perform their calculations

correctly.  That they are able to do so illustrates bodily knowledge.  Given the

same numbers, students are not able to arrive at the correct result without anzan.

Students thus have acquired the movement skills required for anzan; with these

skills, the need for mental calculation dissolves.

  The problem as Polanyi (1964) states it is that we possess a subsidiary

awareness and a focal awareness which are mutually exclusive.  That is “our

attention can hold only one focus at a time.”

Subsidiary or instrumental knowledge…is not known in itself but
is known in terms of something focally known, to the quality of
which it contributes; and to this extent it is unspecifiable.  Analysis
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may bring subsidiary knowledge into focus and formulate it as a
maxim or as a feature in a physiognomy, but such specification is
in general not exhaustive.  Although the expert diagnostician,
taxonomist and cotton-classer can indicate their clues and
formulated their maxims, they know many more things than they
can tell, knowing them only in practice, as instrumental particulars,
and not explicitly, as objects.  The knowledge of such particulars is
therefore ineffable, and the pondering of a judgment in terms of
such particulars is an ineffable process of thought.  This applies
equally to connoisseurship as the art of knowing and to skills as the
art of doing, wherefore both can be taught only by aid of practical
example and never solely by precept.  (Polanyi 1964, p.88)

Thus, subsidiary awareness is a base level enabling people to perform an activity

in the moment.  In contrast, focal awareness adheres to the particulars of the

activity and can often be equated with self-consciousness.  Take the case of the

simple act of walking.  Leder (1990) states that were he to attempt to walk by

focusing on the manipulation of muscles or by sending nerve signals from the

cerebral cortex, he would become incapacitated.  In the course of skilled

activities, attention to the particulars can often render the performer inept.

Polanyi (1964) cites the case of a pianist who for a moment shifts his attention

from playing the piano to focusing on what his fingers are actually doing.  This

lapse or change in focus can cause the pianist to become confused and

consequently to make a mistake.  In the case of the soroban, mastery demands

both speed and accuracy.  Thinking “too hard” slows the performer down.

Additionally, it creates self-awareness, self-doubt, and hesitancy.  Rather than
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focusing on the task at hand, the practitioner attends to matters peripheral to

movement; mistakes are the result.

Movement and signification

Still another means of establishing that movement is a distinct way of

knowing is to show that movement directly performs signification.  One might be

tempted to assume that if movement signifies meaning, then the meaning created

through movement is primarily a cognitive phenomenon.  However, in many

instances, movements encapsulated in a set of physical skills signify something

else.  In that case, the movement itself becomes a way of knowing, signing, and

expressing.  A great deal of literature discusses dance, for example, and the ways

certain movements have come to capsulize meaning within cultures.  In many

traditional forms of dance as in the Hula, specific movements involve positioning

of hands and sequences of their movement juxtaposed with the positioning and

sequence of movement of the body.  The relationships among these movements

have taken on specific meanings in Hawaiian culture.  Kaeppler (1995) states,

Dance is a socially constructed movement system, and such
systems may be considered cultural artifacts…  The movement
dimension of these cultural artifacts consists of a series of
movement motifs, which are rendered simultaneously and
sequentially into a choreographed form…Through a specific
choreography a sequence of motifs is given meaning. (p.31)
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While Kaeppler states that “a sequence of motifs is given meaning,” I would

extend this a bit further, since movements in skilled physical activities “signify”

meaning as opposed to being open to interpretation.  Other Japanese cultural may

help to illustrate the point.

Classical Japanese cultural activities illustrate the principle that

movements come to signify meaning.  These activities often operate with an ethic

favoring exactness in positioning, movement, and sequence; precise execution of

a sequence carries great significance. This can be seen in such activities as chado

(tea ceremony), ikebana (flower arranging), wa-fuku (kimono wearing), shodo

(calligraphy), and the noh and kabuki styles of Japanese drama The objective is

not so much to express via creative execution as in many Western art forms (the

execution of difference), but instead to execute in an exacting way; the same way

each time – indeed, to execute in exactly the same fashion as the classical

tradition mandates.  In chado (tea ceremony) for example, the exactness of

positioning, sequencing, and movement of the body, head, arms, legs, and fingers

borders on the scientific.  Unlike Western forms of artistic movement favoring

variation on a form, the individual performing the tea ceremony must execute

according to a model handed down for generations.

Manipulation of the soroban involves a special case of signifying, since

that signification involves numbers.  Numbers have a precision unlike artistic
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forms; there is always a right answer, and many wrong answers.  In the soroban,

there is exactly one way to perform any given calculation.  The soroban requires

exactness in positioning of the hands and fingers, a specific stroke order and

sequence of bead movements (i.e. subtract before adding), and strict conformity to

rules on which fingers are used to manipulate particular beads.  Not only does

each student perform calculations in the exact same manner, but even the

positioning of hands will follow a pattern of execution precisely each time.  This

exactness in movement enables the movement to signify meaning.  Ultimately, a

hand movement becomes associated with an act (ie. the act of subtraction) to the

extent that body comes to feel or learn that the stroke of the index finger

downward and subtraction is one in the same.  The movement gradually becomes

internalized, with the motion in and of itself constituting the act signified.  It is

this precision that allows those who excel to perform complex calculations on

sequences with 20 or more digits, without error, in a matter of moments.  To

extend the concept, soroban also involves execution of sequences in a precise

order.  (e.g. The thumb moving upward always adds; the index finger moving

downward always subtracts when on the single unit beads1; calculations are

always performed left to right, from larger digits to smaller).  Eventually, the

hands know in a way the mind cannot – with the soroban, students can calculate

1Although the index fingers moves down to add five, I refer here to the 1’s place beads.
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numbers that are beyond the reach of mental calculation for all but the brightest of

students.  Of course, for the hands to learn movement such that they can calculate

numbers of great magnitude, the movements themselves must be carefully

regulated.  It is this precision that allows mindful consideration of what is

happening to fall by the wayside.  Only when conscious reflection on movement

disappears can the movements signify numbers beyond everyday mental

capacities.

Understanding versus performance

Yet another means of establishing movement as a distinct way of knowing

involves the distinction between understanding and performance.  Understanding

a principle is different from performing that principle. Polanyi (1964) states that

knowledge of how to ride a bicycle will not necessarily assist the individual in

actually riding the bicycle.  For example he states,

The rule observed by the cyclist is this. When he starts falling to
the right he turns the handlebars to the right, so that the course of
the bicycle is defected along a curve wards the right. This results in
a centrifugal force pushing the cyclist to the left and offsets the
gravitational force dragging him down to the right. This maneuver
presently throws the cyclist out of balance to the left, which he
counteracts by turning the handlebars to the left; so he continues to
keep himself in balance by winding along a series of appropriate
curvatures. A simple analysis shows that for a given angle of
unbalance the curvature of each winding is inversely proportional
to the square of the speed at which the cyclist is proceeding.  But
does this does this tell us exactly how to ride a bicycle? No.
(pp.49-50)
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Polanyi concludes that while rules for performance are helpful, they do not

determine performance.  Instead they are “maxims” or guidelines which can be

used in conjunction with “practical knowledge.”  He stresses that these “maxims”

cannot replace “practical knowledge.”  Leder (1990) adds that scientific

explanations such how to ride a bicycle or swim would do little to help us

accomplish that task.

At issue is the difference between knowing-how and knowing-that.

(Polanyi, 1964, 1966; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986; Dreyfus, 1997)  To know-that

means that one can formulate the specific rules necessary to accomplish the task.

Knowing-how means that one possesses the physical ability and is in actuality

able to complete the task.  Knowing that buoyancy requires one to breathe in

more deeply than usual and breathe out without completely emptying the lungs,

may not enable one to know how to jump off a diving board and make it to the

other end of the pool without drowning. (Polanyi, 1964)  Furthermore, while one

may understand the principle immediately, acquiring bodily knowledge typically

takes longer and involves more effort.  Proficiency is a kind of bodily knowledge,

and is much harder to acquire. Mental knowledge is not sufficient to acquire

bodily skill.
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Physical skills as replacements for mental skill

A final approach to show that movement is a distinct way of knowing is to

illustrate instances in which physical skills replace mental skills.  Physical skills

acquired through repeated practice displace any mental effort; the skills

themselves represent knowledge.  As Dreyfus (1997) argues,

Such phenomena are not limited to muscular responses, but exist in all
areas of skillful coping, including intellectual coping. Many instances of
apparently complex problem solving which seem to implement a long-
range strategy, as, for example, making a move in chess, may be best
understood as direct responses to familiar perceptual gestalts. After years
of seeing chess games unfold, a chess grandmaster can, simply by
responding to the patterns on the chess board, play master level chess
while his deliberate, analytic mind is absorbed in something else.  Such
play, based as it is on previous attention to thousands of actual and book
games, incorporates a tradition that determines the appropriate response to
each situation and therefore makes possible long range, strategic,
purposive play, without the player needing to have any plan or goal in
mind. (pp.93-94)

Eventually, those who use the soroban will come to recognize a variety of

patterns.  For example, the adding of six to five is a three-step process.  It requires

the performer to add one by pushing up one bead with the thumb, subtract five by

pushing up the five bead, and finally, add ten by adding a bead in the next

column.  However, once the performer reaches a certain level of proficiency they

will be able to recognize that this pattern is required and will be able to perform it

as a single action.  Indeed, successive actions become part of still larger patterns;
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these constitute single actions at a higher level of abstraction.  For soroban

masters, multiplying a 20-digit number by another large number may be thought

of as a single action, denoted by the start and end positions of the soroban beads

after the adding sequence has been performed.  It appears that this ability to

recognize assemblages of discrete sequences as single actions enables soroban

masters to monitor a sequence casually, even without performing anzan, to glance

at students’ answers, and to know immediately not only that an error has

occurred, but also where in the sequence that error has occurred.  That is, the

pattern displayed at the ending position of a calculation could only result from a

specific mistake at a certain point in the sequence – soroban masters are able to

deduce the mistake without performing the calculations themselves.

Embodiment:  Teaching and Learning Movement

Thus far I have discussed how the body comes to learn bodily dispositions

and the impact of tool use on these dispositions.  The relationship between our

ways of being in the world and tool use is significant because tools become an

extension of body dispositions through the performance of a physical skill.   This

connection is critical for one to achieve mastery of a physical skill.  At this point

we have an understanding of how tools affect bodily dispositions, how physical

skills are acquired, and how movement eventually becomes a way of knowing, the
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knowing itself becoming more certain with increasing skill. How then do teachers

and learners achieve embodiment?  In the following section I will examine how

masters of a specific art form teach their craft, and therefore how they teach

embodiment.  However, before I explore further the question of how we acquire

forms of embodied knowledge that is not acquired naturally, it is first necessary to

revisit perspectives on how the body learns.

Researchers, theorists, and philosophers2 state that much of our bodily

dispositions 1) remain beyond our consciousness and thus we are not even aware

of them, and 2) cannot be communicated via verbal means.  Perhaps, Polanyi

(1966) put it best when he stated “We know more than we can tell.”  Two

psychological experiments described by Polanyi help to illustrate this precept.  In

the first experiment a subject was asked to read a large list of “nonsense”

syllables.  When the subject read certain syllables he would receive a shock.

Eventually the subject showed signs of anticipating the “shock syllables.”  Upon

questioning, the subject stated he did not know how he was able to anticipate the

“shock syllable” nor was he able to identify those syllables.  In a similar study a

subject was given a shock whenever he uttered a shock word.  Eventually, the

subject avoided uttering the shock words.  As in the first experiment, the subject

reported that he was unaware that he avoided uttering the shock words, nor was

2 Namely, Mauss (1934), Polanyi (1964, 1966), Heidegger (1962), and Dreyfus (1986, 1997)
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he able to identify those words.  The explanation for this phenomenon relates

back to subsidiary and focal awareness as previously discussed in the paper.

Here we see the basic structure of tacit knowing.  It always
involves two things, or two kinds of things.  We may call them the
two terms of tacit knowing.  Shock syllables and shock
associations formed the first term and the electric (shock) which
followed them was the second term.  After the subject had learned
to connect these two terms, the sight of the shock syllables evoked
the expectation of a shock and the utterance of the shock
associations was suppressed in order to avoid shock.  (This
connection remained tacit because)  it would seem that this was
due to the fact that the subject was riveting his attention on the
electric shock.  He was relying on his awareness of the shock-
producing particulars only in their bearing on the electric shock.
We may say that he learned to rely on his awareness of these
particulars for the purpose of attending to the electric shock…We
attend from something for attending to something else.  (Polanyi
(1966, p.9)

These studies help to illustrate how we posses knowledge that we are unable to

identify and are unable to articulate.  Although we can describe movements in

great detail, those descriptions do not constitute the kind of knowledge discussed

here.  “Skills cannot be fully accounted for in terms of their particulars.” (Polanyi,

1964)  In teaching a physical skill, instructors are not able to articulate all aspects

of the skill necessary to perform that skill.  Instead, they note that their

descriptions are incomplete, and they sometimes provide an indication on where

knowledge is located (the hands know) or how to acquire it (relax, don’t think,

just do it.)  Instructors may be completely unaware of critical elements necessary
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to perform that skill, even though they perform them on a daily basis.  As masters,

they have learned to forget what they know.  How then is this type of knowledge

transmitted?

Polanyi (1964) explains why many art forms have been lost throughout the

ages. While we may be able to replicate detailed specifications, there exists

“indefinable knowledge” to which we no longer have access.  Even in this age of

scientific know-how, this “indefinable knowledge” remains an important part of

modern technology.  (Polanyi, 1964)  Polanyi points to industries such as

tanneries, potteries, steel mills, breweries, and textile manufactures which to this

day still lack a clear knowledge of detailed operations.  Therefore as Polanyi

states,

An art which cannot be specified in detail cannot be transmitted by
prescription, since no prescription for it exists.  It can be passed on
only by example from master to apprentice.  This restricts the
range of diffusion to that of personal contacts, and we find
according that craftsmanship tends to survive in closely
circumscribed local traditions. (p.53)

For this reason, apprenticeships which include an array of learning styles focused

on “learning by doing” are the key to the transmission of physical skills.

For Lave and Wenger (1991), an apprenticeship is not merely a means to

achieve hands-on training. Apprenticeship is the means by which individuals
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transition from novice to full functioning members of the community of practice.3

An individual who becomes a member of a community of practice has obtained

the required level of proficiency for a given craft.  As soon as one begins studies,

he or she resides at the outer boundaries or periphery of the community.

Throughout one’s course of training and perhaps one’s lifetime depending on the

field, one gradually moves towards the center.  However, Lave and Wenger also

stress that apprenticeship is more than just acquiring skills.  It is how one learns to

behave within the community of practice.  It is how one acquires the “ways of

being of the community,” which is necessary for one to be a full functioning

member.4

As I will show in the following sections, learning complex physical skills

relevant to a practice is very much like the learning of bodily dispositions in the

larger, traditional community.5  Some of the learning is a result of explicit

instruction.  However, a great deal of leaning occurs via non-verbal means.

Furthermore, much of what transpires remains beneath the consciousness of both

3 Lave and Wenger do not necessarily explicitly define community of practice, although the
concept is quite clear in their literature.  I would just add that a communities of practice can exists
in our notions of traditional communities, their distinction is that they are tied to a specified trade,
craft, or interest.
4 In this day and age one can belong to a whole range of communities of practice.  Some are more
centrally focused and essentially define who we are such as our nationality, race, class, religion,
chosen profession, etc.  Yet, there are other areas, that are perhaps far less dramatic, but are an
essential part of our being such as our hobbies and interests.
5 In many cases this is one in the same—that is to function in the larger community requires
knowledge of certain skill.
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the teacher and learner.  As I will show, this phenomenon allows for the

transference of skills, even in environments where the teacher and student have

limited access to a shared language. The following examples illustrate the primary

means by which this happens.

Ways of teaching and ways of learning the soroban

A key element in using the soroban properly is correct bead movement,

stroke order, and finger positioning.  That is to perform the soroban correctly one

must hold his or her hands and fingers in precisely the correct positioning.

Additionally, the sequence in which the beads are moved is governed by explicit

rules.  For example, the problem of adding 6 + 5 requires that the user must first

perform the subtraction part of the problem (subtracting 5 in the ones column)

before adding 10 to the 10s column.  Furthermore, the adding and subtracting of

the 5 bead can only be performed with the index finger which is moved in a fluid

stroke-like movement upward or downward.  Consider the following instance in

which the teacher is teaching the student the nuances of bead movement, stroke

order, and finger positioning.

3.1.1 demonstration and modeling

T: oyayubi de mazu ichidama o ue e
ageru sou sore ichi desu ne
With your thumb, push up the first

The teacher’s hand is curled with
the palm down and the thumb
extended.  (The position for
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bead. Yes. That is one.

so plus three minus three plus four
minus

five bead plus five

sousou sou de kono renshu simasu
ne mazu saisho
Yes, yes, yes. Then we’ll do this
exercise, first of all.

ichi plus ichi de hiku wa ne kore
de sousousou de kotae wa kore
ichi ne
One plus one, then minus equals
This, yes, yes, yes, and then the
answer is, this is one.

kore ichi tte kaki masu

adding beads.)  With her left index
finger she points to her extended
right thumb and then to the 1
bead(s) on the soroban.

Teacher points to the 1 beads on
the soroban and then points to her
own right index finger.  She then
makes several stroking motions
and downward in the air, the
position and movement for
subtraction.

The student performs the
calculation as the teacher reads the
problem aloud.  The teacher’s
right hand performs the motions
for the calculation.

With her left index finger the
teacher points to the 5 bead on the
student’s soroban and then to her
right index finger thus indicating
the correct finger for adding the 5
bead.
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Here, we write one.

Speaking in Japanese the teacher tells the student to use her thumb to push

up the number one bead.  This is the movement for adding one on the soroban.

While explaining verbally in Japanese, the teacher draws the student’s attention to

her own thumb by pointing to it with her left index finger and then points to the

ones digits (lower 1-4 beads) on the soroban.  In this way she is conveying to the

student that the thumb is used to add beads 1-4.  Thus, her verbal explanation,

although in Japanese, is accompanied by a physical demonstration which perhaps

shows more clearly what is to be done and how.  Next, the teacher points to the

ones digits (lower 1-4 beads) on the soroban and with her index finger makes a

stroking movement downward in the air, while reading the math problem aloud.

The index finger stroking downward is the movement necessary for subtracting

on the soroban.  With this instruction, the student performs the calculation on the

soroban.  The teacher continues the pattern of reading the math problem while the

student performs it on the soroban.  Furthermore, while she reads the numbers,

she shows the student the fingers and movements necessary to perform the given

number by pointing to her own corresponding finger and demonstrating the

movement necessary—often modeling such movement in the air.  This pattern of
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instruction can be seen quite often, highlighting a key aspect in the teaching of the

soroban-repetition.

In many cases, demonstration and modeling on the part of the teacher

plays an extremely important role in the transfer of knowledge.  This is evident in

the following instance.

3.1.2

T: Hai desu.  Chotto matte, soko wa
ne.
Four- five- one- four digits
Okay, one moment, here four- five-
one- four digits

Points to the problem on the
worksheet.  Then pinches her right
thumb and index finger together
thus demonstrating the movement
for adding the five bead to the
lower 1-4 beads.  The student
perform the movement correctly

T: So desu ne
That’s good.  That’s right, isn’t it

T: Minus no toki wa betsu betsu
separate desu ne
When you minus separate separate

Using her index fingers to point to
each other.

T: So nan desu kedo
That’s right, although

Places hand over student’s soroban
and mimics pitching the beads
together

T: Kono iroiro tsukatte mazu saisho
You use various (    ) first

Makes the movement of touching
the two index fingers together or
pointing to each other.

T: One down With her index finger shows how
to subtract by raising the index
finger up in the air and then
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stroking it downward.  The student
moves the bead.

T: Five down, wakarimasu hai.
Five down you understand, yes

The teacher still with her finger in
the air forms a stroking motion
upward in a reverse movement.
Thus demonstrating how to add
and subtract the five bead or
subtract the lower beads.

In this instance the teacher points to the problem on the worksheet and

then pinches her right thumb and index finger together.  This is the movement for

creating 6, 7, 8, and 9 on the soroban.  That is, one must squeeze the upper 5 bead

and the lower 1-4 beads together.  She speaks in Japanese with the exception of

the numbers which she says in English “four, five, one, four digits.”  Next she

tells the student how to subtract these numbers once they are formed on the

soroban.  She says in Japanese with a bit of English interjected “Minus no toki wa

betsu betsu separate desu ne” or “When you minus separate separate.”  In doing

so she directs the student’s attention to her right index finger by pointing to it with

her left one, thus showing the student the correct finger for subtracting these digits

on the soroban.  She then places her hand over the student’s soroban and mimics

pitching the beads together and once again points to her right index finger and

strokes it downward in the air.  Hence in this single instance the teacher

establishes a pattern for instructing the student on how to add and subtract

numbers 6-9 by first demonstrating in the air, then mimicking the movement
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above the soroban and then going back to mimicking the movement in the air

once again.

In the following instance, the teacher is teaching the student how to

combine the upper 5 bead and the lower one bead to form 6 on the soroban.  As in

the previous instance, the teacher demonstrates or displays in the air the correct

finger positioning and movements necessary to perform the problem.  However,

what is also of particular interest is the movement of her hand as the student

performs the problem.

3.1.3

T: tsugi wa rods no tokoro setsumei
shimasu
I’ll explain the following rods.

pick the five and one at the same
time

same time ne sou sou sou minus
six
Same time yes, yes, yes. Minus six.

please separate

down up sou desu ja kore ikimasu
ne
Down, up.  That’s right. Then
we’ll do this.

Teacher pinches her right thumb
and index finger together in the air
thus showing student how to create
6 on the soroban.

She then positions her right hand
above the problem on the
worksheet and spreads apart the
pinched thumb and index finger,
thus showing student how to
subtract six.  Note that the verbal
explanation accompanying her
finger movement  is a mixture of
Japanese and English.
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one five six up and minus one

sou sou sou
Yes, yes, yes.

The teacher pinches her right thumb and index finger together in the air,

thus demonstrating for the student how to create the number six on the soroban.

Next, with her hand slightly above the problem on the worksheet she spreads her

fingers apart and then again pinches her thumb and index finger together.  In this

sense, the student can see at the same time the corresponding problem and the

finger positioning movements required to perform that problem.  What is

particularly interesting is that while the student performs the problem and the

teacher reads the number aloud, the teacher’s hand is placed relatively close to the

problem on the worksheet, performing the problem along with the student.  Thus,

the student is able to confirm visually the required movements for the problem

even as he performs those movements himself.
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Demonstration and mimicry is a repeated cycle in the process of learning; at times

the student must sit quietly and observe, but many cases the teacher’s instruction

illustrates a preference for very close proximity in demonstration and instruction –

the closer the imitation in time, the likelier it will be executed correctly.

While much of the instruction is conducted in Japanese, it is notable that at

times the teacher will use a few English words or phrases.  However, upon closer

observation it is interesting to that these instructions do not in and of themselves

contain all the information necessary for the completion of the task.  Consider the

following instance.
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3.1.4

T: five bead five always use this
finger you can’t use thumb

Plus five knock down

Minus 5 is different.  Sou desu
Sou desu hai. sou desu
Minus 5 is different.  Right right
yes right

Teacher runs fingers along the top
row of 5 beads.  With her left
index finger she points to her
extended right index finger and
then points to her extended right
thumb.

With her left index finger points to
her curled right index finger and
quickly extends it outward and
upward in a type flicking motion

In this instance the teacher is instructing the student how to manipulate the top or

5 bead.  The index finger is used for both adding and subtracting the upper 5 bead

unlike the lower 1-4 beads which require the use of the thumb for adding and the

index finger for subtracting.  The teacher begins by explaining in English that one

uses “this finger, you can’t use thumb,” and she points to her extended right finger

and then thumb.  She tells the student however, that for “minus 5 is different.”

Note that while she does not provide further verbal explanation, the motion of her

right hand explains it all.  She curls her right index finger and then quickly

extends it outward and upward in a kind of flicking motion.  So while the

teacher’s English explanation may not give a full account of the task, it is

accompanied by the gestures necessary for complete instruction.  These
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accompanying gestures act much like a photo montage, which because one can

see the movement, is more faithful to reality than a verbal description.  Like

airplane pamphlets explaining emergency procedures, the teacher creates a kind

of pictorial explanation so that instructions are clear regardless of the language

spoken by the student.

We are beginning to see, then, the powerful role demonstration can play in

communicating knowledge.  But demonstration is just one aspect of the teaching

process.  Mimicry is coupled with demonstration such that learning can be

verified in the moment.  Teachers demonstrate the lesson point, and students

quickly learn to follow by imitating the teacher.  The accuracy of that imitation

determines whether or when the teacher allows the student to continue to the next

problem or subject of instruction.

In the following instance the teacher instructs the student on proper hand-

form when holding a pencil and manipulating the soroban.

3.2.1 demonstration and modeling coupled with mimicry

T: kore kou motte kudasai
This. Hold like this please.

Teacher spreads out her right hand
with the palm facing up.  Places
the pencil in her right hand.  She
then forms a fist around the pencil
while extending the thumb and
index finger.  With her left index
finger she points to the extended
finger and thumb on her right
hand.  While keeping the thumb
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and index finger extended and
first three fingers curled around
the pencil, she rotates her wrist so
that the palm is now facing down
and her hand is now in the correct
position to perform calculations.

The teacher both describes in Japanese and demonstrates in gesture at the

same time how to hold a pencil properly.  Notably, the student must be able to

hold the pencil while manipulating the soroban and performing calculations on

the soroban at the same time.  Thus, both the subject matter and the sequences of

activities holds significance in the learning that occurs.  The teacher spreads open

her right hand with the palm facing upwards.  She places the pencil in the palm of

her hand. Next she wraps her hand around the pencil forming a fist.  The student

mimicking the teacher does the same.  Next the teacher extends her index finger

and thumb and points to the thumb and then the index finger with her other hand.

Likewise, the student extends her thumb and index finger.  The teacher, still

holding the pencil, rotates her hand so that the palm is facing down.  The student

follows. Here the teacher is demonstrating for the student how to position the

fingers, specifically the thumb and index finger, which are the only fingers used

to move the beads on the soroban.  It is important to note that the student achieves

mastery of this technique by mimicking the teacher’s every move.  Note in the
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following instance how difficulties in understanding can quickly be overcome

through the use of demonstration and mimicry.

T: Enpintsu wo ne koiu f ni saishoni
motte moraimasu ka.
Can you hold the pencil like this
first

The teacher places a pencil in her
right hand.  She wraps her fingers
around the pencil forming a tight
fist with the palm down.  Still
holding the pencil, she rotates her
hand so that the palm is facing up.

T: Ah.  So koiuf nakanji.  Do you
have- so so toiu no wa?  Please
hold your pen this high.
Yes, like this.  Do you have-
Please hold you pen this high

The student pulls a pencil out of
his pocket.  Again the teacher
shows the student her pencil with
her hand firmly grasped around it
and the palm facing upwards.  She
makes the grasping motion (that is
she half uncurls her fingers and
then again forms a fist around the
pencil) and rotates her hand so that
her palm is facing down.

T: Ko- ko- so so so so koiu
Th- th- yes, yes, yes, yes like this

Using both hands the student holds
the ends of his pencil, looks at his
hands and then the teacher’s
hands.  (Teacher say ko-ko-
meaning this way or like this).
Mimicking the teacher, the student
grabs the pencil, forming a fist,
and rotates his hand so that the
palm side faces down.  The teacher
then extends her thumb and index
finger.

T: de oyayubi ni hasande ko(u)
mannaka de index de
Then hold with thumb (    )index

The teacher points to and extends
her right index finger.  The student
still holding his pencil also briefly
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extends his right index finger.
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In this case the student initially has some difficulty in holding the pencil correctly.

In addition to explaining in Japanese how to do so, the teacher provides a

demonstration.  When the student does not comprehend at first she recreates the

motion of holding the pencil and then holds the position.  The student takes a

moment to look both at his hands and then his teacher’s hand before finally

mimicking the teacher and then holding the pencil correctly.

At times though, demonstration by itself is simply not enough for the

student to master a technique.  Note in the following instance how the teacher is

able to get her point across, all the while speaking Japanese.
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3.2.3

T: Ano ne.  three finger no kou kou
tsukatte yoko ni kouyatte.  Ato
nihon dake nokosu
Okay, use three fingers like this.
Put them and leave the two
fingers.

The student completes the problem
and writes the answer on the
worksheet.  The student once
again is holding his pencil
incorrectly.  The teacher, while
holding her pencil in her right
hand rotates her fist so that the
palm is facing upwards.  With her
fingers curled around the pencil
she extends her thumb and index
fingers.  She points to her curled
fingers, rotates her hand so that the
palm is facing downward, and
wiggles her thumb and index
finger, thus displaying the gesture
for soroban calculation.

T: Nihon so so so so so
Two fingers right right good good

The student watches her hand and
then mimics the gesture

T: Chotto desugiterukedo ne mou
chotto nakae
Sticking out a little too far, so put
that towards the inside

T: Mou cho- kore ga mouchotto
kocchi mouchotto sonogurai so so
so  Narete kudasai.  Un hai
Like this, towards, this way, a
little more, please learn, okay

T: So so so
Yes, yes, yes

The teacher points to the lead end
(as opposed to the eraser end) of
the student’s pencil which is
extended out of his hand too far
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beyond for proper form.  Holding
her pencil in her right fist, with her
left hand she makes the motion as
though she were tapping the edge
of the pencil so that it would go
further into the hand and the edge
would not stick out so far.  Then
she points back to the end of the
student’s pencil.  The student
holding the pencil vertically in his
hand taps the end of the pencil on
the table so that it slides further up
in his hand.  Likewise the teacher,
just like the student did, holds her
pencil vertically in her hand and
motions tapping the end of the
pencil on the table (huh).
However the end of the student’s
pencil is still sticking out too far.
The teacher rotates her hand so
that she is holding the pencil
horizontally.  She points to the end
of the pencil again.  The student
again taps the end of the pencil on
the table so that it slides further up
in his hand until it is positioned
appropriately.  That is it does not
stick out too far.  The teacher
moves to the next student.

In this instance the student is more or less holding his pencil with a proper

orientation, however the lead end of the pencil is extended far beyond the end of

his hand such that he would not be able to use it properly.  As in the previous

instance the teacher demonstrates for the student how to hold the pencil correctly.
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She places the pencil in the palm of her hand, rotates her hand, and wiggles her

finger, showing how easily the soroban can be manipulated when holding the

pencil in this fashion.  The student, following the teacher, holds the pencil much

as he thinks the teacher is doing.  The student fails to notice that the pencil is

sticking out too far beyond his hand.  He believes he has resolved the problem.

Of course the teacher sees this is not correct, so she first points to the extended

part of the student’s pencil and then once again goes through the motions of

grasping the pencil correctly.  Then she acts out the process of tapping the lead

end of the pencil on the table, which, if she were to actually do so would force the

pencil further up her hand so that only a smaller section would be sticking out.

She then points to the end of the end of the student’s pencil.  The student’s pencil

is still sticking out too far.  The teacher points to the student’s pencil end jutting

out from his hand for a second time.  At this point, the student recognizes the

issue and taps the end of the pencil on the table until it slides into the correct

position in his hand.  The teacher moves on with the lesson.  Thus, in this

instance, demonstration by itself does not achieve an immediate correct response.

Through gestures the teacher is able to isolate the problem and communicate her

“point” about the pencil.6

6 This instance also touches upon another aspect in the transfer of knowledge—that of error
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Communicating bodily knowledge

While aspects of learning the soroban can be explained verbally, as in the

learning of many tools there are some aspects that elude verbal explanation.

Those dealing with bodily movements often fall into this category.  And consider

that positioning ones body in relation to the soroban or any tool or instrument is

important in all vocations.  To use an instrument correctly, one must know how to

hold it properly.  But even more importantly, if a student desires to achieve

mastery, then ultimately she must reach that level where she becomes one with

her instrument.  This is the kind of embodiment that separates the novice from the

master.  Given the importance of such information how then could it be conveyed

when often awareness eludes both teacher and student.  For example, note that in

the above instances the teacher follows the practice of many soroban lessons

conducted among Japanese; instead of instructing explicitly, as in “okay, pinch

your thumb and index finger together,” or “flick your index finger quickly

upward,” she simply shows the student how to do it or says “do it like this”

followed by a demonstration.  Describing the positioning of an instrument and

parts of the body in relation to each other can be challenging.  The reason why

may be found in the following instance.

correction or repair (Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks, 1977) which will be discussed shortly.6
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3.3.1

T: Dewa mazu soroban, Please hold
your soroban left hand konokurai
kana (    ) shite here
Well, first soroban, [please hold
your soroban left hand] this much,
maybe

Teacher clears the student’s
soroban and then grabs the left
side of his soroban.  The student
grabs and holds the left edge of the
soroban.  The teacher tells him
“koko (here)” demonstrating for
him to hold the soroban a little
closer in from the edge.

T: Move shinaiyouni ne
So it won’t [move]

The teacher grabs the right side of
the soroban and lightly moves it
forward and back.  Here she is
demonstrating for the student how
this makes the soroban stable and
it won’t move while he is working
on it.
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In this instance, the teacher explains in part how to hold the soroban.

Notice how the first sentence begins in Japanese and ends in English.  Likewise in

the second sentence the teachers uses the term “move shinai,” which with the

Japanese verb conjugation would translate as “won’t move.”  She tells the student

in English to hold the soroban in his left hand and in Japanese she says “koko” or

“here about this much.”  She shows him that by holding the soroban closer to his

body with his left hand, it will be more stable.  That is, he will not have to worry

about it moving while he is working, which could accidentally erase his work in

the middle of a problem.  With this the student is able to technically hold his
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soroban correctly for manipulation.  Yet if one were to observe this new student

in relation to other, more advanced students in the class one could not help but to

observe a critical difference – more advanced students sit with a much more rigid

posture.  They sit upright, with the exception that their shoulders are hunched

over their soroban.  Whether they are actively working on a problem or poised to

begin work their right arm is somewhat parallel to the desk or table.  Their right

hand hovers above the soroban with three fingers grasping a pencil and the thumb

and index finger extended for calculation.  Their line of sight remains fixed on the

soroban, worksheet, or table.  They look very much like any Japanese adult

manipulating the soroban.  In contrast, the student in the above instance looks

very much like a young American male.  His body is very relaxed.  When he is

not working on a problem, he sits at a slant and his attention wonders about the

room.  However, he will in time without question adopt the same body posture as

other students in the room.  How then do we go from a lackadaisical form to a

rigid body structure?  This is not taught nor is it a point of focus in instruction.

Rather, I would argue that it occurs much in the way that Heidegger describes

how we acquire our “being in the world.”  I would suggest that one can see some

subtle ways in how the student bodily position moves to the next level in the

following instance.
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3.3.2

T: Daijyoubu ne
You are all right?

Muzukashi kattara watashi mo
eigo anmari dekinai kara
It is difficult. I cannot speak
English very well, too.

Koko ne mannaka desu ne koko
tsukai mashou
Here. It is center. Let’s use this.

The teacher repositions the
soroban for a 3rd time.  Next she
instructs the student to grab and
hold the soroban with his left
hand by demonstrating how to do
so.  This speaks to exactness and
bodily positioning.

As in many Japanese traditions, proper technique is stressed early in the

study of the soroban.  In this instance, the student learns how to properly position

and handle the soroban.  First, the teacher moves the soroban slightly away from

the student and places it in the appropriate position for performing calculations.

Next, she grabs the edge of the soroban using the form that is correct for holding a

soroban while calculating. The teacher releases the soroban and the student

immediately grabs the soroban in the correct fashion. When the student grabs the

soroban the teacher says "Daij bu ne," meaning, "that's fine."  Thus, she

demonstrates for the student how to properly position and hold the soroban.
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3.3.3

T: Mitakoto arimasu ka
Have you seen this before?

The teacher positions the soroban
in the appropriate position in
relation to the student’s body.
She grabs each side of the
soroban.  First she straightens it so
that it is perfectly parallel to the
student’s body and aligned evenly
with the table edge and then pulls
it slightly further away from the
student’s body so that it is now
appropriately situated on the table
in relation to the student to begin
working or manipulation.
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This instance shows illustrates that students are being taught to position the

soroban in ways consistent with the notion of embodiment. Note that no

instruction such as “position the soroban 12 centimeters from the tables edge” is

present in the lesson.  Rather teachers expect learners to develop a feel for the

appropriate placement of the soroban.  If the soroban is placed inappropriately,

teachers often will simply reposition it appropriately rather than explicitly calling

out the misplacement.  Perhaps this focuses attention on the task at hand, a claim

reinforced by the fact that body position is intended to recede from conscious

awareness.  The process of instruction then, provides some evidence that learning

becomes more embodied over time.  Students are expected to develop a feel for

what is correct; this is preferred to verbal description.

Correction and repair

A good deal of learning comes in the form of correction or repair.

Students spend the class period solving problems. Here, the interaction between

the teacher and student more clearly defines the teacher’s role as master and the

student’s role as novice.  Most often, the teacher sits directly across from the

student watching his or her every movement.  If the student incorrectly adds a

digit, for example, the teacher may stop the student in the middle of the

calculation.  How correction is enacted varies among the students. It would appear

that students learn how to read when the instructor is indicating that they have
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made a mistake.  In some cases it is obvious.  If the functions performed are

correct then the instructor says nothing.  If the instructor says anything in the

middle of the problem then something is wrong.  In a second example, the

instructor taps the place on the soroban immediately after the mistake is made.

Probably, the more interesting case is the instructor who gasps when she sees a

mistake made.  She may also gasp when she sees a mistake about to happen.  In

any of these scenarios, the student is often able to figure out the mistake and

correct the problem.  Most often, the teacher returns the abacus to the number

prior to the mistake (thus erasing the mistake but not the whole problem) and has

the student continue the calculation.  If the student is unable to correct the

mistake, then the teacher demonstrates how to solve the problem, clears her

correction, and then has the student perform the same function.  Note the

following instance.

3.4.1

T: Ichiban toki
When one

The teacher points to the problem
on the worksheet that the student
is to perform. The problem
requires the student to add one
bead

T: with thumb, with thumb, wh- with
thumb

The student adds the bead with a
different finger.  The teacher
returns the bead to it original
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position with her left index finger.
Then points to her right thumb and
taps it several times. The student
adds the bead correctly using his
thumb.

T: So and another one The teacher points to the next
number in the problem and again
the student adds another 1 bead
correctly.

Minus wa kore desu ne this minus
one
Minu this.  This minus one

The teacher points to the third
number in the problem that is
minus one.  She then lifts up her
hand, curls her four gingers and
extends her index finger.  Pointing
to the extended index finger, she
taps it several times and says
“Minus kore this minus one.”

 we try Flexing her right index finger she
then points to the row on the
soroban where the student is to
subtract the one.

 Yes.  the answer is one. The student subtracts the one using
correct form.

In the above instance the student is solving the problem correctly, however

he moves a bead using the wrong finger.  The teacher returns the bead to its

original position prior to the student making the mistake.  She then instructs him

to perform the movement again, demonstrating how it should be done using the

thumb.  The student performs the calculation correctly using the correct finger.  In
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the following instance the teacher notices that the student is holding his pencil

incorrectly.  Note how the teacher makes adjustments to help the student master

the technique.

3.4.2

The student is not holding the pen
properly while he does his
calculations.

T: Un hai. Ano Kono en no
mochikata wa ne your- your pen is
easy
Yes, um, this pen, how to use.
Your- your pen is easy.

The teacher circles the answer he
just wrote and then places her
pencil in her right hand holding it
the same way that the student is
holding it.

T: But please write this way She forms a fist around the pencil
with the palm side facing down.

S: Ahhhh

T: Dene oyayubi ga ne tsukai nikui
kara
Well thumb.  The way you use is
more difficult.

Still holding the pencil in her right
fist, she slightly rotates her hand,
sticks out her thumb and index
finger and points to the thumb.
Then she wiggles her thumb and
index finger.  This is the common
gesture for indicating using the
soroban. Thus she is showing the
student how easy it is to hold the
pencil correctly and move his
fingers so that he can perform
calculations on the soroban.

S: Ahh ahh

T: Ah so so un.  Hai. The teacher clears the student’s
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Yes, yes, uh huh, right soroban.

S: Oh The student lifts up his right hand
in the air and spreads his fingers

T: This here mou chotto nakani ireru
kono gurai
[This here] more about this much

The teacher grabs the student’s
hands with bother of her hands and
manipulates his hand and fingers
and molds them into the correct
position to hold a pencil and
perform calculations.  The student
stares at his hand while she is
molding it.  The student performs
calculations.
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What is perhaps unique in this instance is that the teacher actually grabs and

physically manipulates his hand and fingers, molding them into the correct form

for holding a pencil.  It is quite possible that the teacher takes such a direct

measure because she has already shown the student once before in the lesson how

to correctly hold a pencil.  It is also important to note that this is a rather light-

hearted moment and the student and teacher both laugh as she molds his hand.

As learning is often a hands-on, tactile process, this instance illustrates the

extent to which teachers move beyond merely demonstrating to helping the

student engage in the process of performing. This instance also highlights how

teachers use correction as a teaching method.  These corrections do more than fix

mistakes; they reestablish the context of the problem the student is trying to solve.

Notably, the corrections always occur in context – that is, within the sequence of

problems the students are trying to solve.  The reality of these problems remains

paramount, even over the need to learn any abstract point.  When the student

makes a mistake, the teacher uses the opportunity to make a lesson out of it.  In

this case the lesson again involves the use of the demonstration method coupled

with physical manipulation to correct a student’s mistake. In doing so, the teacher

returns the student to the proper context so that learning may occur.

The preceding sections illustrate the concept of embodiment.  In all

instances, the teacher takes great pains to establish a close physical relationship
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between student and soroban.  Proper posture, both of body and of hands, is

critical.  The soroban and all tools must be held in particular ways.  Movements

are executed in precise, well-defined sequences.  Anything that disrupts the close

relationship between student and tools is corrected.  An interruption is followed

by a return to the sequence.  An improper order of movements, even if it brings

the correct result, is itself corrected.  When students have made a mistake, they

are returned to a point in the sequence just before the mistake happened.

Teachers continually emphasize that the locus of knowledge is in the hands, not

the mind or even the eyes or ears.  Students are expected to develop an intimate

knowledge of the soroban and its proper use, since that use involves a well-

defined set of movements and sequences that if followed, are guaranteed to lead

to a correct result.  Because the skill is physical rather than cognitive, the hands

are the final arbiter of what is correct.  If a student knows the proper movements,

the soroban is also known.

Movement, then, increasingly becomes a way of knowing.  Students are

expected to take the knowledge of the tool, of the proper placement of beads, the

soroban itself, and the movement of parts of the body both large and small and

infuse it into the body, such that the proper execution of movement becomes

evidence of the successful execution of a mathematical problem.  Teachers

demonstrate proper movements, but of course demonstration is by itself not
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enough.  Even if students recall in complete detail a teacher’s demonstration of a

learning point, such knowledge would for the student be abstract.  Teachers

demonstrate movement at a fine-grained level through their own movements, but

in doing so they also teach the more fundamental point that knowledge is

embodied.  The teachers are able, after all, to execute all of the students’ problems

backwards, upside down, while standing, without the very tool the students are

attempting to learn.  Their proficiency with the soroban and the extent to which

they have incorporated into their bodies is not lost on the students, and the

students become acutely aware that their hands, like the rest of their bodies, are

the ultimate destination for the lessons being taught.
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Chapter Seven

The Soroban as a Medium for Communication

In face to face communication, people have a repertoire of resources

which encompasses more than language and verbal expression, to include gesture,

body position, facial expression, and so on.  Consider the case of travelers in the

distant past who found themselves in a remote corner of the world, invited into

the home of some generous family.  Though they may not have shared a common

language, still they were able to experience a magical evening, conversing well

into the night through the available means of communication.  Although we might

think of non-verbal communication as the vehicle that allows such

communication, tools can also be used to communicate.  Given that tools are a

primary means for human beings to interact with the world, it should be

unsurprising that people use tools as means to interact with each other.  Tools,

then, are a medium for communication.

Objects and Tools

We know that people use objects in conversational settings, but clearly

there is something different about the use of tools.  The distinction between

objects and tools is subtle, but nonetheless important.  While an object can be
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used in a variety of ways to mediate communication, often the communication has

little to do with the object itself.  A tool, on the other hand, is typically used for an

intended purpose.1  Moreover, a tool can serve an extended purpose when it is

used as a medium for communication.  That communication is often “about” the

proper use of the tool. For example, the pounding of a beer glass on a bar at a

precise moment, timed to coincide with an utterance, may allow the

communicator to emphasize or change the meaning of the point being made2.

When this happens, the beer glass, although designed for drinking, has been

transformed into a communicative device— an act that in turn transforms the

content of the message and the way it is interpreted.  Still, the beer glass may

remain an object in this case when it bears little relationship to the message

communicated – the communicator might just as usefully employ another object

or bang an empty fist on the bar.  When a tool is employed as a communication

medium, however, it may retain its intended purpose within the context of the

conversation.

Such distinctions can be blurred when the form and function of the chosen

object carries significance for what is communicated.  To return to the example of

the beer glass, a person tapping an empty glass on a bar may intend to

communicate to the bartender that s/he would like another drink.  Thus the use of

1 In this sense, a tool is a particular kind of object rather than a distinct entity.
2 Oshima, S. (2003).  Symbolic use of material objects in face-to-face interaction and modern art.
Unpublished thesis:  The University of Texas at Austin.
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the object transforms it into a tool for communication.  At times, the form and

function of an object contributes to meaning, in other cases, meaning may be

ascribed by culture or other factors.  A spoon tapped against a glass at a wedding,

for example, is a sign that a toast or speech is about to begin.  The tapping of the

glass may begin with one person who notices that someone is about to speak, and

may spread throughout a wedding reception.  The tapping is a sign that has taken

on meaning through its repetition in countless such circumstances.

To refine the topic further, some tools and tasks are clearly more complex

than others; key aspects of such tools, together with the patterns of tasks to be

executed, illustrate that such tools do more than manipulate aspects of the

physical world; they serve as media for communication.  This chapter, then,

explores the use of tools as media for communication about complex tasks and

through the example of the soroban illustrates the significance of such use.  In the

context of communicating about and learning complex tasks, we can safely say

that tools matter.  Tools allow for the execution of complex sequences of actions,

and therefore the use of tools must be learned.  When objects are used in

communication, however, communicative content may be “about” a broader array

of topics, and probably does not involve learning the use of a tool.  How clearly

should we draw lines between communication that employs objects and

communication that employs tools?  Can we say that there is something different
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about communication involving complex tasks, or that the use of tools as media

for communication about complex tasks follows different patterns than the use of

objects?  While this chapter will not make a direct comparison between tool use

and object use in communication, it will lay important groundwork by providing a

focused set of answers on how tools may be used as media for communication.

To derive such answers, it is necessary to define some key features of

tools, and to show how those features facilitate communication.  With that as a

basis, it will then be possible to narrow the focus to how those features assist in

the use of tools as a media for communication.

The Features of a Tool

If we say that features facilitate communication, what do we mean by a

tool’s “features”?  Features are a combination of form and function.  A hammer,

for example, may involve a particular form such as the head and the handle; the

function might be to hammer something.  As with most classes of tools, there are

a wide variety of hammers, intended to strike everything from small nails to

railroad spikes and beyond.  Even in the case of a specific class of tools, then,

there are a broad array of forms and functions.  The form of a tool – for example

its physical layout or presentation – both provides and limits the function of the

tool.  A rock hammer used for carving miniature statues is probably ill-suited for
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use by paleontologists or homebuilders, and even less suited for use in hammering

railroad spikes.  The form both affords and constrains function.  The function of a

tool allows it to fulfill its purpose.  Indeed, even before a tool is created, its

function may help to determine its form.

In the case of the soroban, the high level form includes the frame, the rods,

the beads, and the markers that designate place.  Function involves what the tool

is intended to do.3  Tools with moving parts, for example, will have functions tied

to the movements of those parts – the movements of the beads on a soroban, for

example, are tied to the function of providing the correct answers, and also to the

function of error detection – the movements help to alert the user when s/he has

made a mistake.  Form and function together, then, constitute the features that

allow use of the tool – the beads, rods, and markers on their own accomplish little

if they are never moved.  In the case of the soroban, nothing happens until the tool

is made to function.  In some cases, the relationship between form and function is

more complex, particularly when function changes the form or presentation of the

tool, as when beads on a soroban are repositioned.  Function, then occurs within

the bounds of physical layout – the layout may constrain how different parts of a

tool work.  Form, meanwhile, is predetermined by and constrained by the purpose

to which the tool will be put.  It is critical to keep in mind that tools such as the

3 One might say infer that function involves what people intend to do with a tool, but at a
sufficiently small scale, tools function even without direct human involvement.
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soroban involve the execution of complex tasks.  These tasks must by definition be

communicated and learned.  Thus one of the key functions of tools like the

soroban is the facilitation of communication and learning.  It should be possible,

then, to explain the design and use of the soroban not only from the point of view

of an expert user who already knows the tool, but also to explain design and use

from the point of view of naïve learners who must communicate prior to being

able to use the tool proficiently.  Such tools are designed for communication and

learning.  This is another way of saying, the soroban would never have been so

widely adopted were it impossible to communicate both its form and function to

naïve learners.  But what evidence can be brought to demonstrate this point?  If

we can then tie the form and function to observations of actual learners in

practice, we can present a reasonably complete account of how a tool such as the

soroban can be said to be a medium of communication.4 The above discussion is

intended to lay the groundwork for the idea that the soroban is a tool designed not

only for efficient calculation of numbers, but also for efficient communication and

learning.  As with many tools, there is a fair degree of overlap between these

functions.  In order to demonstrate this, we need to delve more deeply into the

form and function of the soroban – that is, its design and use.

4 Also note that in the case of the soroban, we are really talking about a suite of tools operating
together with its user to achieve a desired result.
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The Design and Use of the Soroban

  (Illustration by Peter Tran, 2005)

The above illustration shows a typical soroban in outline form.  The main

parts of the soroban consist of the frame, rods, center bar, and beads.  The typical

soroban has 23 vertical rods which hold the beads in place.  Because the soroban

uses a base 10 system, each rod represents a tens place.  There are a total of 5

beads on each rod.  The upper or top bead is separated from the lower 4 beads by

a horizontal bar.  All components including beads and rods are encased by a long

rectangular frame usually made of wood or a type of plastic material.  White dots

are engraved on the top and bottom of the frame (not shown) beginning with a dot

placed above and below the center most rod.  White dots are also placed at each

corner of the frame and as well as midway between the center most dots and the

end-corner dots.  An odd number of dots, typically black, are evenly spaced on

the dividing horizontal bar at rows 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and so on counting from either

end.
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One can began calculation at any position on the soroban, but most often

users will start at the ninth row from the right indicated by the third black dot on

the horizontal bar.  If one were to “eyeball” this position it would appear to be

roughly 1/3 in from the right of the soroban.  The upper single bead above the

dividing horizontal bar represents five whereas the lower beads represent 1-4 for

any particular place.5  The soroban represents zero when none of the beads is

touching the horizontal bars.  That means all of the five beads should be place in

the upward position against the frame and all of the lower 1-4 beads should be

placed in the lower position.  Thus, to represent the number one on the soroban,

one would push up the first of the lower 1-4 beads so that it is touching the

horizontal bar.  To represent the number 2, one would push up two beads so that

the first bead is touching the horizontal bar and the second bead is touching the

first bead and so on.  To represent five on the soroban one would push down the

top bead so that it is resting on the soroban.  Thus, to create the number six one

would essentially pinch together the top 5 bead and the first lower bead.  It

follows then that nine involves pinching the top five bead and all of the lower 1-4

beads together.  To represent ten, no beads should be touching the horizontal bar

5 It would not be accurate to say the “number” 5, since any particular location on the soroban
represents a place value, that place value relative both to all other place values on the soroban as
well as to the assumed initial value of the starting place.  This is similar to when economists report
numbers in billions or trillians of currency by using a single digit.
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on the row.  Instead, one should move one rod over to the left and push up the

first 1-4 bead.

The soroban also features Ten-I-I, markings that denote abstract places on

a number line.  The Ten-I-I do not necessarily correspond to fixed number

positions, but are instead relative to the numbers being calculated by the user.  On

most sorobans there is also a reinforcing frame underlying the rods that is

strengthens the soroban, communicates the quality of its workmanship, and

provides visual cues described below that assist the learner in using the soroban.

Signifying zero and other mathematical mysteries

It is interesting to note that there are actually two zeros on a soroban, one

horizontal and the other vertical.  The first zero is the starting point.  It is the

absolute number zero.  To display zero on a soroban, all beads are “up” or pushed

against the upper frame edge of the soroban in the case of 5’s, and are pushed

“down” against the lower frame edge in the case of 1’s.  But there is a second

zero, the zero that represents tens places.  Operations move across place barriers.

In the base-10 system of the soroban, there are actually only nine whole numbers

that are “things” represented by beads, the second zero on a soroban is that

represented when beads for a particular place are moved across this zero barrier.

So adding four to nine means adding 10 (the next place to the left) and subtracting

six (moving both a five bead and a 1 bead).  We can’t simply move one or more
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beads to have a proper accounting, but instead need to move across multiple

places, thus requiring the second zero.  Notable too is the fact that the beads are

thought of as rows rather than columns.  Perhaps this is because the mind thinks

of rows as more easily navigated than the up-and-down of columns.  The tool

itself communicates uniformity.  All of the operations to be performed will be

done so in the same manner.  The frame is almost always black or dark-colored,

and is in contrast to the beads.  The frame signifies the universe of numbers under

consideration.  We could arbitrarily move many places and the soroban would not

care, since except for zero itself the places are essentially arbitrary and relative.

Moreover, the starting point of a soroban is not in the center, as a mathematician

might expect.  Perhaps this is because the open numbers to the left (up the scale to

the tens, hundreds, thousands places and so on) is both infinitely extensible and

“greater” than the smaller numbers to the right, which denote decimal places.  The

numbers to the right are less significant.

Key design points

Like many tools meant for use in the execution of complex physical tasks,

the soroban would not achieve its purpose but for two key design points:

• The tool confines and restricts the movements of its users.

• The tool provides feedback on the correctness of its operation.
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These design points operate together to provide a learner who receives proper

instruction with specific visual, auditory, and physical cues that confirm the

correct operation of the tool, and with specific visual, auditory, and physical cues

that, with diligent practice, allow learners to become increasingly skilled at

spotting, correcting, and avoiding mistakes in the operation of the soroban.

Critically, these same features allow an expert teacher of the soroban to

accomplish the same tasks, without actually operating the soroban, for multiple

learners being taught at the same time.  For the learner, the teacher and aspects of

the toolset such as the worksheet and master answers become the ultimate check

on correctness; the purpose is to get the knowledge out of the head and body of

the teacher and into the head and body of the learner such that the leaner no

longer relies on teacher or external tools to “know” a given series of calculations

were correctly performed.

Constraining physical factors

A number of factors constrain both the movement and the interpretation of the

soroban.

• The design of the rods, which facilitate quick movement of the beads but

which show that place is, except when operations happen across zero

dividing positive numbers from negative numbers and whole numbers

from decimals, is essentially irrelevant in calculation
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• The limited range of motion of the beads, which makes it very easy to

replicate the same movement across every number place while reducing

the number of mistakes.

• The shape of the beads make, which makes them easier to manipulate than

the round beads used with other abaci from other countries; it also makes

it easier to distinguish numeric places.

Each of these constraining physical factors operates in the context of the

placement of beads that “signify” or “represent” numbers and mathematical

operations.  Some key features of the soroban that reinforce this interpretation

include:

• Various aspects of how the numbers are represented by bead position – in

particular the distinction between fives places and ones places.  The five

and the ones places facilitate communication both for the learner and those

auditing the use of the tool.—the five and the one bead in relation to the

divider bar.

• The Te-I-I – the dots at the top and the bottom of the soroban—the rods do

not look different, they are all the exactly the same and the beads are all

exactly the same—any rod/bead could replace any other rod/bead-however

position matters—especially relative position to the Te-I-I, the subtly

placed dots on the top, bottom, and center bar of the soroban.  The soroban
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is divided into fourths by the top and bottom white dots; the Te-I-I on the

center bar are twice that number, allowing for closer monitoring and

assessment of the relative position of beads as they touch the center bar.

Wherever the eyes move, there is within the proximate field of vision a

series of dots that allow for quick triangulation of the position of the

fingers – or perhaps more importantly, the current locus of operations

(which places operations are being performed against).  The center dots

are more closely spaced because these operations are the more intense,

quick changes in values with addition and subtraction across the place

barrier.  The upper and lower dots are more useful for division and

subtraction operations, which can span a greater number of rows.

• Sometimes the dots on the top follow a pattern, with two or four left off so

they are more widely spaced – but the pattern on both sides of the center

of the soroban is the same.  The center bar is always marked by the dots in

a completely uniform fashion.

• The soroban itself is transparent, in that there is no bottom.  Yet

underneath there are cross-rods that reinforce the frame.  But these cross-

rods do more they reinforce – they inform and adorn.  On some more

expensive sorobans, these reinforcing rods are accompanied by woodwork

in the pattern of a bracket or arrow – to the left this feature points
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upwards, as if the numbers extend off to the left into the distance, while to

the right this feature extends in the opposite direction.  The adornment to

the left-center points left, and the adornment to the right points to the right

– a kind of directional sign of where the operations are headed

mathematically.  Noticeably, the center brackets are not found at the

“starting point,” which is three places to the right of center.  Thus the

center directional adornments underneath the beads appear to be at the

barrier between smaller and larger numbers – as one crosses the barrier,

one moves into larger if going left, or smaller if going right.

Haptic, auditory, and visual feedback

The haptic system is an essential element in the learning of physical skills and

often plays a great role in the acquisition of all types of knowledge.  While our

eyes or vision is credited with taking in and interpreting much of the world, one

could arguably say that it is through touch 6 that we gain much meaning. (Gibson,

1966)  The haptic system then is an apparatus that lets us explore, alter, and

ultimately come to understand via the body.  Yet, it is more than simply taking in

information or gaining knowledge and understanding through touch.  As J.J.

Gibson (1966) makes the distinction,

6 Although I use the term “touch” when referring to how the haptic system operates, it is perhaps
more complex than the simple act of gaining information or manipulating through the laying of
hands.  Gibson (1966) states “It (the haptic system) operates when a man or animals feels things
with his body or its extremities.  It is not just the sense of skin pressure.  It is not even the sense of
pressure plus the sense of kinesthesis.”
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It is not just the sense of skin pressure.  It is not even the sense of
pressure plus the sense of kinesthesis…(It) operates when a man or
animal feels things with his body or its extremities…(The
individual) feels an object relative to the body and the body
relative to an object…(The haptic system therefore) includes the
whole body, most of its parts, and all of its surface. (p.97)

Unlike other sensory organs which only have the ability to explore, the

haptic system is able to perform and execute as well. (Gibson, 1966)  With the

haptic system we can alter, shape, and mold our environment either directly or

mediated through the use of tools.  Yet, we do not remain unchanged in this

process.  It is not simply us acting upon our environment, but through this

interaction and exchange we become transformed in ways that range from the

simplest, unnoticeable and most unobservable to the rather dramatic.

For the haptic system to operate, it requires movement on the part of the

body’s extremities (i.e. arms, legs, fingers, etc.).  The term kinesthesis refers to

body movement and is rather similar to the concept of proprioception. (Gibson,

1966)  “Proprioception (is our) awareness of body and joint position, and the

senses responsible for muscle memory and reflexes.  “This is a key ingredient in

the performance of highly complex precision movements.”  (Pittsburgh, 2003)

With proprioception we have “the ability to sense the position and location and

orientation and movement of the body and its parts.” (Australian, 2003)  Muscle

memory then is our “memory for motor skills.” (Hyperdictionary, 2003)
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Muscle memory is a popular term that one is more likely to find in popular

literature (particularly in athletics: golf swing; the performing arts like dance;

artisans in a variety of fields).  While the term does appear to a degree in

scholarly literature as well, perhaps a better or more descriptive term would be

kinetic memory or even motor memory which would translate as memory for

movement.

J.J. Gibson argues that we remember not the length of our muscles but

rather the angle of our joints.  “Muscle sensitivity is irrelevant for the perception

of space and movement, whereas joint sensitivity is very important for it.”  While

this argument appears to be more grounded in the natural and biological sciences,

I would suggest that it is difficult even for science to location and pinpoint exactly

where in the body such memory is located.  I would surmise that artisans and

athletes alike prefer the term muscle memory because it more meaningfully

conveys an image of how they feel it in their bodies.  It is something deeply

embedded – a part of their inner core – a part of their soul.  For a dancer to say

that “what I or my body remembers is the position of my joints,” is perhaps to

make one distant or detached from one’s art form.  It is harder to own or feel that.

Muscles are warm and blood flows through them.  We don’t sense a warmth or

blood flowing through our joints.  Muscles move with power, precision, and

grace; joints hurt.
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The haptic system then plays a powerful role in the learning of a complex skill

and this is most evident in the learning of the soroban.  The soroban itself is

designed to facilitate the haptic system both in its construction and layout as well

as in its use which use emphasizes and draws upon muscle memory.  As I will

later argue, what we can communicative via the haptic system can make-up for

the absence of verbal language

In a previous chapter, I outlined some aspects of the soroban that take

advantage of human being’s haptic system.  The beads are designed to facilitate

the haptic system because of the sharp edges, and the regular size of the beads,

which means not only that the count of the beads is the same for each rod, but the

feel of the same number of beads is the same for each rod.  Perhaps also the way

they move along the rods and come to push against the edges and other beads.

This combined with other cues such as the sound of clicking provide abundant

physical feedback on the sequences being performed by sorobanists.  Critically,

these same features and others are available to the teacher as well.

Accessible to both student and teacher

While all of this is about the design of the tool, the tool itself allows for visual

inspection by the teacher, and in particular the visual inspection of how the tool is

being used.  This then allows the teacher to focus on two key aspects of learning –

detecting when the tools is used correctly, and detect when mistakes are being
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made, as well as to narrow the scope of communication to brief instruction on use

of the tool, teaching of the patterns of its operation, and correction and continual

refinement of mistakes.  Because the proper use of the tool involves increasingly

refined execution of complex physical tasks, knowledge must be embodied.  It

follows that one of the goals of teaching is to reduce or eliminate the need for

verbal explanation; experience is the key to learning.  To accomplish this end, the

tool itself must allow both student and teacher to determine the facts at hand –

whether the tool is being operated correctly, or whether additional communication

with the teacher is needed.

What then are some of the features accessible both to learners and teachers?

• The position of the beads

• The size and shape of the beads—the conical shape of the beads like two

cones pressed together allows the beads to be pushed up and down—it

gives a certain strictness and thus communicability of the movement and

of gestures that mimic the movement.  Just by seeing the movement of the

finger and thumb in relation to the bead I can tell what operations you are

performing without actually seeing the beads.7

• Clacking of beads – when the sound ceases, the teacher knows whether the

student is having trouble, and can typically tell without checking the

7 This is in contrast to the Chinese abacus, which has more beads for each “row” and therefore
makes it more difficult to discern numerosity without counting or “at a glance.”
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soroban itself whether the student has made a mistake or is finished.

Teachers typically instruct students to continue with problems in

sequence, without interruption, and to continue until finished with all

problems or until time is called.  This allows teachers to monitor the pace

of the student’s calculation, and therefore to distinguish between the

silence of a completed problem set from the silence of a student who

needs instruction.  A halting, discontinuous pace of bead movement,

indicated by the sound of the soroban, may accomplish the same end.

• The irrelevance of place – a teacher is often able to tell if a sequence of

movements is correct without knowing the “place” of the numbers

involved.

• The openness of the tool to gesture and mimicry – one can employ

gestures that are simulacra for the real movements and operations of the

tool.

Tools in Everyday Use

In the preceding section, I claimed that certain features of the soroban

allow for effective communication and learning.  But how generalizable are such

claims?  Can we say that the soroban is a good example of a tool generally, or a

tools that help us to accomplish complex tasks?  Do we use tools in this way?
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We make use of tools in everyday experience, and also in daily

conversation.  They are such a part of our communication that we are likely

unaware of the full extent to which we use and rely on them.  Conversation can of

course occur without the use of tools, such as telephone conversation where the

speakers often have only language at their disposal.  However, the presence of

tools can usually get across a point much more efficiently.  For example, I can

explain to an out-of-town visitor how to get to Kyoto Restaurant in downtown

Austin, but it would be much clearer if I did so with a hand-drawn map.  Thus

there are the obvious tools such as pencil and paper which can be used to draw a

street map, sketch a desired but nonexistent cabinet, or write down the lengthy

URL address of an internet website.

In instructional settings tools are often more apparent.  There are

textbooks, chalkboards, PowerPoint slides, and three-dimensional models only to

name a few.  Consider the difficulty in teaching in a classroom with limited

resources.  Even in classroom with the scarcest amount of resources teachers rely

on a variety of makeshift tools to convey knowledge.  What these tools have in

common is their ability to convey or enhance meaning when words are not

enough.  One can begin to imagine how even more important the roles that tools

might play in environments where speakers have limited access to a shared

language.  Thus, the importance of tools in regularized instructional settings
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becomes readily apparent, and the roles they serve as mediums for

communication unwavering.  How do teachers utilize tools to help facilitate

communication?

We “speak” through tools

Imagine a tool in your hand as you explain to someone how to use it.  Do

you simply hold it in your hand?  No. You do things with it as you talk about it.

Maybe you are aware of it and make explicit use of it.  For example, you point out

its features as you talk to the person about it.  Perhaps you are less aware of it

being in you hand and are more focused on talking to the person.  But nonetheless

as you speak, your hands may touch, gesture toward, or manipulate different parts

of the tool.  Whether this is obvious to the person you are talking could be the

subject of debate, but I believe people tend to pick up on such signals.  As with

those implicit forms of bodily learning discussed in an earlier chapter, physical

manipulation is often an important element in learning even when it is not the

subject of direct instruction.  As we talk about tools, our manipulation of those

tools helps to complete the points we are trying to communicate.  Our utterances

are given greater depth, specificity, and clarity because of the tool.  Using tools as

we explain them provides greater information than conversations that do not

feature such tools.  If one were to examine someone giving “how to” instructions
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you would notice that typically, steps are omitted from verbal explanation.8

Consider the challenge of putting together a recently purchased object such as a

crib or a digital video recorder.  People often consider such complex tasks

difficult because missing even a minute step can cause issues with assembly.  An

explanation that includes use of the tool -- or at the very least graphical

representations of the tool -- helps to supplement verbal explanation.  It follows

then that in many cases, when we instruct someone on use of an object or tool,

instructions are in some sense contained in our actions as well as our words.  In in

this sense, I claim that we speak through the tools.

In the following instance the soroban teacher, although speaking in

Japanese, is able to convey to the student what he is to do through the use of the

soroban tools—the soroban, worksheet, and pencil

7.1.1

T: kocchi gawa o yarimasu ne. Kore
ikimasu ne. kore ne.
Let’s do this row. This one. This.

The teacher turns to the next page
of problems.  With her pencil she
draws an arch over the next series
of problems the student is to
perform and then points to the first
one where he should start.

The above instance and each of the following instances is a reoccurring pattern

that is prevalent throughout soroban instruction.  The teacher either with her

finger or pencil points to a beginning problem on the worksheet then traces her

8 One of the great challenges for technical writers is to ensure that they include every step.
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finger or pencil across a series of problems.  She then points back to the first

problem.  In doing so she is instructing the student that he is to complete this set

of problem.  It is not a problem that the teacher’s instructions are in Japanese.

Even in instances when she gives no verbal instruction at all but simply traces her

finger over the range of problems it is still very apparent to the student what he is

to do.  Thus, the worksheet as a tool is invaluable in soroban instruction in

helping to convey knowledge. Note in the following instance how the teacher uses

the worksheet to guide the student through the particulars of a problem while all

the while speaking in Japanese.

7.1.2

T: daijyoubu desu ka.
Is everything fine?

Rennshu koko iki masu
Let’s do this exercise.

Un oyayubi oyayubi sou
Yes, your thumb, your thumb. Yes.

The teacher returns to the student.
She draws circles around his
completed answers thus indicating
that he has performed them
correctly.  She then turns to the
next page of problems.  She places
both index fingers on the first
problem (emphasis and indicating
that the student is to begin
calculating this problem—an
established pattern).  Her right
index finger stays fixed at the top
of the problem while her left index
finger moves down the problem
pointing to each number as the
student performs it.
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In this instance the teacher places both index fingers on the math problem.9  Then,

as the student begins to calculate the problem one hand stays affixed at the top of

the problem while the other points out each number for the student to perform.

The teacher’s hand serves a number of purposes.  To begin with, starting the

problem with both index fingers affixed to the top of that problem suggests a

special emphasis on that problem.  It identifies is as something special, as

something different.  It is not every problem that receives this treatment.  In this

case, this problem will require the student to perform a new movement.

Additionally, by pointing each number as the student performs it, the teacher is

focusing the student’s attention so that is will not stray or somehow become

confused with the variety of options that the student might draw upon from what

he has just learned.  It is a way of ensuring that the student stays the course.

Often one can hear the teacher say “yukkuri, yukkuri”, that is, “slow down.”

While speed is indeed important, accuracy of course must first be mastered.

Thus, guiding the student through each and every number when there is a new

element to be learned is one way of ensuring that accuracy is achieved.  Pointing

can of course have other meanings but the meaning is usually clear as students

take into account the context under which the pointing occurs, as in the following

instance.

9 “A problem is an exercise whose solution is desired.  Mathematical problems may therefore
range from a simper puzzles to examination and contest problems to propositions whose proofs
require insightful analysis.”  Mathworld.wolfram.com (2005)
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7.1.3

T: minnna sugoi hayai  pace minna
yukkuri yukkuri ne
All of you are doing so fast. Slow
down, slow down, everybody.

sou de koko ne plus one so kekkou
desu
Yes. Then plus one. Yes. That’s
fine.

kore atode setsumei shimasu ne
I’ll explain this later.

plus one plus nine wa you don’t
have

With thumbs Yes yes good.

Minus six. sousou. Kore setsumei
shinakatta kana.
[Minus six.] Yes, yes, yes. I didn’t
explain this?

Ichino kurai jy  no kurai hyaku no
kurai sen no kurai.
One’s place, ten’s place,
hundred’s place, thousand’s place.

The student has finished his series
of problems.  The teacher comes
back and immediately spots an
incorrect problem.  She then points
to that problem with her left finger
Keeping that finger in place she
circles all of the other correct
problems with her right hand.  She
then points to the incorrect
problem with both index fingers.
The student begins to recalculate
the problem and the teacher points
to the number in the problem
where he has made the original
mistake. She taps at that place
several times along with a verbal
explanation.  The student
continues completing the problem
and does so correctly.

In this case the student has already completed a series of problems.  The normal

protocol is for the teacher to circle each answer indicating that it is correct.  In this

case the teacher immediately points to an incorrect answer and maintains an index

finger affixed to the top of that problem while circling the other answers.  In this,
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she is indicating to the student that the answer is incorrect and at the same time

instructing him to re-calculate the problem.  The student does so without

hesitation and completes the problem correctly the second time around.

The pointing gesture

As one can begin to see, speaking through tools is a hands-on process.  To

accomplish the task one is required to use one’s hands in conjunction with the

tools in a variety of ways.  Hence, pointing is a primary means of instruction.

Consider how the teacher teaches the student the names (or how to identify) of the

parts of the soroban.

The teacher begins the lesson speaking English, but switches very quickly

to Japanese.  Her verbal instructions are accompanied by pointing gestures.  Using

her index finger, the teacher traces around the outer edge of the soroban.  She says

in English, "The Japanese name is waku."  The student repeats the term, "waku."

The teacher then points to an illustration of a soroban on the student's worksheet.

Placing her finger on the "waku" part of the illustration, she tells the student,

"Please write it here."  Next, the teacher runs her fingers along the middle

horizontal bar on the soroban and then immediately points to the illustration and

says "hari."  The student writes the term next to the corresponding part on the

diagram.  The student then points to the diagram and says "waku."  At this point

the teacher switches to Japanese.  The teacher says, "muzukashii ne," meaning "
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“It's difficult isn't?"  The teacher continues the lesson but this time speaking

solely in Japanese.  She continues the pattern of pointing to the soroban, saying

the Japanese term, and then pointing and thus, indicating where on the illustration

the student should write the term.

In this lesson the teacher introduces one element in the learning process,

which is the  artifacts required for using the soroban.  The artifacts consist of the

soroban and the worksheet.  The teacher uses these elements as well as verbal

explanation, and the pointing gesture to teach the parts of the soroban.  The verbal

explanation begins in English, but the teacher quickly switches to speaking

Japanese.  One reason why the Japanese explanations are not a problem for the

student – that is, instruction in Japanese does not appear to impede learning – is

that the teacher establishes a pattern for instruction from the beginning.  That is,

the student quickly learns to write the term next to its corresponding part on the

illustration.

In the following instance the teacher speaks exclusively in Japanese when

teaching the student the names of the various parts of the soroban.  To accomplish

this task she continually uses her finger to point to the actual part on the soroban

and the corresponding part on the diagram of a soroban on the worksheet while

she says the name aloud.  Note how the teacher uses a pointing gesture and other

artefacts to help make sense of her explanations.
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7.2

T: Ichi wa kono suuji no ichi  un
dama
Ichi is this number, one. Yes.
Bead.

Sou desu ne. de kono ue no tama
ne up beazu kore wa ne go.
That’s right. And this one bead
above is [up bead] this one is five.

ichi ni san shi go tte count
shitemasu no de go dan go dama
Count as one, two, three, four, and
five on the fifth dan.

Sou sou sou de tate no kono rods
wa keta keta to iimasu
Yes, yes, yes. And these vertical
rods are called keta, keta.

Hitotsu dato hito keta dakedo
futatsu dato futaketa
If there is one, hito keta, and two,
futaketa.

The teacher points to the 1 beads
on the soroban with her index
finger and then to the one bead on
the diagram still with her index
finger.

She points again to the one bead
on the soroban with her index
finger and then points back to the
one bead on the diagram with the
tip of the pencil and makes like a
circle motion- as if circling the one
bead on the diagram.  She then
counts with her fingers.  The
student labels the diagram
appropriately.

The teacher points to the keta part
of the soroban with her right index
finger.  She then points to the part
on the diagram with her pencil.
The student labels accordingly.

The use of the pointing gesture, then is a way of drawing a connection

between the object, an illustration of the object, and the term for that object.

Thus, the teacher uses the pointing gesture to help the student create meaning by

linking the spoken word with a visual representation of the artifact as well as the

artifact itself.  This instance illustrates a key aspect in the learning process.  One

can begin to see how the artifacts serve as a medium for communication.  They
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are the means by which the teacher helps the student to create meaning.  This is a

pivotal point in all soroban lessons.

When we speak through tools then, the use of the tools may tend to

replace verbal elements, in part because tool use can be more effective than verbal

explanation.  That is, when we speak the use of the tools in the communicative

process replaces some verbalized instruction.  Not every single step of an

instruction is verbalized.  But, if not communicated the task could not be

completed.  In multilingual environment this takes on even greater importance.

Further, when we speak through tools it is clear that our hands play a significant

role.  Hands and fingers can help to focus attention on particular aspects when

there is so much to take in in the learning process.  Hands can mimic or simulate

actions or they can actually perform those actions as in the demonstration process.

Thus, the use of the tool helps to make those steps both minute and significant.

Consider the following instance.

7.3.1 Communicating the unsaid

The teacher points to the first problem on that page.  She then points to her
right index finger and performs a stroking motion upward and downward in
the air, thus showing the student the required movement necessary to
complete that problem.  Next, she points back to the 5 bead on the soroban
and flexes that index finger some more while the student performs the first
problem.

This instance is indicative of a very common pattern in the soroban class—ways

in which teachers utilize tools to convey knowledge.  In this particular instance
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the teacher points to the math problem on the worksheet, then directs the students

attention to her own finger which is the one required to perform the particular

number at hand.  The teacher displays the movement required to complete the

number by stroking her finger downward in the air.  She then redirects the

student’s attention back to the soroban by pointing to the bead to be manipulated.

She flexes her index finger several times more and the student performs the

calculation successfully.  Thus, with the help of the tools of soroban and of

soroban instruction, the teacher is able to convey to the student how to add (and

subtract) five on the soroban.

Here again the transfer of knowledge is accomplished because the teacher

is able to draw a relationship between the tools and the proper movement through

the use of a pointing gesture.  Consider the following instance.

7.3.2

The teacher points to the problem on the worksheet, then points to the beads
on the soroban, then points to the worksheet again.  The teacher pinches her
right thumb and index finger in the air thus, displaying the movement and
finger positioning required to perform the problem.  The student attempts to
perform the problem on the soroban but does so incorrectly.  The teacher
again pinches her thumb and index finger together in the air.  The student
creates or adds the number correctly on the soroban.  The teacher then re-
explains the procedure for adding 6 on the soroban by doing the movement
just barely above the students soroban without actually touching it (but in the
student’s space).  The student follows and does the movement again correctly
on the soroban.
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By pointing back and forth between the soroban and the worksheet (which

illustrates the Arabic numerical problems and a diagram of the new movement) as

well as displaying the required movement, the teacher is connecting the tools and

showing what relates one to another—She is drawing connections among objects

that comprise the soroban system.  In doing so, the student can come to

understand both 1 ) that the number six on the worksheet is represented by the

upper or number five and lower one bead on the soroban, and 2) to create the

desired number, one squeezes the upper and lower beads together against the hari

by pinching the thumb and index finger together. Ultimately, then, this lesson

illustrates another key aspect of learning:  in this approach, teachers establish

close contextual relationships among elements being taught.  The objects being

used are not objects of study themselves, so much as they are interacting parts in a

system of practice.  These relationships are as much the object of study as the

objects themselves.

What is significant about this is that the teacher is pointing to the number

on the worksheet, then pointing to the soroban, then displaying or demonstrating

in the air how to perform that number.  She is clearly making use of the tools at

hand.  The tools are invaluable here.  They allow her to teach a critical, important,

basic, building block element without having to rely on language.  This method of
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teaching shows the vital role that tools play in the teaching process, and it shows

how tools work in concert with other methods of teaching such as demonstration

At this point it is probably quite evident that it not just the pointing gesture

at work here.  Earlier I mentioned that while I may focus on movement,

demonstration, and tools separately, they all work in concert with one another.

Note the degree to which both the pointing and demonstration work together in

the following instance.

7.3.3

The teacher turns to new page and points to first problem with both index
fingers.  Student begins to calculate problem.  The teacher performs a
stroking motion downward in the air and then points to the number in the
problem on the on the worksheet with her right hand and points to the
corresponding bead on the student’s soroban with her left hand.  She then
provides a verbal explanation while making notations with her pencil next to
the problem on the student’s worksheet.  She extends her right thumb (the
finger and movement necessary to perform the problem.) and points to the
bead on the student’s soroban to be moved with her left index finger.  She
then points back to the corresponding number on the student’s worksheet,
then back to the corresponding bead on the student’s soroban.  The student
appears to understand and pushes up the correct bead.  The teacher then
redirects his attention back to the middle of the math problem—where they
had left off before the last part that had to be taught—the teacher points both
of her fingers to the number.  There is some hesitancy on the student’s part.
The teacher points to the position on the student’s soroban and then to the
worksheet problem and again begins to make notations next to the problem
along with an explanation.  She keeps her left index finger points to the
number being discussed.  The student completes the calculation successfully.

Tools allow for the use of demonstration.  In the previous chapter I discussed how

teachers make extensive use of the demonstration which enables them to
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overcome barriers presented by differences in language.  It is important to

reiterate that while I may focus on movement, demonstration, and tools

separately, they all work in concert with one another.  To be exact, tools allow for

the use of demonstration.  Consider the difference between simulation in the

preceding instance and actual demonstration as in the following.

7.4.1

T: Hanasu toki nee tatoeba kou aru to
shimasu ne
When you release, for example, if
it is like this

koko sliding pyuu tte yarimasu
kochira kara
 here [sliding] pyuu is
onomatopoeia from here.

Oyayubi daijyoubu sousou
Your thumb. that’s right. yes, yes,
yes.

Hai ja tsugi e ikimasu oyayubi ne
sou sou sou
Yes. Then let’s do the next one.
Your thumb. Yes, yes, yes.

Ii deshou ka
Is everything fine?

How to clear soroban.  The teacher
first creates a series of 6s on the
student’s soroban.  She holds out
her right hand with palm up and
extends her thumb and index
finger.  With her left index finger
she points to first the extended
right index finger and then the
thumb several times thus, directing
the student’s attention.  She rotates
her hand palm down and pinches
her thumb and index finger
together.  But it is with her left
hand that she pinches her thumb
and index finger together and run
them along the hari part of the
student’s soroban thus showing the
student the proper way to clear the
soroban and return all the beads to
zero.  Next, she points to the place
on the soroban where the student
should begin clearing the soroban
and the student mimics the
teacher’s previous motion.
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It is important to make the distinction between simulated and actual

demonstrations.  In actual demonstrations, the teacher actually performs the

function, whereas in simulated demonstrations she mimics the function.  In the

above instance note the extent to which the teacher simulates movements without

actually performing them on the student’s soroban.

Tools can be used without language, and in a sense can speak for

themselves

A second way in which tools mediate communication is that in many cases

they either can be used without language or in a sense they can speak for

themselves.  The worksheet is an example, one that invaluable in this regard.  For

the beginning student, the worksheet in addition to containing mathematical

problems, also displays an illustration of a soroban.  For any given lesson or new

movement to be learned, there is an illustration which depicts the required

movement of the beads to either add or subtract that number.  Note how the

teacher utilizes the diagram in the following instance.

7.4.1

T: de ichi.hiku no toki ne. hiku wa
separate shite.
Then when you subtract one,
release, separate beads

minus one then minus five de
sanjy  san always

The teacher points to the first
number in the problem.  The
student appears to be hesitant so
she then points to the diagram just
above the math problem which
shows the new movement.  She
taps it several times then points
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[Minus one then minus five]. Then
thirty three. [Always].

Down up sou sou sou daijyoubu
hai ja koko made onegai shimasu
ne
[Down, up]. Yes, yes, yes. That’s
fine. yes. Please do up to here.

back to the number in the math
problem.  The student is still
somewhat hesitant but performs
the number

In this instance the student is hesitant in calculating a number which requires a

new movement.  In this case the teacher simply directs his attention the diagram

at the top of the worksheet which depicts how to perform the number.  With that,

the student is able to calculate the problem successfully.  Of course in this

instance the teacher is assisted by the illustration.  However, were the student to

turn to the next page on his own, he would be able to figure out from the

directional arrows in the illustration the correct movement of the beads to

calculate the problem.  Hence, the worksheet or tool can speak for itself.

The worksheet also allows for the teaching of the soroban without verbal

language in a variety of other ways.  The worksheet serves as documentation of

performance.  The math problems are printed on the page with a blank space at

the bottom for the student to enter his or her answer.  Once entered, the answer is

a permanent record of the student’s performance.  It allows the teacher to

immediately evaluate the student’s performance particularly when she is not there

to watch the student at the time he performs the calculation.  What is of special

interest is that while the teacher can detect mistakes as she watches the student
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performing the calculation, she often can spot on which steps in the problem

mistakes were made simply by looking at the final answer.  Hence, the worksheet

is a medium for communication between the student and teacher.  When the

student completes a series of problems the teacher quickly checks each answer.

The worksheet remains on the table in front of the as the teacher draws a circle

around each correct answer.  Incorrect answers receive no circles and thus

students know that that problem must be re-calculated.

Finally, the worksheet consists of mathematical problem written in Arabic

numbers.  This is a key element in the facilitation of communication between

student and teacher.  We often hear that numbers are universal.  But what exactly

does that mean?  In this case it means that numbers have the ability to transcend

verbal communication.  I once traveled to Thailand.  Although I was not able to

speak any Thai, I navigated the huge Chatuchak (Jatujak) Market where I shopped

and bargained for merchandise and souvenirs with merchants who spoke no

English.  In almost every transaction, my communication with merchants was

without incident.   Perhaps the reason involved our use of gestures and tools.

When I pointed to or picked up an item the merchant punched a number into a

calculator and showed it to me.  I held up a number of fingers thus indicating how

much I was willing to pay and the merchant punched another number into the

calculator and so on until we reached some agreeable term.  Clearly, the use of
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numbers in this environment made for relatively smooth transactions.  Hence, in

the soroban classroom, the use of Arabic numbers is essential for successful

communication.  To be clear, it is the use of Arabic numbers.  Traditional

Japanese writing or Kanji is very much like the Chinese writing system from

which it stems and has it own way of writing numbers.  Some stores and

restaurants (mainly those selling traditional or cultural merchandise) still display

their prices in kanji.  Thus, successful communication is reliant on the Arabic

numbering system as opposed to use of the kanji.  This concept will be further

investigated in the following chapter.

Tools facilitate the creation of signs

The use of any particular tool requires particular movements.  In many

case the movement is well-known.  For example, think of the way one hammers a

nail.  If you were in a country and needed a hammer but did not speak the

language you might go to a hardware store and mimic hammering something.  Of

course this is no guarantee that the sales clerk will understand that you need a

hammer as he may present you with a local or regional tool that requires similar

movement.  However, in many case we can convey our need for a desired object

by mimicking the motion required to use or manipulate that object.  Consider how

one might convey to a store clerk that you require the use of a phone or need
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something to write with.  The meaning of many standardized societal signs is easy

to understand because they mimic the objects they represent.

In the case of the soroban, teachers often use signs when referring to

aspects such as the addition and subtraction of a specific number.  In these cases,

because finger positioning, movement, and stroke order adhere to a set of

stringent rules it becomes clear what a teacher is referring to.  So for example, the

stroking of the index finger downward can only mean subtract.  The pinching of

the thumb and index finger closely together means add six.  If there is a little

space it would mean add either seven or eight.  And if the gesture looks like about

an inch or an inch and a half it is likely to mean add nine.  The pushing of the

thumb upward would mean addition of the one through four beads.  And finally,

the stroking upward and downward of the index finger would mean subtracting

the numbers six nine.  This is not a sign system that needs to be taught

independently to be understood.  The mere of the soroban and proper stroke order

is enough to achieve understanding.  Let’s take a second look at instance line 105

to see how signs might be enacted.

In this case the student has made an error in calculating his math problem.

While he may not necessarily understand the teacher’s verbal explanation that one

should add six, the proper action becomes clear based on the teacher’s use of sign.

Likewise, as noted earlier, teachers often mimic the required movement as student
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perform any give number as in the instance below.  The gesture or use of sign

would assist the student were he to stumble or get stuck on the movement

necessary to complete the problem.  Thus, in the teaching of the soroban, signs

evolve through manipulation of the soroban, and such signs are utilized to convey,

assist in, or emphasize information taught.

Obviating Communication:  Soroban and User as Computing Machine

It is worthwhile to know that tools to accomplish complex tasks are, in

combination with their users, much like fine-running machines.  The soroban and

its user are of course a particular kind of machine, a computer.  Tools are

accessible and typically keep their features open, within the range of access of

those who do not own the tool.  Machines such as computers keep such features

hidden or mysterious because of their inherent complexity.  The soroban is a

special case, in that the tool and the person are a kind of a machine – a computing

machine, one with each of the features of tools listed above.  To become a

machine requires communication, of course.  To acquire any complex skill,

students must learn from those who have mastered the craft before them; such

learning involves communication, repetition, correction, and tuning.

Tools are in some respects distinct from machines.  Once started,

machines can run on their own.  Tools on the other hand require manipulation to
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produce the desired effect.  Tools are a means of manipulating machines, as with

the levers for a forklift, or the steering wheel for a car.  Tools often require fine

gradations of movement, learned over time, in the form of patterns, they involve

expertise.  Machines also often require expertise to be run, even licensing, but one

source of that expertise is the ability to control the machine via the use of tools (a

crane operator, for example).

Even though the soroban and user together are much like a complex

computing machine, teaching is not like a machine.  The teacher has to follow the

proper working and give instruction.  This is not like Computer Based Training,

which involves only a series of rote actions rather than a set of finely tuned

interpretations. The teacher actually follows along, or detecting and correcting

errors.  The teacher is outside the machine, watching the student learn to become

one with the other parts of the machine.

At a granular level, a computing machine needs inputs and outputs, and

the soroban provides these in the form of paper and pencil, the reading of

numbers, etc.  To the expert, as well as the naïve user who relies on the

calculations of professionals, “the soroban + its user” should be a kind of black

box.  We do not really care “how” the number is calculated.  We understand that

is calculated the same way each time.  The same numbers will always yield the

same result.  So the soroban + user is in key respects much like a computing
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machine.  The person using the soroban understands its operation, but does not

need to attend.  The hands will keep going.  The person relying on the clerk

likewise need not attend, since the final result will doubtless be accurate.  At a

higher level, a computing machine may be assembled and increasingly fine-tuned

over the time, in part through communication, and in part through practice.  The

tool itself, because of its openness to both learner and student, becomes a medium

for communication, one that allows communication between teacher and student.

In a final irony, the communicative potential of the soroban eventually obviates

the need for communication, as the student becomes a master of the tool.
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Chapter Eight

Numeracy and the Teaching and Learning of Complex Tasks

In 1839, men and women from the west coast of Africa (what is now

Sierra Leone) were captured and taken to Cuba. Sold in a slave market near

Havana, they were placed on the schooner Amistad to be taken to a sugar

plantation down the Cuban coast. On their fourth night on the Amistad, under the

leadership of Joseph Cinque, the captives revolted, killing a number of the

Spanish crew in the process. While they had taken over the ship, the Africans did

not possess knowledge of seamanship, and so the crew was able to deceive them.

Instead of returning to Africa, they instead sailed to the Eastern seaboard of the

United States, eventually anchoring on Long Island Sound. There the Amistad

was intercepted and the Africans were taken to Connecticut, imprisoned, and

charged with mutiny and murder. A trial would determine whether they were to

be imprisoned or executed, returned to Africa, or given over to their former

captors. Advocates were intent on helping the Africans at trial, but were stymied

by the fact that they did not share a language with the Africans. Despite months of

effort, they could not communicate with the captives nor learn their story.

Professor Josiah Gibbs, a Yale linguist, eventually learned to count in the Mende

language spoken by many of the captives. He wandered the harbor of New York
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City searching for someone who spoke the language, counting aloud from one to

10 in Mende, while using gestures to indicate his understanding of the words he

was using. The strategy worked, and led to the discovery of a key member of the

Amistad defense team, James Covey, a 20-year-old British sailor who eight years

earlier had been captured and sold into slavery. Since Covey spoke both English

and Mende, he opened up a new world of communication between the Africans

and those defending them, serving both as translator and language instructor.

Gradually, the Africans’ story was told.  Covey eventually testified and translated

for others at the 1840 trial.

One fascinating aspect of the story is that while other attempts to achieve

communication between the Africans and their advocates failed, communication

about and through numbers succeeded in establishing a common means of

communication.  Of course, Gibbs might have tried the same technique using

other vocabulary such as familiar objects or animals. But which of these were

shared by Africans and residents of New Haven, Connecticut circa 1840? Clearly,

numbers were a more likely, universal choice. Consider that Gibbs did not need a

translator to learn to count in Mende, but instead could accomplish the task with

gesture and voice alone. While the Africans and their defenders had little in

common, one thing they did share was numeracy. Indeed, one can imagine that
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had a similar series of events occurred 100 or even 1,000 years earlier, numbers

might be the lingua franca that would allow communication to be established.

Numeracy, the “ability to count, perform arithmetic, and have a general

feel for magnitudes of numbers and probabilities applied in daily life,”1 is

probably the key motivation for the existence of the soroban in modern Japan.

Though the stakes for numeracy in modern societies are less direct than those in

the Amistad case, nevertheless numeracy is thought to be critical to the lives of

contemporary Japanese. The advent of the calculator, rote memorization, and

changes in mathematical curriculum – including a decision by Monbusho, the

Japanese Education Ministry, to designate soroban instruction as optional -- is

thought to signal a decline in numeracy not only for individuals, but for the nation

as a whole. But if numeracy involves only basic mathematical operations and

principles, why is a governmental decision about the soroban taken to represent

the state of overall mathematical knowledge for a society?  On the surface,

numeracy involves rather rudimentary mathematical capabilities encompassing in

but three areas:

• The basic mathematical operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division

1 I borrow the definition from wikipedia.org.
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• An understanding of and ability to compute with numbers such as

fractions, decimals, and percentages

• The power to make and use quantitative estimates of things and events.

For soroban advocates, such a definition of numeracy might seem to trivialize

numeracy, much like the idea that if one can read and write, one is literate. While

that is undoubtedly true, there are varying degrees both of literacy and of

numeracy. A definition of numeracy that focuses only on its apparent essential

characteristics may fail to identify what for soroban advocates is the most

essential characteristic of all – an intimate, perhaps even visceral familiarity with

numbers and mathematical operations. The practice of the soroban, including

membership in the community of active practitioners, is in key respects a different

way of understanding numbers than that offered by paper, pencil, and calculators.

But what makes this numeracy different in kind, and what is its

applicability to teaching and learning of complex tasks?  In the preceding

chapters, I have attempted to give something of the flavor of that difference.  One

aspect of the difference has to do with social factors.  I have shown how soroban

teaching and learning, as well as the general practice, is an activity that occurs at

multiple levels or scopes of social abstraction.  These include individual, dyad,

group, organization, community of practice, and even society.  A second aspect of

the difference concerns the incorporation of numerical knowledge into bodily
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dispositions.  I have illustrated how practiced, refined movement both of the

practitioner’s body and the soroban contribute to changes in bodily knowledge, a

gradual falling-away of explicit thought and communication about the

mathematical tasks conducted, ultimately resulting in a notion of movement itself

as a way of knowing. A third aspect of the difference between soroban numeracy

and more basic numeracy has to do with the acquisition of skills in tool use.  I

have argued that the design and use of the soroban and related tools facilitates

both instruction and learning, such that soroban practitioners become part of a

soroban computing “machine.”

In this chapter, I attempt to accomplish three main tasks:  First, I expand

on these ideas to show that numeracy of the kind described goes beyond each of

these aspects, and is instead a union of these and other elements. The intimate

familiarity with numbers engendered by daily soroban practice creates

relationships among these aspects of community and group, bodily knowledge,

and tool use in a way that is difficult to codify, but easy to experience. The belief

that deep experience with the soroban alters one’s knowledge of and relationship

to numbers is widely held in the soroban community, a fact I confirmed during

my time studying this community. In this respect, the sum of soroban activities is

greater than the parts.  Indeed, practitioners feel that soroban practice allows one

to relate to complexity itself in a different way, in that one’s thinking is clearer,
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one can understand patterns more easily, and one is able performing challenging

mental work with greater patience and ease. I therefore adopt a second aim in this

chapter, to illustrate how soroban practice may be generalized to teaching and

learning of other complex tasks. Third, I attempt to show how this methodology

and line of reasoning might apply to future research.

Understanding Numeracy

In The Mathematical Brain, Brian Butterworth, Professor of Cognitive

Neuropsychology at University College London, argues that numbers are a

universal human capability, and that the brain possesses a “number module” that

“allows human beings to categorize the world according to numerosities – the

number of things in a collection.” According to Butterworth, the Mathematical

Brain includes both this number module, and the “development and transmission

of cultural tools for extending the capability of the Number Module” such as aids

to counting like number words, finger-counting, and tallying, as well as the many

inventions of mathematicians through the centuries, “from numbers to calculating

procedures, from counting-boards to theorems and their proofs.”  (Butterworth,

1999).  Thus the number module involves a basic, hard-wired, genetic capability

to count up to four or five items, and to conceive of and count collections of

virtually anything – sheep, cars, spoons, square items, round items, oblong items,
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and the like. Above this module, culture has provided a variety of conceptual

tools that have increased understanding of numbers. These conceptual tools fall

into four main categories:  body-part representations (finger-and toe-counting, for

example), linguistic representations (specialized counting words such as tens,

hundreds, thousands), numerals (specialized written symbols) and external

representations (tallies, calculators, and similar devices). (Butterworth, 1999).

To be numerate, one must possess more than the ability to count.  One

must also possess the numerical tools appropriate for a given culture.  For

Western societies, the definition of numeracy offered above may seem to suffice,

since it lists each of the major features of mathematical knowledge provided by a

basic education. Yet each of the mathematical features in the definition of

numeracy above – basic operations, computing wholes and parts, and estimating,

can be accomplished without many tools one would regard as mandatory for

numeracy.  For example, Butterworth points out that in order to survive, traders

who can neither read nor write must master concepts such as fractions and

estimation. It follows that the mathematical content and concepts thought to be

mandatory for numeracy in a given culture may be represented in a variety of

forms, to include Butterworth’s categories of body-part representations, linguistic

representations, numerical representations, and external tools.  Yet these

representations of themselves are not equivalent to numeracy, since they may not
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denote understanding of mathematical concepts.  One of the key complaints

regarding electronic calculators, for example, is that they obviate the need to

understand key mathematical concepts – students need only learn what button to

push, rather than the underlying mathematical principles that render a calculation

correct or incorrect. Therefore numeracy for a given culture may be comprised

either of knowledge of given mathematical concepts, or specific representations

of those concepts, to include tools and their appropriate use.

It should be apparent from the preceding discussion that numeracy is

generally thought to be an attribute of an individual.  Yet people may also be

thought of as more or less numerate at different levels of social abstraction, from

single individuals through families, peer groups, organizations, communities, and

even generations. In The Nothing That Is:  A Natural History of Zero, Robert

Kaplan describes societies both before and after the invention of this key

mathematical concept, showing the intricate maneuvers computers (the human

kind) had to engage in to work around the fact that number systems did not have a

symbol to represent nothing.  These intricacies probably would have been

regarded as a key element of mathematical knowledge, what in the present day is

typically called numeracy.  Yet with the invention of zero, many of these

complexities were no longer needed, and receded from memory, no longer part of
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the required knowledge for the mathematically-inclined.  What is considered

numerate therefore varies over time and across cultures and subcultures.

Despite the fact that expectations regarding mathematical knowledge vary

across time and social context, there are some basic principles that operate for

given types of numbers.2  Butterworth notes several for numerosities.  For these

collections of things, the numbers of collections can be combined. For example, if

I have one collection of three cows and a second collection of four cows, I can

combine the two numbers to conclude that I have seven cows.  A related principle

is that every numerosity is the sum of other numerosities. A third principle is that

each number in a numerosity should be mapped to a particular thing in the

collection – as with soroban beads.  A fourth principle is that collections

themselves can be represented as single entities, as with the case of a “fives” bead

on the upper part of a soroban, that stands as an equivalent of four-plus-one of the

beads on the lower part of the soroban.  Each of these principles operates in the

background of soroban use, yet one would be hard pressed to get soroban

practitioners to be able to recite these principles. Still, there is the feeling that in

learning the soroban, people are internalizing numbers, making them part of

themselves and their lived experience.

2 Several other types of numbers, including ordinal numbers, numerical labels,
and cyclical numbers, are not directly relevant to normal soroban practice.  This is
because the procedures for calculating the answer to a given problem do not vary
based on what is being added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided, and so on.
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Internalizing Knowledge of Complex Tasks

In an earlier chapter, I argued that one of the goals in learning a complex

tasks is to reduce its perceived complexity by breaking the task into its constituent

parts, such that these could be repeated with confidence, execution of the task

could be monitored, errors could be detected, and the task could be completed

without attention to each individual step. Another way of saying this is that

knowledge of the complexities of the task is internalized. This is the general

pattern of soroban learning, with students learning particular sequences of

calculations, repeating practice, and gradually increasing the level of difficulty

and sophistication as they progress. Indeed, instructors are able to use this pattern

as a framework for communicating knowledge of the soroban without sharing a

common language with students.

In an earlier chapter, I proposed that five elements were crucial to the

communication of knowledge:  concepts, movement, tools, language, and culture.

Movement, tools, and culture have all been examined in relationship to learning,

but largely in isolation.  Yet soroban practice illustrates that for many complex

tasks, how these elements relate to each other becomes critical to the

communication of knowledge. At a trivial level, proper movement in conjunction

with the tool ensures that calculations will be correct.  Similarly, the tools

themselves constrain and facilitate proper calculation.  Yet neither tools nor
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movement would be successfully communicated outside of the specific cultural

context.3 I also claimed in an earlier chapter that by isolating relationships among

elements crucial to the communication of knowledge from the issue of culture, we

may be able to gain a more precise understanding of the role of culture in the

communication of knowledge.

Soroban as Activity Situated in Community of Practice

The soroban community of practice presents a unique cultural vantage point

on numbers; part of being in the community is to be convinced that the soroban

provides unique mathematical knowledge, and a unique clarity to thinking – or

not thinking, as the case may be -- about numbers. These beliefs about the

soroban reinforce behaviors such as diligent practice that contribute to the

development of soroban skills.

One way in which soroban learning is internalized is through soroban

activities that occur at multiple levels of abstraction.  The practitioner intersects

with the community of practice at many levels.  A soroban learner practices as an

individual, participates with a teacher in a dyad, attends class in a group setting,

participates in the context of a community of practice, and certifies his or her own

skills relative to those of others in that community of practice. Each of these

3 As Butterworth points out, cultures provide a variety of tools for representing
and enacting mathematical knowledge.  Like other external tools, the soroban is a
cultural tool that reinforces mathematical knowledge.  Yet there are unique
aspects to soroban culture that is unique from the larger Japanese culture.
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broader social scopes helps to set the context for more immediate activities that

allow one to internalize knowledge of how to operate the soroban. The existence

of certification examinations, for example, provides a nominal goal for soroban

learners – it provides a specific cultural context with which to measure one’s

relative skill.  All things being equal, a person who has passed a given level of the

soroban examinations is thought to possess more skill than one who has not.

Even the seating arrangements in the classroom underscore this fact.

Movement as a Way of Knowing

I argued in an earlier chapter that movement itself becomes a kind of

knowledge, one that differs in significant respects from more traditional notions

of what it means to know.  This involves the mastery of movement, rather than

abstract knowledge that differentiates masters of an art form from lesser artists or

critics who may possess equal or greater “cognitive” knowledge.  Both teachers

and learners of a specific skill – the soroban – adopt strategies to facilitate skill

acquisition.  In turn, tool use extends bodily dispositions such that the tools recede

from consciousness.  Tools, and the skilled movements that make tools useful,

combine to provide a way of interacting with and knowing the world around us.

Merged into bodily dispositions, physical skills become an especially powerful

form of tacit knowledge.
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There are five forms of proof for such a view:

• Knowing without thinking -- if one can know a movement without

thinking about it consciously, then movement is a kind of knowing in

itself.  One example of this is the hands knowing.

• Thinking and mistakes -- devoting thought to the movements can cause

errors in execution of a skill.  Thinking too hard also tends to slow

performance of a skill.

• Movement and signification -- movement comes to signify, as when a

gesture of the thumb moving upward provides an instruction to add.

• Understanding versus performance -- understanding a principle is different

from performing that principle.  This is the difference of knowing how

versus knowing that.

• Physical skills as replacements for mental skill -- physical skills acquired

through repeated practice displace any mental effort; the skills themselves

represent knowledge.

In explaining why many art forms have been lost throughout the ages, Polanyi

notes that while we may be able to replicate detailed specifications, there exists

“indefinable knowledge” to which we no longer have access.  Even in this age of

scientific know-how, this “indefinable knowledge” remains an important part of

modern technology.  (Polanyi, 1964) Polanyi points to industries such as
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tanneries, potteries, steel mills, breweries, and textile manufactures which to this

day still lack a clear knowledge of detailed operations.

Tools as a medium for communication

I argued above that the design and use of tools helps both to constrain and

afford tool use, such that practitioners may be limited to in their use of the tool,

and may be alerted when they do make an error in using the tool.  Tools not only

constrain use, they serve as artifacts and media for communication.  Soroban

teachers routinely use the features of the tool as a way to demonstrate, mimic,

signify, and allow students to draw conclusions about the proper use of the tool.

This becomes critical because of the lack of a shared language.

One proof for the efficacy of the various elements that communicate

knowledge is their collective ability to explain how teachers are able to impart

soroban skills despite the absence of a shared language. I have argued that

mutually reinforcing relationships among concepts, language, movement, tools,

and culture help to explain how knowledge is communicated.  Movement as a

teaching technique rarely occurred in isolation, but also included use of the tool

itself, some attempts to communicate numerical concepts, and even language

where appropriate. There are numerous examples in which teachers and students

crossed from movement to use of the tool itself, then to vocal cues or other

elements as ways of communicating specific points about proper operation of the
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soroban.  This is true both for initial instruction on a particular soroban procedure

as well as correction of errors.  Because the skills learned are complex and require

much practice, correction of errors comprises a much larger proportion of the

data.

A second proof for the efficacy of these elements is that soroban learning is

perceived along these dimensions.  First, for the Osaka Soroban Association,

skilled use of the soroban is taken to be a representation of a larger, more

substantial set of mathematical knowledge.  Second, skilled use of the soroban is

equated with a privileged, intimate knowledge of the workings of numbers.  It is

thought that equivalent mathematical knowledge cannot easily be obtained in

other ways.  Third and most importantly, this special kind of numeracy

represented by skilled use of the soroban is thought to exist at multiple levels,

extending outward from the individual, to the group, organization, community of

practice, nation, and even to other nations. Numeracy at these higher social

abstractions are in many respects the main point of the Association, since they

ensure both that such numeracy achieves adequate scope, and that it achieves

lasting effect.
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Numeracy and the Analogy of the Soroban to Other Complex Tasks

I claimed above that soroban teaching and learning may provide lessons

about the teaching and learning of other complex tasks.  The soroban, after all,

involves tool use, acquisition of skills over time, membership in a community of

practitioners, and certification of expertise, four hallmarks for learning complex

tasks.  Construction trades might be an equivalent case.  This does not mean that

the soroban presents a precise analogy for other tasks and skills.  If the numeracy

acquired through use of the soroban is unique, one might argue that the analogy to

other tasks is not likely to hold.  Moreover, a task that does not involve highly

refined use of tools for example, but perhaps analysis alone, might not be

analogous.  Yet many complex tasks are described in much the same way the

soroban is.  The object of knowledge might not be numeracy, but it might be a set

of advanced skills that rely on many of the principles of soroban practice.  Some

examples include learning and repetition of a defined sequence of finite steps, use

of the tool as a learning device, and the ability of tool use to detect and signal

error.  These suggest that the patterns described for soroban use may be present

for learning of other tools, particularly those that are complex.

On a more general level, the model I propose for studying soroban

teaching and learning may provide direction for future research, regardless of

whether the soroban analogy itself holds.  In proposing to extend Activity Theory
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to include the concept of scope, I noted that one should study an activity relative

to a particular scope or level of social abstraction, and also to the phenomenon

studied.  In this dissertation, the pheonomenon was teaching and learning.  For

another activity involving complex tasks, the phenomenon might something else.

The soroban thus presents a model for how a community engages in multiple

activities – supporting the community, teaching, learning, practicing, certifying –

each of which may vary in its participants, sub-activities, motives, operations, and

so on.  The soroban community may help to articulate how teaching and learning

as well as other activities take place. The goal for some other community or task

may be quite different, while the methodology used to study the phenomenon may

remain consistent.
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